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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1  Motivation 
Recent results from the LEP precision experiments suggest that it is quite probable that 
the top quark exists in the mass  range 100  GeV < m, < 200 GeV[1], which would be 
within the reach of the next generation e+  e- colliders.  The top quark pair production 
process in the threshold region is considered as  one of the major subjects of the future 
e+ e- colliders. It is expected that from the cross sections in the {[threshold region one 
may be able to extract the important physical parameters such as top mass m,, strong 
coupling constant a., top decay width r,,  Higgs mass mu, and top Yukawa coupling 
9tm· 
First  quantitative  analysis of  the  total  cross  section  in  the t[ threshold  region 
was performed  by Fadin and Khoze in  their pioneering papers[2],  where they pointed 
out  that  the  fairly  stable  theoretical  prediction  is  available  regarding  the  toponium 
resonance formations near t[ threshold due to the large mass and the large decay width 
of top quark.  The top quark width grows rapidly as m, increases[3], and the dominant 
decay modes of toponium resonances will  be almost saturated by the decay process of 
each constituent, t --+  bW. Their key observation was that the large decay width of top 
quark  would  act  as  the infra-red cut-off,  which prevents the theoretical uncertainties 
involved in the low energy QCD physics from affecting the theoretical predictions. 
It is  best illustrated by  considering the tl pair produced in  the e+c  annihila-
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Figure Ll:  Top quark  pair production  near threshold.  Top quark  will  decay before 
hadronization occurs. 
tion  as  they spread apart from  each  other.  (Fig.  L1)  Since they  are slow  near the 
threshold,  they  cannot escape even  the  relatively  weak  attractive  force  mediated  by 
the exchange of Coulomb gluons,  so  that they are bound to form the Coulombic res-
onances when they reach the distance of Bohr radius (a,m,)-1  ~  0.1  GeV-
1
.  At this 
stage, the coupling of top quark  to gluon is  of the order of a,(f.L = a,m,)  ~  0.15.  If 
they could continue to spread apart even further to the distance Aq~D  ~a  few GeV- 1
, 
there would  occur the  hadronization effect  as  the coupling  becomes  really  strong[4], 
since gluons with wave-length~  Aq~D would be able to resolve the color charge of each 
constituent.  For a  realistic top quark, however, the t[ pair will  decay at the distance 
(m,f,)-112  ~  0.1  GeV- 1  into energetic band b jets and W's before the hadronization 
effect becomes important.  Here, the toponium can be regarded as the Coulombic res-
onance state (with reasonably weak coupling) due to the large mass and width of top 
quark. In this respect, the toponium resonances differ distinctly from the charmonium 
and bottomonium resonances
1  which have smaller masses as well as narrow widths.  Be-
sides, since the toponium resonances decay dominantly via the electroweak interaction, 
their decay process can also be calculated reliably. 
1The spectra of charmonium and  bottomonium resonances are  dictated by the relatively low  energy 
regime of the QCD interaction[5,6,7),  and it is  known  that they can  be  fitted  well  by the logarithmic 
potentia1[8] phenomenologically. 
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Theoretically, the  physics related  to toponium resonance  is  interesting since this 
may be the first  QCD bound state whose dynamics can be controlled starting from the 
first  principles.  Also,  there exist remarkable interplays between  electroweak and QCD 
interactions, which makes  the study of toponium resonances unique.  Experimentally, 
the tl threshold region  may become one of the ideal  places to extract the information 
on QCD, especially the strong coupling constant a,. Moreover, since the effect of QCD 
interaction is  now predictable over the entire threshold region, one may extract even 
smaller contributions such  as Higgs effect.  These observations triggered  many of the 
recent works by several authors [9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16]. 
1.2  Quick Review of Related Works 
As  m 1  becomes larger, the widths of the toponium resonances increase rapidly.  The 
distinct  resonance shape of the total  cross  section  that  would  appear for  the narrow 
resonances gets smeared for  a  heavy top quark, merging into a  broad enhancement of 
the cross section over the threshold region form, >  120 GeV. Therefore, one is obliged to 
study the overall shape of the cross sections in the threshold region instead of applying 
the spectroscopic method developed at charmonium and bottomonium resonances. 
The Green's function method introduced by Fadin and Khoze[2] enables the direct 
calculation of total cross section over the tl threshold region without recourse to the 
summation over  the many resonances[9].  This method was improved by Strassler and 
Peskin[10],  who made the close  analyses of the threshold total cross section including 
the running of coupling constant a, and also the effect of Higgs exchange. They showed 
that for a light top quark one may make an accurate measurement of the strong coupling 
constant a., while one  may extract  the mass and  couplings of the Higgs boson for a 
heavy  top  quark.  It was  also  argued  that  a  precise  measurement of top  mass  and 
a  measurement of top width  are  possible for  a  wide  range of m,,  100  GeV  < m,  < 
250  GeV. 
The main defect in the measurement of the threshold total cross section for a heavy 
5 top quark is  that the resonance structures are quite smeared with the rapid growth of 
top 
ffiti 
width r,,  and  that there  is  a  strong  correlation  in  the determination  of a,  and 
it is  difficult  to tell whether m, is  small or a, is  large[ll].  It  was pointed out in 
Ref.[13]  that the measurement of top quark  momentum distribution  in  the threshold 
region would help determination of both a, and m,, since one may extract information 
on the QCD binding effect independent of that from the total cross section. There, the 
consistent analyses of total and differential cross sections were given by appropriately 
incorporating the phase space volume of the final  bW's.  The differential cross sections 
near threshold  were  also  studied  by  Jezabek,  Kiihn  and  Teubner[14].  They focused 
on the energy distributions of ];!f's,  which would escape from the  interacti~n region as 
the color neutral particles.  They found that the HI's spectra can also be useful in  the 
measurement of a, and m,. 
Another attempt at the measurement of a, for  a  relatively heavy top quark was 
proposed in Ref.[l6], where the effect of tlZ
0  axial-vector coupling on the tl  pair produc-
tion process was studied.  P-wave resonance states produced via axial-coupling interfere 
with the S-wave states due to the large top quark  width.  This interference gives rise 
to  the forward-backward  (FB)  asymmetry  below  threshold  which  grows  as  m, is in-
creased.  Its  a,-dependence is  magnified  simultaneously so  that  the measurement of 
FB-asymmetry may help  determination of a, form,  > 150 GeV. The FB-asymmetry 
'measures' the  degree of overlap of S-wave  and  P-wave states.  The key point here is 
that the top quark  width and  the energy  differences of the resonance levels have the 
same order of magnitude. 
More realistic studies, based on the above works, have been given in the thorough 
analyses of the cross sections near tl threshold, as one of the major subjects in the next 
generation e+e- linear collider projects[l5,17,18].  It has been confirmed by the recent 
analyses, on the basis of Monte Carlo simulations including experimental parameters[l8], 
that indeed  there is  a  strong  possibility for  the accurate  measurements of the basic 
parameters (a,  m,, r,,  ...  ) in  the  real  life  experiments  using  the total  and differential 
6 
cross sections as well  as the FB-asymmetry near tl threshold. 
1.3  Aim of the Thesis 
In  this thesis, we  report  the studies of the cross  sections and the  underlying physics 
for  the tl pair production process at e+e- collision  in  the threshold  region.  Here, we 
constrain ourselves within  the studies  based on the Standard Model.  We include all 
the QCD corrections up to the next-to-leading order in our analyses, and develop the 
necessary theoretical framework for  the calculations. These are the studies done by the 
present author (with co-workers), part of which is completely new, while other parts are 
the re-analyses of his  previous works[13,16]  by including the full  next-to-leading order 
corrections. 
To provide reliable theoretical predictions of the total and differential cross sections 
in the threshold region, it is desirable to include next-to-leading order corrections to the 
cross sections.  Some of them are already included in the preceding analyses. The leading 
order  terms  near  threshold  are  identified  with  the  Coulomb  singularities  (threshold 
singularities), where all the order (a,fflt are summed up[l9,5], with fJ  c:=  Jpdfm,.  The 
next-to-leading order corrections are the terms a~+  I /fln,  which can be regarded as the 
O(a,), or equivalently, O(fJ)  corrections to  the leading order terms, since  a~+  I /fln  = 
a,(  a,/  flt = fJ( a,j  fJt+l.  Thus, the next-to-leading order corrections are expected to 
give order 10% corrections to the cross sections, and it is important to establish the full 
theoretical prediction to this order with regard to the future experiments. 
The following respects of the present thesis are new.  We provide a solid theoretical 
framework necessary for  the 0(  a,) calculations of the threshold cross sections in detail. 
Accoding to the formalism, we  include in the cross sections the contributions from the 
final  state interaction diagrams as the  new  corrections at 0(  a,).  We find  that these 
corrections give non-trivial modifications to the top quark differential cross sections. It 
turns out, however, that the corrections from the final state interaction diagrams cancel 
out altogether in the total cross section at the next-to-leading order. This result justifies 
7 the previous analyses of the total cross section given in Ref.[15] up to this order, which 
included  the O(o:,)  corrections to the  top  quark  width r,  and  to the QCD potential 
VQco(r) as well  as the hard gluon  correction to the tlV (V =  'Y  or Z
0
)  vertex. 
This  thesis  also  includes  the  re-analyses  of  the  cross  sections  and  the  related 
physics, which were performed  by  the present author with co-workers in Refs.[13,16], 
by incorporating the full  next-to-leading order corrections. These results, together with 
the necessary theoretical framework, are now in  preparation for the publication in col-
laboration with K. Hikasa and S. Ishihara. 
The main achievements of the present author (with collaborators), which are con-
tained in  this thesis, can be summarized as follows: 
(1) We provided the consistent analyses of total and differential cross section near 
tl threshold region, in  which the phase space volume of the final bW's are appro-
priately taken into account.  We found  that the measurement of the differential 
cross section would be useful  in  the determination of a, and m,; in Ref.[13]. 
(2) We found that there appears measurable forward-backward asymmetry
2  even 
below threshold for  a  relatively heavy top quark, due to the interference of the 
S-wave  and  P-wave resonances with the rapid growth of top quark  width.  The 
sensitivity to a, increases with m, so that the measurement of FB-asymmetry may 
help determination of a:,  for a  relatively  heavy top quark; in Ref.[16] 
(3)  We re-calculate the total  and  differential  cross  sections as  well  as  forward-
backward  asymmetry including the  full  next-to-leading order  corrections.  It is 
found that the corrections from  the final  state interaction diagrams modifies the 
shape of differential cross sections non-trivially at 0(  a,), while these contributions 
cancel out in the total cross section.  Also, we provide a solid theoretical framework 
necessary for the calculations; in collaboration with K. Hikasa and S. Ishihara. 
2This is  another O(a.) =  0(,8)  correction  to  the  tl threshold  cross  section  first  introduced  by  the 
present author. 
8 
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1.4  Organization ·.of the Thesis 
In the following chapters, we  pay special attention to the two specific points.  Namely, 
(1)we make efforts to understand the underlying physics that governs the main struc-
tures of the cross sections; it helps to identify the observables that allow determination 
of the  basic  parameters  of Standard  Model,  a:,  and  m" and  (2)we  try  to  provide a 
solid  theoretical  basis necessary  for  the  calculations of the full  next-to-leading order 
corrections in the threshold region, where the naive perturbation theory breaks down. 
In Chapter 2, we start with an intuitive illustration of the space-time evolution of 
the tl pair produced in the threshold region, which subsequently decay into bW's.  We 
provide the theoretical framework for including the O(o:,) corrections in Chapter 3.  The 
first part (Section 3.1) of this chapter prepares the introductory theoretical concept for 
treating the threshold resonance states.  We identify the presence of the gauge-invariant 
threshold  singularities  in  the  Feynman  diagrams  up  to  all  orders  in  a:.,  and  clarify 
the  relevant  kinematical  configurations of the  top-pair  plus  gluons  in  the formation 
of toponium  resonances.  It is  also  demonstrated explicitly that  the large  top quark 
width acts as  the infra-red cut-off of the momentum carried by the gluon.  The second 
part (Section  3.2)  concerns the determination of the S-matrix element as well  as the 
differential cross  sections for  the  process e+e- ->  bW+]jw- (g)  including the next-to-
leading order corrections.  This is  achieved  step  by  step on  the  basis  of the general 
formalism of the heavy threshold bound states. 
In  Chapter 4,  the  cross sections in  the threshold  region  are examined in detail. 
We elucidate the underlying physics in order  to  identify the observables that can  be 
extracted  from  the cross  sections.  We  first  summarize the  necessary  formulas of the 
cross  sections in  Section  4.1.  The total  cross  section and the top  quark  momentum 
distribution are examined in  Section 4.2.  We find  that both cross sections are sensitive 
to a,.  We investigate the asymmetric distribution of top quark, proportional to cos B, 
and the forward-backward asymmetry in Section 4.3. It is argued that the measurement 
of the forward-backward asymmetry may help determination of a:, for a relatively heavy 
9 top quark. 
We study the effects of the O(a,) corrections in  Chapter 5.  The contribution from 
the each source of O(a ,) correction is examined separately. We sec that the final state 
interactions give  non-trivial  corrections to the differential  cross  sections.  It is  found, 
however, the correction vanishes in  the total cross section. 
The discussion  is  given  in  Chapter 6.  We  estimate the corrections  to the cross 
sections which have  not  been  included in this  work  (Section  6.1).  Also,  we discuss a 
possible source of the modification to the QCD potential used in our analyses (Section 
6.2).  The concluding remarks are given in  Chapter 7. 
The details  of the  theoretical  ingredients are contained  tn  the  Appendices.  We 
present the general framework of the threshold bound states in Appendix A. The power 
counting method, which proves to be an important tool for identifying the singularities 
in the diagrams, is explained fully  in  Appendix B.  In Appendix C, we give the details 
of the two-loop improved QCD potential used in our numerical studies.  An example of 
explicit calculation of absorptive potential is  presented in  Appendix D. 
10 
Chapter 2 
Physical Picture 
In this chapter we present an intuitive picture of the physics in  the tl threshold  region. 
We give a  qualitative description of the space-time evolution of the toponium system 
using the uncertainty relation. It is emphasized that this system probes the perturbative 
regime of QCD interaction due to the large mass and width of the top quark. 
We are concerned with the process where t and l are pair created and subsequently 
decay into bW's (see Fig. 2.1): 
(2.0.1) 
Annihilation of the tl pair is found to be negligible form, ;2;  100 GcV [20,21].  We would 
like to treat the production and decays of tl  in the lowest order of the electroweak theory 
while keeping the  QCD interactions between the tl state.  This is  achieved formally  by 
splitting the Lagrangean into two parts 
(2.0.2) 
where £o  contains the strong interaction, and by  treating the electroweak interactions 
[.EW perturbatively. 
The non-trivial and interesting part of the process is contained in  the three-point 
Green's function 
(2.0.3) 
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Figure 2.1:  The diagram for  the ([pair production process and their subsequent decays 
into bW's. The box with the dashed line shows the three-point function K(x,y,z) that 
carries the information of the toponium resonances. 
which expresses the amplitude where a tl pair is created at a space-time point z and the 
t (l) quark decays at another point x (y), see Fig. 2.1.  This three-point function contains 
the effect of full  QCD interactions, in the absence of which it reduces to the product of 
t and l  free  propagators.  Since the created t and l  will have small velocities near the 
threshold, the system related to this Green's function is regarded as a  non-relativistic t 
and l  system which is bound by the static potential V( lr 1- r 2 1 ) to form the toponium 
resonances.  We can then use  the non-relativistic Schri:idinger equation to estimate the 
effect  of the non-perlurbative strong interactions.  (See Section 3.1  for  the theoretical 
foundation.)  It is expected that the process probes the short distance behavior of the 
potential due to the large t-quark mass. 
The main  contribution to  the  potential V(r)  comes from  the QCD interaction. 
At short distances r  ~  Aq~ 0 ,  the perturbative picture of one-gluon exchange becomes 
12 
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valid, and hence V(r) behaves like (he Coulomb potential near  the origin: 
V(r) ~  - CF a,, 
T 
(2.0.4) 
with the color factor CF = 4/ 3.  We note therefore that there are 3  typical time scales 
in this system, namely 
r-'  0  loponium lifetime, 
Bohr radius, 
(Coulomb level)-1 . 
(2.0.5) 
(2.0.6) 
(2.0.7) 
Here, according to the Standard Model, the decay widths of resonances, f 0 ,  are almost 
saturated by the widths oft and l, so that f 0  ~  2f,[2,10I. 
Let  us first  examine the time  evolution of the system in  the case where r;;'  ~ 
ao/a, ~  ao .  Suppose that at t = 0,  a  tl pair is  created at the space point x  = 0  (see 
Fig. 2.2).  At this moment, the wave packet of the tl system is  like a o  function (with 
the size of ~  1/ m<)  at  the origin, which is  the superposition of all plane waves with an 
equal weight: 
,P(x)l  ~  P(x) = j ~  eip·x- iE< I  . 
<=0  (  )  < =0 
(2.0.8) 
All the plane waves quickly spread outwards from the origin x  =  0.  Each plane wave 
spreads until it  reaches  the  potential  barrier at  a  distance of the  Bohr radius.  It is 
then bounced back and starts oscillating within  the potential wall.  The fastest  wave 
(we are  concerned  with  the group  velocity  here)  will  reach  the  barrier at  the  time 
t = ao  (IPI = =).  Lower momentum waves will  reach there successively. It is from the 
timet~ a 0/a, when the typical waves related to the bound slates reach the barrier, 
that the concept of various resonance states becomes meaningful.  We may then say 
that the toponium is formed.  The velocity of the typical wave is equal to a., which is a 
familiar picture for the Coulomb potential problem.  These resonance states will remain 
until the t  or l  quark decays at  the time scale r;;'.  The waves that have momentum 
less than fe/a, will never reach  the potential wall. 
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Figure 2.2:  A  figure that shows the time evolution of the non-relativistic t[  system. 
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More  realistically,  the  attractive  potential  between  t  and  l  deviates  from  the 
Coulombic potential due to the running of the coupling constant a,.  Roughly, the QCD 
potential is given by the Coulomb potential with running coupling constant evaluated 
at momentum scale  J.L  ~  1/ r: 
(2.0.9) 
The toponium resonances feel  the attractive  force  corresponding to the coupling a,(J.L) 
evaluated at the size  of their wave  functions,  typically  J.L  ~ a ,m,  ~ (Bohr radiusJ-1 . 
As  top is  heavy,  its typical  kinetic energy  inside  the bound state far exceeds that of 
quarks inside the lighter quarkonia. Therefore, top quark can probe the deep region of 
the QCD potential. 
For the current theoretical expectation of the top mass, m, ~  100 to 200 GeV, the 
lifetime of toponium and the time scale for  resonance formation are of the same order 
of magnitude, 
f0
1  ~  a0/a,  ~  0(1 GeV).  (2.0.10) 
It is then expected from the above picture that this system will probe the QCD potential 
since 
r;;' » ao,  (2.0.11) 
so that the waves oscillate a  considerable number of times within the potential barrier 
before the decay occurs.  Also, because 
(2.0.12) 
t  and  l  quarks decay  via  the electroweak  interaction before  the  hadronization  effect 
becomes significant [22,23}.  Lower momentum waves with IPI ;S  f 0 /a, do not feel  the 
QCD potential.  Thus, we are free from the uncertainties coming from non-perturbative 
QCD at long distances.  We  have confirmed  the observation[10} that indeed the total 
cross section is quite insensitive to the long distance behavior of V(r) near the threshold. 
See Section 4.2. 
15 The characteri sti c features may be summarized as  follows.  High momentum waves 
with !PI >  f 0 /a,  ~ l/a0  reach  the  potential  wall  before  the  lop  decay,  and  the tt 
production cross section will  be affected by the loponium resonance formation.  On the 
other hand, the lower  momentum waves with !PI < fe/a, do not  reach the potential 
wall, and the details of the multiple resonance structure that is predicted for the stable 
top quark will  be smeared out.  Vole  are no longer able to resort to the spectroscopy to 
deterrrilne the form of V(,.)  but rather we  are concerned with the overall shape of the 
cross sections in the threshold region. It is  necessary therefore to consider the interplay 
among the various resonance stales. 
16 
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Chapter 3 
Theory 
It has long been a  challenge to describe the dynamics of QCD bound states from the 
first principles.  Toponium resonance states may become the first  such candidates due 
to their unique charateristics.  The resonances can be understood as the bound system 
of tl pair plus gluons where the typical momenta of gluons are relatively large.  We try 
to provide a solid theoretical basis to deal with the toponium resonances that serves for 
the quantitative studies given  in the following chapters.  In section 3.1  we review  the 
introductory theoretical  concept  regarding the toponium resonances.  Then we  deter-
mine the S-matrix element and the cross sections for the process  e+e- -> bW+iiw -(g) 
including the full  O(a,) corrections near threshold in Section 3.2. 
3.1  Basic Concept 
In this section we explain the basic concept underlying the present work.  Fairly stable 
theoretical prediction is  available regarding the toponium resonances due to the large 
mass  and large decay  width  of top quark,  and  also  because the  resonance formation 
involves the spacelike region of gluon momentum.  Here, we  will  translate the physical 
intuition into the theoretical language.  Characteristic properties of toponium states will 
be clarified by the explicit reference to the relevant kinematical configuration of top-pair 
plus gluon system in  the formation of resonances. 
17 3.1.a  Leading Threshold Singularities 
It is  well-known  that  ncar the threshold of quark-anliquark (qij)  pair production, the 
naive perturbation theory breaks down due to the formation of bound slates [24,5], and 
the strong interaction is  enhanced accordingly.  Intuitively, this is  because the produced 
q and ij have small velocities so that they are trapped by the attractive force mediated 
by the  exchange of gluons.  We  will  briefly  review  this  properly  near t[ threshold. 
We demonstrate explicitly that the ladder diagrams exhibit the g<tuge invariant leading 
singularities.  In this subsection, we  neglect the decay oft and[, and treat them as stable 
particles.  The effect of their decay widths will  be considered in  the next subsection. 
Let us consider the amplitude where a virtual photon decays into t and l, ·( _, tl, 
just above the threshold oft[  pair production.  As  we  will  see below, the ladder diagram 
for this process where uncrossed gluons are exchanged n  times between t and l has the 
behavior~ (a,/f3t, see Fig. 3.1.  Here, {3  is  the velocity oft or [in the c.m. frame, 
~  f3=yl--;'".  (3.1.1) 
Hence, the contribution of the n-th ladder diagram will  not be small  even for large n  if 
{3  ~ ex,.  That is, the higher order terms in  ex,  remain unsuppressed in the threshold re-
gion.  The singularities which appear at this specific kinematical configuration is known 
as "threshold singularities" .1 
We may observe the appearance of~ ( ex,j {3)" in the n-th ladder diagram as follows. 
First, consider the one-loop diagram. Its imaginary part can be estimated using the 
Cutkosky rule (cut-diagram method), see Fig. 3.2.  Namely, the imaginary part is given 
by the phase space integration of the product of the tree diagrams.  The intermediate 
a: phase space is proportional to {3  as 
{3 
d<l> 2(tl) =  -dcosO, 
167f 
(3.1.2) 
1This singularity stems  from  the  fact  that, for  a  particular assignment of the  loop momenta, all  the 
internal particles can become very nearly on-shell simultaneously as {3- 0. 
18 
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Figure 3.1:  The ladder diagrams for  the process 1  tl.  The diagram where n  un-
crossed gluons are exchanged has the behavior ~  (ex,/ f3t near threshold. 
X 
<:x,/~ 
Figure 3.2:  The Cutkosky rule for evaluating the imaginary part of the 1-loop diagram. 
The factors in a, and {3  are shown explicitly. 
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etc. 
Figure 3.3:  The cut-diagram method for evaluating the singularities of the higher order 
ladder diagrams. The factors in a,  and f3  are shown explicitly. 
where ()  is the angle between the momenta of the intermediate top quark and the final 
top quark in the c.m. frame.  Meanwhile the tl: scattering diagram with t-channel gluon 
exchange contributes the factor ~ a,/ {3 2  since the gluon propagator is  proportional to 
1/  {3 2•  In fact the propagator denominator is  given by 
2  2  sf3'  )  k  =  ~k  =  ~ 2(1  ~ co s ()  '  (3.1.3) 
where k denotes the gluon momentum. 
Thus, we  see  that the imaginary part of the one-loop diagram has  the behavior 
~  f3 · a,/{3
2  = a,/{3.  By repeatedly using the cut-diagram method, one can induce that 
the imaginary part of the ladder diagram with n  uncrossed  gluons  has  the  behavior 
~  (a,/{3)",  see Fig. 3.3. 
Note that the leading part of the gluon propagator in powers of f3  (in Re-gauge) 
is the instantaneous (Coulomb) propagator as 
- 0  - t  - 0 
UJ7  UJ  ~ k 2 + iE VJ/  VJ.  (3.1.4) 
Here, the subscripts f  and I  stand for the final state and the intermediate state, respec-
tively.  We used the fact that the space components of the currents, u 1 ,~u 1 and 'ih"(VJ, 
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are order f3  in the c.m. frarr)e.2 
It can  be  checked  by  power  counting method[25] that  the  real part of the n-th 
ladder diagram exhibits  the same type of s ingularit y,~ (a,/{3)",  see Appendix B. The 
relevant loop momenta in  the loop integrals are also in  the non-relativistic regime: 
p~ ~  m,,  p~ ~  m,  ~  0({3'), 
k
0  ~  0({3
2
), 
Pt =  ~ p, ~  0({3), 
k  ~  0({3). 
(3.1.5) 
(3.1.6) 
Here, p, p,  and k  represent the internal momenta oft, [and the gluon, respectively, in 
the c.m. frame.  It is easy to see that, for such configurations, t(l) and gluon propagators 
are counted as~  1/ {3
2
,  and the measure for the each loop integration d
4k/(27r)
4  as~  {3
5
•
3 
Thus, the ladder diagrams exhibit  the leading  singularities~ (a,/{3)".  As shown 
in Appendix B, other diagrams, including crossed gluon diagrams, do not  exhibit the 
leading singularities, but contribute to the non-leading s in gularities~  a~+1/f3"  (I ::=:  1). 
One may worry about the gauge invariance of the amplitude  if we take only the 
ladder diagrams.  Let us write the amplitude for  the process e+e- -> tt with full QCD 
corrections near threshold as 
M(full)(a,(J) =  L  cn(a,/{3)"  + (non-leading terms).  (3.1.7) 
Then the coefficients  en's should  be gauge-independent since the  full  QCD amplitude 
M(full) is gauge invariant.  (We suppressed the variables other than a, and {3.)  Explicitly, 
the gauge-independence of en's is ensured by the gauge-independence of the leading part 
~  1/{3
2  of the gluon propagator in eq. (3.1.4).  This also holds for the momenta (3.1.5) 
and (3.1.6) if we  note that the off-shell  t and l wave functions are given by 
Pt + m,  =  m,(1 + 1°) ~  P;/i + 0((3
2
),  (3.1.8) 
2Dirac  representation of the ')'-matrices is  most useful in  understanding the power count, where -y0  is 
diagonal and ··/'s are off-diagonal.  The t-quark spinor wave function has the upper two components with 
order of unity and  the lower two components suppressed by /3,  and  vice versa for  the £-quark. 
3
In  general,  in  counting  the  powers of f3  of a  loop  integral,  the si ngularity of the integrand  will  be 
increased if one assigns large  powers of {3  to  the propagator denominators of the internal particles, but, 
at the same time, the integration measure will  be more suppressed.  The optimal assignment of the order 
in  f3  to each internal momentum which exhibits the most singular part is  given in  eqs.  (3.1.5) and  (3.1.6). 
21 Figure  3.4:  The  self-consistent  equation  satisfied  by  the  leading singularities of the 
tt1 vertex  r~.  One should  take only  the leading part  ~  (a.,/ f3)n  on  both sides of the 
equation. 
(3.1.9) 
As  the higher order terms in  a.,  can  no  longer be  neglected near threshold,  we 
are led to sum over the leading threshold singularities. Let us denote by r~ the leading 
singularities of the vertex 1 ·  -+ tt, which satisfies the self-consistent equation as depicted 
in Fig. 3.4.  By taking only the leading part  ~  (a., /f3t on both sides of the equation, 
one obtains[10] the vertex  r~ as 
( 1  + I"  1  - I")  - r~ =- -2-~~-2- (E - PUm,) Go(p,; E),  (3.1.10) 
where E  =  .jS- 2m, is the energy measured from the threshold. G 0(p; E) is the S-wave 
Green's function of the non-relativistic Schri:idinger equation with Coulomb potential: 
[  (- ::  + V(r)) - (E + if)]  G0(x; E)= 6
3(x), 
Go( p;E)·= j d3xe-ipxG0(x;E), 
V(r) = - Cpa.,, 
r 
(3.1.11) 
(3.1.12) 
(3.1.13) 
where CF  =  4/3 is  the color factor.  The analytic expression of the total cross section 
evaluated with G0(x; E) is  available (see, for example, Ref.[2]  for the topon.ium), which 
includes the resonance spectra below threshold, E < 0.  Explicitly,  we may write 
Q  (  . E) = - L  </>n(P)1/J~(O) 
oP,  nE - En+it:'  (3.1.14) 
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where <Pn(P)  and ..Pn(x)  are the Coulomb wave functions in  momentum space and coor-
dinate space, respectively.  ri ere, n  includes the bound states, En =  - (Cpa.,) 2m,j4n2 , 
and continuum slates for  En  >  0.  Only  the S-wave  states contribute to the  leading 
vertex as seen from the appearance of ..Pn(0) 4 
As for  the amplitude for  e+e- -+ tt near threshold, one may take the leading sin-
gularities  f~ = L_c~
0l(a.~/f3") as  the zeroth order of the new perturbative expansion," 
and consider rj =  2:- c~
1 l(a.~+
1 /f3n),  r~ =  r_  c~'l(a.~+ ' /f3n),  ... , as  the higher order cor-
rections.  They are gauge invariant at each order.  One may regard fj as O(a.,) or 0({3) 
correction to the zeroth order r~, since  a.~ +  I / f3n  = a.,(a.,/f3t = {3(a.,/f3t+ 1 •  Note that 
the expansion parameter {3  is  guaranteed to be small if a, is  small,  since we  are inter-
ested in the summation of the leading singularities only in  the kinematical region where 
the naive perturbation theory breaks down ({3  ;Sa,). 
Near the tt threshold, a, will  be order 10% , and the above new expansion will be 
justifiable. It is important to include the O(a.,) = 0({3) corrections to the cross sections 
for  practical purposes. 
Matching of the total cross section calculated using r~ + fj (valid near threshold) 
and  that  calculated  using  the one-loop  perturbative QCD  (valid at  {3  4>  a.,)  in  the 
intermediate region {3  ~ a.,  has been examined [9,15]. 
3.1.b  Top Quark Width as the Infra-red Cut-Off 
The discussion of the leading threshold singularities in  the previous subsection is  iden-
tical to that of QED  bound states such as positronium.  In  QCD, however, one would 
expect additional  non-perturbative effects arising from the infra-red region along with 
the formation  of bound states[5].  Fadin and Khoze pointed out[2] that, in  contrast to 
charmonium and bottomonium, the large decay widths of toponium resonances would 
act as  the infra-red cut-off,  which  prevent the theoretical ambiguities connected with 
the infra-red  region from coming into play.  We  see in  this subsection  that the gluon 
'To see that (E- p
2 /m.)Go(p; E) is a function of o,/(3, one should identify E- m1{32  and I  PI- m 1(3 
in  the leading order. 
5 
At the zeroth order no ultra-violet divergence  is  involved. 
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momentum is effectively cut off well  above the hadronization scale. 
Intuitively, the tt p<tir cre<etcd at some sp<ece-time point feels the interaction poten-
tial between t  <end  las they spre<ed  ap<ert,  but dec<ey  vi<e  the electroweak process before 
searching the long distance behavior of the potential [13], or, before the hadronization 
effects become significant. The b-quarks produced in  the decay are very energetic, and 
we may apply perturbative QCD for  the decay process[4,26J. 
Let us  first state the problem of low  energy QCD that would emerge for a  stable 
top quark.  As  seen in  eq.  (3.1.3),  the typical gluon  momentum scale involved in  the 
formation of bound st<etes  is  k2  ~ - 2mif32
.  It may even become zero at the threshold, 
s =  4mi.  One may infer the catastrophe in the calculation of the amplitude.  Although 
counted as  sub-leading in  terms of threshold  singularities,  higher order contributions 
such as  ~  [a,log(  - k
2 
/  J.L
2)Jn,  which typically originate from the gluon vacuum polariza-
tion diagrams, would sum up to give the amplitude behavior 
log( - k2 I Abc 0 )  log(2mi/32 I Abc 0 ) · 
(3.1.15) 
The above expression  will  be  valid  for  -k' »  Abco•  while  the singular behavior in 
the region - k
2  ;S  Abco is the sign of breakdown of the theoretical prediction.  No rigid 
theoretical control is  available in this region up to today. 
Now we  are in  place to examine the effect of top quark width r,.  Again consider 
the one-loop diagram in  Fig. 3.5: 
(3.1.16) 
Here, SF  denotes the top quark propagator.  In order to include the higher order con-
tributions effectively, we  used the running coupling constant a,(k2)  at the ttg vertex. 
It is understood that t  and [finally decay into bW's.  Had we  used the free top quark 
propagator for  SF,  we  would have 
~  (  2  ')  a,( -2mif3')  1  M  rn  m  ,...,.,  ,...,.,  -::-:---:-::---::-=--:-:-::----:-
/m  t'  t  f3  f31og(2mif3' I Abcol" 
(3.1.17) 
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1'/2 "'1' 
1'/2  I  (j 
I'  ~ 
~ l 
~ 
1'/2- q 
~  T 
1'/2- p 
Figure 3.5:  The one-loop ladder diagram for ,. -+ tf.  It is  understood that the t  and 
f  subsequently decay  into bW's.  In  order  to  include  the  higher  order  contributions 
effectively,  we use the running coupling constant a,(k2)  at the t[g vertex. 
The formulation including unstable particles was developed by Veltman [27].  We follow 
his prescription and use the full propagator for SF,  which has the spectral representation 
(3.1.18) 
(We neglect the parity odd interaction, for  simplicity.)  Near the top quark pole,  J.L
2
-:::: 
mi,  the spectral functions have the Breit-Wigner shape as 
Substituting (3.1.18) and (3.1.19) into (3.1.16), we have 
M ~  1"" d  '1"" d - 2  1  m,r,  ~  J.L  J.L  - . 
- o  o  1r  (J.L 2  - m;)2 + mifi 
m,r, 
;  (J.L'  - m;)' + mifi 
xM/,..(J.L'.Jl
2
). 
(3.1.19) 
(3.1.20) 
Since integrations f0"" dJ.L 2 f0"" djl2  are essentially the Cauchy integral, the result is merely 
to replace J.L
2  and jl2  by mi - im,f,: 
(3.1.21) 
25 This results in effectively changing f3  to a complex variable in eq. (3.1.1).  In  particular, 
now f3  never crosses zero  for  any value of s.  One sees that the gluon  momentum scale 
is cut off as 
ik'i ;(; 2m,r,  (3.1.22) 
and the singular behavior in  (3.1.17) is  avoided.  For instance,  ~2m,f, "='  4  GeV for 
m, =  100 GeV, and  ~2m,f,  "='  30 GeV form, =  200 GeV. This is just about the inverse 
of the distance t-quark travels before it decays. 
The above discussion parallels closely that by Poggio, Quinn and Weinberg[28]. It 
has been checked numerically that indeed theoretical predictions are quite insensitive to 
the long distance behavior of the QCD potential V( r) [10,13,15,16].  We will demonstrate 
it explicitly in  Chapter 4 in  the threshold total cross section. 
Similarly, one may argue that the gluon  momentum scale in  the top quark self-
energy diagrams is  also cut off,  lk'l ;(; m,f,.  Writing the full  top propagator as 
SF(p)='  ~( )' 
p - m, - "'' p 
(3.1.23) 
the self-energy E,(p) would behave as 
E,(p) ~  log[(p' - mi)/  Abcvl  (3.1.24) 
near on-shell, p2  "='  mz.  Again according to Veltman[27]  we should use the full  propaga-
tor in the evaluation of self-energy diagrams E,(p) self-consistently, which corresponds 
to the shift of mass, mz  mz- 'im,r,, in  the above expression. 
This may be interpreted reasonably.  As the pair-created t and [spread apart, they 
will decay before the color-Aux-tube surround them and the hadronization occurs at the 
space-time scale A(i~o ·  Vve may then discuss the 'propagation' of top quark disregarding 
the effect of quark confinement[4].  Hence, we will  freely  use  the top propagator in the 
following context. 
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3.2  Formulation to Include 0(  as)  Corrections 
Inspired by the qualitative understanding of the toponium system given above, we  will 
include the next-to-leading order corrections to the t[ pair production amplitude.  This 
section is  concerned  with  the determination of the S-matrix element including O(a,) 
corrections for  the process e+e- ->  bW+6w- near t[ threshold.  Also  we  present the 
formulas of the top quark 3-momentum distribution, do-jdjp, [d cos 0,  up to 0(  a,). These 
arc achieved in  the foll owing steps. 
In subsection 3.2.a, we summarize the basic strategy for the determination of the 
S-matrix element,  51;.  As  the  non-trivial  building blocks of 51;,  the ttv (V  =  1  or 
Z
0
)  vertices are derived in  3.2.b, which  are given in  terms of the Green's functions of 
the non-relativistic Schriidinger equation.  The explicit  form of the S-matrix element 
including O(a,) corrections is  presented in 3.2.c.  In 3.2.d, we discuss the potential that 
appears in the non-relativistic Schriidinger equation.  In particular, we  concentrate on 
the absorptive part of the potential which is closely connected with the differential cross 
section to be presented in  the following subsection.  In 3.2.e, we derive the formulas for 
the top quark 3-momentum distribution including O(a,) corrections. 
The details of the general framework for the perturbative expansion near threshold 
are given in Appendix A.  We develop a  method for  the power counting of the diagrams 
in  Appendix B  as  an important  tool  for  identifying the O(a,) corrections to the S-
matrix element.  We present the QCD potential to be used in the numerical analyses in 
Appendix C. An explicit calculation of the absorptive potential is given in Appendix D. 
The formulas for  the cross sections will  be summarized in the next chapter. 
3.2.a  Strategy 
In this subsection,  we  state the basic strategy for evaluating the 0(  a,) corrections to 
the S-matrix element for  the process  e+e- -> bf11+6w- near tl  threshold. 
First, we  make an important comment regarding the expansion parameter of the 
perturbation.  There  appear  two  independent expansion  parameters,  a, and aw, in 
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the program of petturbative expansion in  our problem.  In  principle, we may perform 
the expansion independently  for  each  parameter.  Meanwhile, as stated in Chapter 2, 
important  and  interesting  physical  consequences  come out  from  the  prediction  that 
the top  width  r, and the  resonance level  structure  ~ a;m, are of the same order of 
magnitude.  Indeed there appear interplays between QCD interaction and electroweak 
interaction  in  various  aspects[13,16].  (See  Section  4.3,  for  example.)  Therefore,  we 
perform  the perturbative expansion  by  treating a;  and  aw  as  of  the  same order of 
magnitude in the subsequent analyses. 
Let  us  consider  which  diagram  will  contribute  to  the  0(  a,)  correction  to  the 
S-matrix element.  If we  switch  off  the  QCD  interaction,  only  the  diagram with tl 
intermediate state will  be enhanced above threshold among all  the tree diagrams for 
e+e- ->  bW+IJw- ; t  and  l  propagators are enhanced for  p; - m;,  p; - m;  ~ m,r,. 
Other diagrams are suppressed at least by aw ~  a;.  Taking into account of the QCD 
interaction, again only  the diagram with tl intermediate state will  be enhanced near 
threshold;  the threshold singularities enhance the amplitude for  p; - m;,  p; - m;  ~ 
So,  one  needs  to  consider  the  QCD  corrections  to  the  diagram  e+e- ->  tl 
bW+);w- . They can be classified into three components.  Namely, (1)tlV-vertex (V = 'Y 
or Z
0
)  including the O(a,) correction, (2)tbW-vertex including O(a,) correction, and 
(3)Diagrams corresponding to the final state interactions. (one-gluon-exchange between 
t  and b (land b)  and between band b after the decay of the toponium resonances) 
In order to determine the above components of the 5-matrix element, it is  neces-
sary to know the tl 4-point function, 
(3.2.1) 
up to O(a,), which contains the information of the toponium resonances.  This is derived 
in Appendix  A,  and is  given in  terms of the  Green's function  of the  non-relativistic 
Schrodinger equation.  To identify  the 0(  a,) corrections properly,  it  is  not sufficient 
just to apply the power counting method in terms of a, and f3  for the determination 
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of the S-matrix element, or,  specifically the 4-point function Q.  One should take into 
account  the analytic structure of the 5-matrix element  near the resonance poles and 
reorganize the perturbative expansion[29J.  In brief, if the S-matrix element has the pole 
structure 
R 
51,=--+  C(s), 
5 - Sp 
(3.2.2) 
one should include  the O(a,) corrections to the  pole  position  sp,  the residue R,  and 
the  regular  part  C(s),  respectively.  We  explain  in  Appendix  A  the  method  of the 
reorganized perturbative expansion and its application  to the  practical calculation  of 
the amplitude in  detail. 
In Subsections 3.2.b-3.2.e, we will  determine the 5-matrix elemtent as well as top 
quark 3-momentum distribution step by  step using the 4-point function Q.  Necessary 
setups for the calculations to be presented there are as follows. 
Momentum Assignment 
We  will  often  use  the  momentum of the  center of gravity,  P,  and  the  relative 
momentum, p, in describing the t[  system.  With these variables, the momenta oft and 
l are given by 
p,  =  P/2 + p, 
p, = P/2 - p. 
(3.2.3) 
(3.2.4) 
We fix  the frame to the c.m. frame, and denote the components of each momentum as 
P = (2m,-tE,O)  and  p = (po,p).  (3.2.5) 
Here, E  =  .jS - 2m, is the energy measured from the threshold.  For the kinematical 
configuration of our interest, E, p
0  ~  O(a;) and the top quark 3-momentum, p  ~  O(a,). 
Top Width 
The top quark on-shell decay width including O(a,) correction is given by[30,31,32] 
0 {  Cpa,  (  l}  r,  =  r,  1 - --h  r 
271" 
(3.2.6) 
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and 
GF  m~  2  J2 Srr  (1 + 2r)(l - r)  , 
h(r) =  rr2 +  2Li2(r)- 2Li2(1 - r) 
+]2(5 +  4r)(1 - r)2log(1- r) +  4(1 +  r)(1 - 2r)r logr 
- (1- r)(5 +  9r - 6r2)]/]2(1 - r)2(1  +  2r)], 
m?v 
r =-- 2' 
m, 
(3.2.7) 
(3.2.8) 
(3.2.9) 
and the color factor GF = 4/3.  We neglect  the b-quark mass throughout this paper for 
simplicity. 
Gauge Choice 
It is  well-known  that  Coulomb gauge is  best suited  to the calculation of bound 
state problems.  This is  because this gauge clearly separates the part that contributes 
at the leading order and that contributes at the subleading order; see Subsection 3.l.a. 
Consequently, the power counting of the diagrams becomes easy, where the soft trans-
verse gluon attached to non-relativistic t(f) or to other soft gluons is associated with a 
trivial suppression factor.  Tt  is known]33] that many cancellations occur in other gauges. 
Hence, we slick to the Coulomb gauge throughout this paper in  the calculation of O(a,) 
corrections. 
3.2.b  ttv Vertex 
We determine the tlV vector vertex ( V =  1  or Z
0
)  and tlZ
0  axial-vector vertex defined 
by 
A'  A 
(D!T.,P(x),b(y)  :,b(z)-/.,P(z): !D), 
(D!T.,P(x),b(y) :,b(z)-/ls"¢>(z): !D). 
3D 
(3.2.1D) 
(3.2.11) 
.. 
As these vertices a.re contracted with the wave function of virtual 1  or Z0  produced by 
e+e- annihilation, only  the space components of the vertices are  relevant.  Here and 
hereafter, the Latin indices refer to the space components. 
tlV Vector Vertex 
One  may  derive  the  vector  vertex  II~  using  the t[ 4-poinl  function  Q1(p, q, P) 
derived in  Appendix  A,  eq.  (A.5D).  One should contract the initial  tllines of the 4-
point function  and  perform  the  loop  integration over the relative  momentum q,  and 
obtains the vector vertex in  momentum space as 
(3.2.12) 
A~ = 5(P/2+p)f'5(- P/2+ p) 
+ I  f{;'f. ,~~)·.  Q~(p, q, P) 6.K(q, q', P) ]5(P/2+q')r'  5(  - P / 2+ q')J,  (3.2.13) 
r' =-~·X (E - p
2 j m, + if,) G(p; E).  (3.2.14) 
Here, the factor (l - 2Cpa,/rr) with CF =  4/ 3 in the first line, which is normally 
referred  to as the hard gluon  correction, stems from the loop integration over the rel-
ativistic region  together with  the  renormalizalion of the QED tt1 vertex.  Derivation 
of this factor is  given in  Ref.]34].  The same factor  is  associated  with the t[Z0  vector 
vertex. 
The loop integration of Q' over the non-relativistic region  gives the vertex A~ in 
eq.  (3.2.13).  Here, the top quark propagator is  given by 
5(  ) =  i(p1 +m1) 
PL  pz - mz +im,r,·  (3.2.15) 
See Appendix B for the spinor structure of A~. The second term on the right-hand-side 
stems from a part of the 0(  a,) corrections to the residues of the resonance poles. 9t  is 
defined in  Appendix A, eq.  (A.52).  The Bethe-SaJpeter kernel 6.K which survives the 
integration is only the non-instantaneous kernel since Qt  vanishes upon integration over 
the time variable: 
I~  Q~(p,q,P) = I ~  Q~(p,q,P) = D.  (3.2.16) 
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The non-instantaneous  kernel  at the desired -?rder is  contained only in  the absorptive 
part, and will  be found  in  Subsection 3.2.d.  Also, due to eq.  (3.2.16) the second term 
in  A~ does not contribute to the top quark 3-momentum distribution, da-jd
3p . 
The amputated  vertex f' in  eq.  (3.2.14)  contains the  S-wave  Green's  function, 
G(p; E)  ,  which includes  the  spectra of the  loponium  resonances.  It is  obtained  as 
the Fourier transform of G(x; E), which satisfies the time-independent inhomogeneous 
Schrodinger equation in  the presence of QCD potential: 
[- ::  + VQcv(,·) - (E + if,)]  G(x; E)= P(x), 
G(p; E) = I  d
3x  e - ip x G(x; E). 
ttZ" Axial-Vector Vertex 
(3.2.17) 
(3.2.18) 
The axial-vector vertex AA  is  the next-to-leading order quantity in  itself as it is 
proportional to j3  near threshold1  This may be seen from the spinor structure of the 
axial-vertex: 
( f'/2+ p  + m,) -/Is (-f'/2+ p  + m,) 
=  - im, (1 + -/) <TiilsP; (1  - 1°) + 0(/3
2
)  (3.2.19) 
with 
(3.2.20) 
Keeping this in  mind, we may obtain the axial-vector vertex from  the 4-point function 
~?(p, q, P).  After contracting the initial t[ lines and integrating over q,  we find 
AA =-S(P/2+p)-y'ls S(- P/2+p)  x (E - p
2 /m, +if,) F(p; E),  (3.2.21) 
where the P-wave Green's function F(p; E) is defined by 
[ 
\7'  l .  .  3  - m,  + VQcv(r) - (E +if,)  F'(x;E) =  - i8'6 (x),  (3.2.22) 
p' F(p; E) = I  d
3x  e - ip x F'(x; E).  (3.2.23) 
1We mean by  the  next ~ to-leading order {O(a$)) quantity that the residues and  the regular  part which 
contribute to the 5-matrix element in  (3.2.2) are  O(o~) as compared to the leading structure. 
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The axial-vector vertex is given in  terms of the P-wave Green's function, which may l5.e 
written as 
F'(x; E) = i.....!!_, I:  ..Pn(x),P~(x') I  . 
8x''  n  E - En + if, x• ~ o 
(3.2.24) 
The wave functions ..Pn's  are  the solutions  to  the homogeneous Schrodinger equation 
with the QCD potential 
(3.2.25) 
Eq. (3.2.24) clearly shows that only P-wave slates contribute to F'(x; E). (cf. eq. (3.1.14).) 
We have neglected  the  higher order corrections  to  A~ in  (3.2.21), such as  relativistic 
corrections, since these are O(a;) corrections as compared to the leading S-wave con-
tribution.  For the details of the axial-vector vertex, the readers are referred to Re£.[16]. 
3.2.c  S-Matrix Element 
Using the vertices obtained in the previous subsection, one may construct the S-matrix 
element for the process e+e--> H\f+t;w- including O(a,) corrections as follows: 
(3.2.26) 
(3.2.27) 
where 9\f  (!i~{) and !iV' (9~') represent the vector (axial-vector) couplings of e- and t 
to X, respectively.  The currents associated with e+ e- -> X  (X = 1  or Z0 )  are given by 
J(v  (3.2.28) 
(3.2.29) 
One may split the currents associated with X -> t[ -> bW+6w- into two parts: 
(3.2.30) 
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The first  part  of J'f.a  is  given  by  connecting the t[X vertex  to  the  vertices  for 
t --->  bW+ and l--->  bW- : 
The tlX vertices Av and  A~ are defined in (3.2.12) and (3.2.21), respectively. 
with 
and 
The tbW  -vertices including 0(  a,) corrections are calculated to be 
gw  1 + Is [  Q  +  C  Fa,  (h  Q  +  h  p~ )  ]  \!2 -2- I  ~  11  'm,  ' 
.  gw  [  !3  + C  Fa,  (h  !3  h  tf: ) ]1 -Is 
'y'2  I  ~  1  I  - 2m,  2 
1  2  (  )  5  - 2
log  E 9 +2logE9 log  1 - r  - 2
logE9 
2  1 - 3r  15  1r2 
- 2Li 2(r) - 2log (1-r)- -
4
- log(l - r)- 4 - 2' 
2 
-log(1 - r) 
T 
m'  w 
r =  --,' 
m, 
(3.2.32) 
(3.2.33) 
(3.2.34) 
(3.2.35) 
(3.2.36) 
The O(a,) corrections are evaluated for  the on-shell  top quark.  This is  justified since 
the effect  of off-shellness  of lop quark  is  only  O(a;).  The  infra-red  divergences  are 
regularized by giving the gluon a small mass m 9 ,  where the divergent terms as m 9 --->  0 
get canceled by adding to the cross section the corresponding terms of the cross section 
for the real gluon emission, e+e- ___,  bW+IJw- g; see Subsection 3.2.e. 
J~[,J 
/,a 
The  second  part of  J'f.a  is  given  by  the sum of diagrams  corresponding  to  the 
final  state interactions.  It is  obtained  as  the loop  integral  including  the t[V vector 
vertex
2  This loop  integral  is  convergent  in  the  ultra-violet  region,  and  we  need  no 
2The final  state interaction diagrams  with  t[Z0  axial-vector  vertex  are  O(a:;),  and  they  will  not  be 
considered here. 
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renormalizalion.  According  to  the  pO\yer  counting  in  Appendix  B,  1'/. 1~1  is  an  O(a,) 
quantity in itself as compared to the leading contribution, and the relevant kinematical 
region  is  only  where  the exchanged  gluon  is  soft.  We  list  the  relevant  diagrams  in 
Fig. 3.6, and write the contributions from these diagrams explicitly as 
(3.2.37) 
with 
1  1 
B(q,P) =  E/2  o  'I  ·r I  +  I  o  'I  .  I  .  (3.2.38)  +  q  - q  2m, +' ,  2  E  2 - q  - q  2m, + ,r,  2 
The common structures to all diagrams are factored out, where we took advantage of the 
fact that only the soft region of the exchanged gluon is relevant and made appropriate 
approximations; see eq. (B.13).  The remaining propagators of the diagrams  (i)~(iv) in 
Fig. 3.6 are given by 
M(iJ  E / 2 - p0 - p 2 / 2m, + if,/ 2  k
0
- 110 · k + iE 
1 
.  TkP'  (3.2.39) 
M(ii) 
1  1  1 
E /2 +  p0 - p
2 / 2m, + if./2  - k0  +  fi0·k +  iE .  TkP'  (3.2.40) 
M(iiiJ 
1  1  1 
k0 - ll&·k +  iE  - k0  +  110·k +  iE .  TkP'  (3.2.41) 
M(iv) 
1  1  1 
=  ko +- k +' ·~ x( n 0 ·fi&)r.  (3.2.42)  k0 - ll& ·k +  iE  - flb ·  1.E  lE 
Here,  ll&  and  fi&  represent  the  unit  vectors  in  the directions  of b-quark  and  b-quark 
3-momenta, respectively, and k =  q - p denotes the gluon momentum: 
and 
35 T 
(i) 
(iii) 
b 
•  + 
:vvvv w 
'  ' 
w 
'  ,VVV'v 
'  ,vvvv 
p 
,. 
1\ 
P/2+p  / 
P/2+q  / 
/:\  t  k=q-p 
:rvvvvv 
(i i) 
./'v 
gT 
./'v 
(iv) 
Figure 3.6:  The final state interaction diagrams corresponding to 1/ . 1~1 •  The dashed line 
represents the Coulmob gluon, while the curly line is  for the transverse gluon. 
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One may perform the time integration, J [i0,  and the angular integration, J  df1q, 
analytically  in  eq.  (3.2.37)  noting that the S-wave  Green's  function  G(q;E) depends 
only  on  JqJ.  The angular integration can  be  performed straightforwardly as  the dia-
grams  (i) ~ (iv) are free  from  the collinear singularities.  The remaining one-parameter 
integration  f0
00 dJqJ may  be  attained  numerically.  The  part of this integration corre-
sponding to the diagram  (iv)  contains the soft-gluon  singularity,  which gets canceled 
when the cross section is  added to that of the real  gluon emission process. 
3.2.d  Absorptive Potential 
The tlV vertices derived in  3.2.b are given in  terms of the Green's functions of the in-
homogeneous Schrodinger equations, G(p; E)  and F(p; E).  As shown in Appendices A 
and B, these Green's functions are obtained by solving the Schrodinger equations in the 
presence of the potential V, which is essentially the Bethe-Salpeter kernel K  integrated 
over the relative time variables.  This potential is  calculated and given by the sum of 
the QCD potential and the absorptive part which  is just the top quark width r,: 
V(p, q; E) =  Vqcv(Jp - q J) - if, (27r )
35
3(p - q),  (3.2.45) 
or, in  coordinate space, 
V(r) =  Vqcv(r) - if,.  (3.2.46) 
It turns out that up to O(a,), V(p, q; E) is energy- and spin-independent in the subspace 
represented by  ( ¥  ® ~'\  and depends only  on  Jp - q J.  The result is  simple, but 
there exist  remarkable cancellations in  the absorptive part of the potential.  We focus 
on the absorptive part of the potential in this subsection.  In particular we calculate the 
contribution of the final  state interaction diagrams to the absorptive potential, which 
turns out to vanish up to O(a,). These calculations will  be utilized in the derivation of 
differential cross sections in the next subsection.  An explicit calculation of the absorptive 
potential is given in  Appendix D. 
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The  potentr:'l V  is  defined  in  Appendix  A, eq.  (A.49), which is  given in  terms of 
the Bethe-Salpeter kernel: 
( 
47l"a,  0  3  3  )) 
V  =  - CF jp - q j'  - if, (211")  5 (p- q  (
1+ 1°  1- 1") 
- 2- 0 -2- + t.  v,  (3.2.47) 
(
1+ 1°  1- 1")  t.V(p,q;E) =  -
2
-0 -
2
-
/ 
dp'  dq'  .  (  ) ] (1+ 1°  1- 1°) 
X  (h)"[h0[- ,B(p,P)t.K(p,q,P)B q,P  - 2- 0 -2- (3.2.48) 
with 
1  1 
B(p, P) =  E / 2 + p0 - p 2/ 2m, + if, +  E / 2 - p0 - p 2 / 2m, + if,' 
(3.2.49) 
where  L',](  is  the perturbative kernel3  which  contribute  to  the O(a,) correction;  see 
eqs. (A.30), (A.31) and (A.34). 
The diagrams which give rise  to the O(a,) corrections to the potential V  can be 
identified by the power counting method as described  in  Appendix B.  One may split 
the potential into two parts as 
(3.2.50) 
where VQcD  is  the QCD potential and Vab•  is  the absorptive part of the potential that 
stems from the decay of resonances. 
There have been a  number of calculations of VQcD  at various levels.  On the basis 
of earlier works[6,35,36,37],  more  realistic potentials have been  proposed and used in 
the calculations of tl production cross sections[10,13,15].  Here, we quote the one-loop 
QCD potential[36] including mas£less quark loops, which is given by 
V:(!- loop) 
QCD 
(3.2.51) 
in terms of a,(fL') defined in MS  renormalization scheme, with k =  q - p and CF  =  4/3, 
CA  =  3.  (cf.  eq.  (B.25)).  (See,  however,  the discussion  in Section 6.2.)  The  QCD 
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potential  VQc D  used  in  our  numerical  studies  pr ese nt ~ d in  Chapters  4  and  5  1s  the 
two-loop improved  potential[13],  which is described in  detail  in  Appendix C. 
The absorptive potential Vab•  is given in  terms of the absorptive part of the Bethe-
Salpeter kernel, and  can  be calculated  from  the decay process of the tl system.  Vab,  is 
directly related  to the  total  cross  section  via the unitarily relation, and it determines 
the imaginary part of the resonance  poles[13].  Cut-diagrams which contribute to Vab• 
up to O(a,) are shown in  Figs. 3.7 and 3.8.  These are classified into two classes, Class 
(a) and Class (b), and we split the absorptive potential correspondingly: 
(3.2.52) 
The diagrams in  Class (a) are those  without momentum transfer between t  and f, and 
hence  Va(ba}  becomes diagonal in  momentum space.  Vole  have 
(3.2.53) 
Up to O(a,), only the on-shell top width contributes to  Va~~) as the effect of the running 
of top quark width starts at  p 2 /m~  ~  O(a;).[13] 
Now  we  present the contribution  from  the each cut-diagram in Class (b),  which 
includes  the momentum transfer between t  and  l,  to  Va~} .  These diagrams represent 
the final  state interactions.  Quite remarkably, it turns out that the total  contribution 
vanishes up to O(a,), while each diagram gives contribution at this order.  Nevertheless, 
we  list  up  the contributions from  all  diagrams anticipating that  they  will  be  utilized 
in the calculation of differential cross sections in  the next subsection.  In fact the final 
state interactions add  non-trivial  O(a,) corrections to the  differential  cross sections. 
Vanishing of  Va~} suggests  that the  0(  a,) corrections from  the  final  state interaction 
diagrams to the total cross section cancel out altogether; see Subsection 4.l.b. 
We denote the sum of the contributions from the cut-diagrams (i)-(v) in Class (2) 
as iQ(p, q; E) and that from the Dirac conjugate diagrams as iQ(p, q; E).  Namely, 
V"~}( p,q; E ) =  iQ(p,q;E) + iQ(p,q;E)  (3.2.54) 
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CUI 
~q 
I  (p=q) 
p-
(I)  (2) 
+ 
(3)  (4) 
+ Dirac Conjugale of (I) and (2) 
\\'  t--B-1 
g=~+-8-
+-9-
Figure 3.7:  Class (a) diagrams of the cut-diagrams that contribute to the absorptive 
potential v.b.  up to the next-to-leading order. 
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~I  bq p 
(iii)  (iv) 
I  Dirac Conjugate or (i)-(v) 
(v) 
Figure 3.8:  Class  (b) diagrams of the cut-diagrams that contribute to the absorptive 
potential v.b.  at the next-to-leading order. 
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with 
(3.2.55) 
Then we decompose Q into the form factors Q00  ~  Qr according to its spinor structures 
as 
4rra,  r,  [.  (  k'-r'  )  Q(p,q;E)=CF!kT'TkJ x  tQoo(l 181 l) + Qo5  1 181lkf/5 
(
k'-r'  )  (k'-/  kjlj  )  .  .  " ]  + Q5o  lkf/5  181 1  + iQ55  lkf/5  181 jkf/5  + iQr (  1'15 181 /'ls) Of  , 
(3.2.56) 
where k = q - pis the gluon momentum, and o1 denotes the projector to the transverse 
directions: 
(3.2.57) 
It  is understood that the above spinor structures of Q will be sand witched by c~~o 181
1 -,~' ) 
on both sides.  See eq.  (3.2.48).  The list of contributions from diagrams (i)-(v) to the 
form factors  Q 00  ~  QT are given in  Tables 3.1  and 3.2. 
One  may  notice that  each /s in  eq.  (3.2.56)  is  accompanied  by  the factor  1t  = 
(1-2r)/(1+2r) with r  =  mlv/m;.  Here, 2r represents the ratio of contributions from 
transverse W  boson (Wr) and that from longitudinal W  boson (WL) to the decay width 
of top quark.  As  b-quark is doomed to be left-handed, Wr and WL  project the different 
spin orientations of parent top quark with respect to the direction of b-quark momentum. 
Thus, WL + Wr combination acts as if it were vector-like coupling associated with the 
spinor structure of Q(p, q; E), while WL- WT  combination acts as if it were axial-vector-
like coupling.  (The WL  + Wr combination is  contained in  the top width r, as can be 
seen in eq. (3.2.7).) 
Noting that the form factors Q00  ~  Qr are real, we  find 
va~! =  i [Q + Q] =  0.  (3.2.58) 
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Form Factors  Qoo  Qos  Qso  Qs5  Qr 
Diagram (i)  AI  0  ~~:A,  0  0 
Diagram (ii)  AJ  ~~:A,  0  0  0 
Diagram (iii)  A3  ~~:A,  ~~:A,  ~~:'As  0 
Diagram (iv)  0  0  0  0  ~<
2 (A 6 - iA7 ) 
Sum of (i)-(iv)  2A 1 +  A3  ~~:(A 2 +A,)  ~~:(A 2 + A,)  ~<
2 As  ~<
2 (As - iA7 ) 
Diagram (v)  0  0  0  0  i~~:
2 A7 
Total  2A 1  +  A3  ~~:(A 2 + A,)  ~~:(A 2 + A,)  ~<
2 As  ~~:'As 
Table 3.1:  The contribution of diagrams to the form  factors, Q00  ~  Qr, of Q(p, q; E). 
Here,  11:  = (1 - 2,·)/ (1 + 2r) with r  = mlv/m;.  The explicit  forms of A 1  ~ A7  are given 
in  Table 3.2. 
As 
t-' tan-
1  (3:)  [rr- tan-
1  (3:)] 
p tan-
1  (3:) 
Table 3.2:  The coefficients that appear in the form  factors of Q(p, q; E) given in Table 
3.1.  Here, -\  =  f,/[k [. 
43 We  may  estimate  the  order of  magnitude  of  the  coefficients,  A1  ~ A7 ,  which  as 
represent the contributions of the diagrams to the form factors Q00  ~  QT;  see Tables 3.1 
and 3.2.  As  show n by power counting in  Appendix B, there are two kinematical regions 
of the gluon  momentum  k  which give  rise  to the O(a,) corrections to the absorptive 
potential  depending  on  the  diagrams.  For each  region,  the orders  of A 1  ~ A7  are 
estimated to be 
region (I)  k  ~  O(a,), 
>.  ~  O(a,)  and  A 1,  A,  0(1), 
A3 ~ A 6  O(a,), 
A1  O(a;), 
(3.2.59) 
region (II)  k  ~  O(a;), 
.>. ~ 0 ( 1 )  and  A 1 ~ A 7 
~  0(1) 
with  >.  =  f ,jJk J. 
3.2.e  Differential Cross Sections 
One may now calculate  the 3-momentum distribution of top quark, 
du 
dJp Jdcosl}'  (3.2.60) 
including 0(  a,)  corrections  by  using  the 5-matrix element obtained  in  3.2.c.  There 
are  two  processes  that  contribute  to  the  distribution,  namely,  the  process  e+e- _, 
bW+);w- , and  the infra-red  part of the process e+e- _, bW+);w-g,  where the gluon 
jet is  indistinguishable  from  the b and/ or b jet.  We present the cross section for each 
of these processes in  succession.  The sum of the two cross sections as well as the total 
cross section will  be given in  the next Chapter. 
1. e+e- -> bW+bw-
The  lop  quark  3-momentum distribution  can  be  calculated  from  the  absolute 
square of the amplitude given  in  eq.  (3.2.27)  and integrating over the bW+ and );w-
phase space by fixing the top quark 3-momentum p.  Let us parametrize the cross section 
44 
(3.2.61) 
Here, B represents the polar angle of top quark 3-momentum measured from the electron 
beam direction. TJ' includes the leading S-wave contribution, while Tfr is O(a,) in itself. 
These can be separated as 
according to their orgi ns. 
Vector-Vector Term 
ytf 
0  yJVV ) + yJFI)' 
r !I VA) + rtn, 
(3.2.62) 
(3.2.63) 
The vector-vector interference of the  Jf. l~l  part of the 5-matrix element gives con-
tribution to the spherically symmetric distribution of top quark as 
(3.2.64) 
This contribution is represented by  the cut-diagrams (1) and (2) in  Class (a) in Fig. 3.7 
contracted with the tlV vector vertices on both sides. 
In eq. (3.2.64), CF  =  4/ 3 is  the color factor.  The couplings associated with e+e- Z0 
and tlZ
0  vertices are given by 
g), = -- ~ + 2sin
2 1}w , 
<  I  9A  = -.,, 
t  I 
9A  =  2> 
(3.2.65) 
(3.2.66) 
while the ratio of photon and Z0  propagators with an appropriate normalization factor 
is defined as 
X =  4 sin
2 1}w cos2 Ow  s  -
5
m~  l• = <m~ · 
(3.2.67) 
The S-wave Green's function G(p; E) is  defined in eqs. (3.2.17) and (3.2.18). 
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We have regulari"cd  the infra-red  singularities  by  adding to the cross section the 
very soft part of the real gluon emission cross section, (P& + p9 )
2  < cmz  and (p, + p9 )
2  < 
fm;.  The partial decay width of top quark into bWg,;, is  denoted as 
r[t  (3.2.68) 
where the visible gluon is defined by the cut (P& + p9 )
2  > miy.  f~ is given in (3.2.7).  The 
explicit form of the function hw9(y; r) will  be given in  the latter half of this subsection; 
see eq. (3.2.85). 
Vector-Axial-Vector Term 
The vector-axial-vector interference of the J.f.~ 1  part of the S-matrix element gives 
a  term to the cross section proportional to cos() as 
T
(VA)  _ 
I  -
This is  represented by  the cut-diagrams (1) and (2) in  Class (a) in  Fig. 3. 7 contracted 
with the tlV vector and axial-vector vertices on both sides. Tt  A)  stems from the inter-
ference of the S-wave and P-wave resonance states as described in detail in  Subsection 
4.3.a.  The P-wave Green's function F(p; E) is  defined in  eqs.  (3.2.22) and (3.2.23). 
Final State Interaction Terms 
Here, we concentrate on the contributions to the cross section which stem from the 
interferences of final state interaction diagrams and the leading S-wave amplitude. This 
corresponds to the cut-diagrams (i)-(iv) in  Class (b) in  Fig. 3.8 contracted with the tlV 
vector vertices on  both sides.  For the rest of this subsection,  we  use  the abbreviated 
notations 
R 
I 
Re[G"(q; E) G( p;E)], 
Im[G' (  q ; E) G(p; E)], 
(3.2.70) 
(3.2.71) 
which express the interferences of the toponium resonance states within the loop integral 
and those in the  Jj, 1~ 1  part of the S-matrix element. 
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We may utilize the cut-diagram contribution to the absorptive potential, Q(p, q; E), 
derived in  Subsection 3.2.d in  performing the bW+ and bW- phase space integrations 
for  a  fixed  top quark 3-momentum. Then it is  straightforward to obtain 
TJFI) = [( - ~ + xg~gv)'  + x'(g~)'(g~)' ]· Cp·41ro:, 
x j Rfr  l~l 3  [ 2I(Qoo+ Qss) - ~Po  {2I(Q55-Q;.) +  2RQ~}l  (3.2.72) 
T (Fl)  2  '  t  (  2  '  t  )  C  4 
1  =  X9A9v  - 3 +  X9v9v  ·  F  ·  1ro:, 
X j ~  l ~ l 3 P1  · 2R(Qos +  Qso)  (3.2.73) 
where 
Po =  1,  PI =  X  with  (3.2.74) 
The gluon momentum is denoted as k  =  q - p.  Q00  ~  Qr represent the form factors of 
Q(p, q; E), and  we  set Q'T  =  110
2 A6 ,  Q~ =  110
2 A7 ;  see Tables 3.1  and 3.2 in the previous 
subsection. 
One may develop the power counting of Rand I, defined in  (3.2.70) and (3.2.71), 
corresponding to the two different kinematical  regions of the gluon momentum as 
region (I)  k  ~  O(o:,),  R  ~  O(o:;-'),  I~  O(o::;-
4
), 
region (II)  k  ~  0(  o:;),  R  ~  O(o::;-'),  I~  O(o::;-
3
), 
(3.2.75) 
see  Appendix B.  We  may combine  this  with  the  power counting of the  form  factors 
given in eq.  (3.2.59).  Then, up to the desired order, the contributions of the final  state 
interaction diagrams simplify to · 
T.(FI)  _  [(  2 +  t  ')' +  '(  t  )'( ')']·Cp·47ro:,  o  - - 3  X9v9v  X  9v  9A 
!
~  1  2  i)  x  ('•)' jkj3 ( 2IQoo- 3P0  · 2RQy  (3.2.76) 
2xg~g\, (- ~ +  xg\;g~) · Cp · 47ro:, 
X j ~  l ~ l 3 P1  · 2R(Q05 +  Q50)  (3.2.77) 
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,. with 
Qoo -->  .:':. 
2 
(3.2.78) 
Here, one sees the presence of the soft-gluon singularity in the R-term of TJFI), which 
cancels against the real gluon emission cross section; see eq. (3.2.83) below. The :I-term 
of rJFI)  is  infra-red safe since :r  __,  0 as  k  __,  0.  Seemingly divergent  behavior in the 
soft-gluon region of the loop integration in T1 (FI) is avoided by taking the principal value 
of the integration, since 1\(FI)  comes solely  from the exchange of  Coulomb gluon, see 
Appendix D. 
The final  state interaction diagrams contribute to the top quark momentum dis-
tribution the terms that is  spherically symmetric (To)  and that is proportional to cos() 
(T 1),  corresponding  to  the  even  and  odd  number  of  the  axial-vector  vertices  of the 
tbW vertices contained in the diagram, respectively.  This can be seen  from the spinor 
structure of Q(p , q; E) in eq.  (3.2.56). 
One may even think that the form factors Q 55 and Qr defined in eq. (3.2.56) would 
contribute to the angular distribution of top quark proportional to (3 cos2  () - 1)/ 2,  since 
they are associated with the spinor structure 
(3.2.79) 
It can be shown, however, that this part vanishes at the desired order. 
2.  e+e--+ bW+1Jw-g 
The cross  section  for  the  real  gluon  ermss10n  process,  e+e- __,  bw+t;w-g,  also 
We assume 
y  :2:  O(a,) 
in the following formulas. 
Such kinematical  configurations can be divided into 3 regions: 
Region (X):  (Pb +  p9 )
2  < mzy,  (Pb +  p9 )
2  > mzy, 
Region (Y):  (Pb + p9 )
2  > mzy,  (fib+ p9 )
2  < mzy, 
Region (Z):  (Pb + p9 )
2  < mzy,  (fib + P9J'  < mzy, 
and we  define the "top" momentum in  each region as follows. 
(3.2.81) 
In region (X),  where the b-jet and the gluon jet tend  to be indistinguishable, the 
"top"  momentum is  defined  as  p, =  Pb  + Pw  + p9  if  and only  if  (Pb  + Pw + p9 )
2 
-
mz  ;S  O(a;)
4  Namely, we integrate over the phase space region only for  (Pb  + pw + 
p9)' - mz  ;S  O(a;). The similar definition of the "top" momentum is employed in region 
(Y). 
In  region  (Z),  again  we  define  the  "top"  momentum  as  Pt  =  Pb  + pw + p9  if 
(Pb + Pw + p9 )
2 
- mz  ;S  0(  a;), or, as  Pt  '=  Pb + pw if (Pb + Pw )' - mz  ;S  O(a;). If the 
both conditions on the bW invariant masses are met simultaneously,  we calculate the 
differential cross section corresponding to the each assignment of "top" momentum, and 
take the average of the two cross sections. 
We skip the derivation, and only present the results.  The differential cross section 
of top quark from the real gluon emission process,  e+e---> bW+t;w -g, is given by 
drrtfg  =  3a
2
f, IPI2 rJRE) 
djp jdcosB  2mi 
(3.2.82) 
gives contribution to the O(a,) correction  to  the leading cross section.  Here,  we  are  with 
concerned only with the kinematical configurations which look like bW+t;w- final state 
as we are interested in the momentum distribution of top quark.  We introduce the cuts 
on the bg  and bg  invariant masses, and calculate the cross section for the configurations 
which satisfy either of the conditions, 
or  (3.2.80) 
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[(  2  t  e)
2 
2(  t  )2(  <)2]  - 3 + X9v9v  + x  9v  9A 
~~-----------------
4We assume  that  the cuts on  the  bl1'  invariant  masses are  wide  enough  such  that  they include all 
the  kinematical region enhanced  by  the  top quark  propagators, but not  too wide, where  they should  not 
extend over  the  wider region  m~w - m; "'O(a,).  This assumption is  taken  advantage of in  the power 
counting for  estimating the magnitude of the diagrams.  T he dependence of the  cross section on  the value 
of the cuts (on the bW invariant masses) is  only higher order corrections as long as the above assumption 
is satisfied. 
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! ~  1  2  Q']  +CF  · 47ra,  ('•)'  TkJ3  3Po · 2R  T  .  (3.2.83) 
We have regularized the infra-red singularities by restricting the phase space integral in 
the region  (Pb + p9)2 > cmz  and (P b + p9)2 > c m z . 
Here, the partial decay width of lop quark  for  t -+  bWg.;, is denoted as 
(3.2.84) 
with 
hbw9(y; r) =  2 [Li 2(x+) - Li 2(x_) - Li 2  ( {:;:) + Li 2 (,' : ,) - t  log q  log;:-] 
+ [  - 2r(l + r)(l - 2r ) log: = = ~ + (x+ - x_)(5 + 7r - 8r
2  + y) 
- HI + 2r){7(1- r)
2  + 4(1 - r )y + y
2
}  log;:-] ; {(1 - r )'(1+2r)},  (3.2.85) 
and  r~ given  in  (3.2.7).  The visible gluon (g.;,)  is  the gluon  which can be seen as a 
separate jet, and is defined by the cut (pb+p9)2 > y.  In eq. (3.2.85), x+ and x_ (x+ > x_) 
are defined as the two solutions to the quadratic  equation, x 2 - (1 - r + y)x + y =  0. 
Perhaps one  may  wish  to  relax  the  cuts  imposed  on  the  bW  invariant  masses, 
m~w+ -mz,  m~w --mz  ;S  O(a;), to see the contributions from other kinematical region. 
In fact the real gluon emission cross section, whose kinematical configuration looks like 
bW+liw- final slate, has a wider support over the phase space of bW invariant masses, 
+ 
"Wro11gly Assigned  DiagrClm" 
Figure 3.9:  The amplitude for,.-+ bW+liw-g. The first term represents the "wrongly 
assigned diagram" for the kinematical configuration (Pb + p9 )
2  < mzy  and p 9  ~  O(a,). 
tiona] contribution to the cross section presented in  (3.2.82)  and (3.2.83).  One finds 
with 
(]"t[g  =  3a r,  I  PI'  (IVA)  (IVA)  3 cos  - 1  d  (W A)  2  [  ()2  l 
dlpldcose  2m4  To  + T,  2 
T.(W A) 
0  [ (  - ~ + xg~gv) 
2 
+ x 2 (g~  ) 2 (g~) 2 ]· CF·4rra, · j ~  l~l 3 
x iG(q; E) I' {  <l'oo(Yo) - ~< 2 1'ss(Yo) +~Po·  ~< 2 1'ss(Yo)}, 
[  (  - ~ + xg~gv) 
2 
+ x'(g~)'(g~) 2 ]· CF'4rra, 
x j ~  I ~ I 3 I G( q;E ) I '  ( -~P,) ~<
2 1'ss(Yo) . 
(3.2.86) 
(3.2.87) 
(3.2.88) 
m~w + -mz,  m~w --mz  ~  O(a,), due to the presence of the "wrongly assigned diagram".  Here, 
Fig. 3.9 shows the contribution of this diagram.  Consider the kinematical configuration 
(Pb  + p9)2 < mzy  and  p9  ~ O(a,),  where the  "top"  momentum will  be  assigned  as 
Pt  =  Pb  + Pw + Pg·  While the second  diagram is  enhanced for  PZ- mz  ~ O(a;), the 
"wrongly assigned diagram" is enhanced for  (Pb + Pw )2 - mi  ~  O(a;), which corresponds 
to Pi- mz  ~  O(a,). 
If the cuts on the bVV  invariant masses were removed, one would obtain the addi-
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and 
Po =  1, 
3x
2
- 1 
p2 = --2-
2  m, 
Yo  =  1 - r  Tk[ y, 
with 
p·k 
X= IP IIk l' 
mtv 
r = -,. 
m, 
(3.2.89) 
(3.2.90) 
The gluon  momentum is  denoted  as k(=  p9 )  =  q - p.  The bW phase space integra-
tions of the "wrongly assigned diagram" are expressed by  the appropriately normalized 
51 functions  <1>00  and  <l> ss: 
Forry <  2 : 
<l>oo("') 
<l>ss("') 
For 17  > 2: 
h [- (2 - ry) + 21 og U}] 
b(2 - ry)  [- H2 - ry)(4 - ry) +  2log(~)] 
<l'oo(ry)  =  Pss("')  =  0. 
(3.2.91) 
(3.2.92) 
(3.2.93) 
The contribution  of  da ~;:  A)  may  be  of  interest  m  estimating the  magnitude of 
the 0(  a,) corrections.  We come back to this contribution in  Chapter 5, where all  the 
O(a,) corrections are examined.  However, we  do not include da~;:A) in  the analyses of 
the cross sections presented in  Chapter 4,  since  the cuts on the bW invariant masses 
m~w - mi ;S  O(a;) will  be imposed  practically. 
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Chapter  4 
Cross Sections  and Physics Involved 
It is expected that one may extract various physical parameters in the {[pair production 
process near the threshold  in  e+ e- collisions.  Here, we  present the numerical analyses 
of the cross sections including the full  next-to-leading order corrections together with 
the elucidation of the underlying physics.  We focus  on  the dependences of the cross 
sections on  the parameters m,  and a., which  determine the main shape of  the  cross 
sections over the threshold region. 
We will  first  summarize the  formulas of the  cross  sections  in Section 4.1  to  be 
used  in  the  analyses  in  the  following  two sections.  The  total  cross  section  and  the 
momentum distribution of top quark are examined in Section 4.2.  Then we turn to the 
FB-asymmetry and the cos 0 distribution of top quark in  Section 4.3, which  are 0(  a ,) 
quantities, but provide an interesting physics. 
4.1  Formulas  of the  Cross  Sections 
In this section we summarize the formulas of the tl production cross sections near the 
threshold in e+ e- collisions including all  the 0(  a,) corrections.  We present the formula 
of the top quark 3-momentum distribution  da/ dlp,jdcosO  in 4.l.a and  the formula of 
the total cross section a 101(e+e- ->  tl) in 4.l.b. These are calculated from the differential 
cross sections for  the processes e+e- -> bW+bw- and e+e- -> bW+bw-g obtained in 
Chapter 3 on the basis of the perturbation theory including heavy threshold resonances, 
53 and are summarized in  concise forms that serve for  the direct use in  the analyses of t~e 
cross  sections  presented  in  Sections  4.2  and  4.3.  \·Ve  neglect  the  b-quark  mass  in  all 
formulas for  simplicity, except in  the QCD polenliallhrough which the cross sections 
would be most sensitive lomb. 
In  addition  to all  the O(a,) corrections,  we  include a  part of the O(a;) correc-
tions lo the cross sections given below.  These are (1)Two-loop corrections to the QCD 
potential Vqcv(r), and (2)Running of the toponium width fe(E, p): 
(1)  We  use  the  two-loop  improved  QCD  potential  Vqcv(r)  in  the  Schrodinger 
equations for  the Green's functions, G(x; E)  and F'(x; E), which determine the 
overall structures of cross sections in  the threshold  region.  This QCD potential 
is  determined  from  the  two-loop  perturbalive QCD  (improved  by  renormaliza-
tion group) in the short-distance part, while the long-distance part is  determined 
phenomenologically.  The overall  form  of the  potential  is  determined  by  fitting 
to charmonium  and  bollomonium data.  The explicit  formula and  the detailed 
description of the potential are given  in Appendix C. 
(2)  Also  we  include  the phase space suppression effect  to the  widths of the to-
ponium resonances,  which  is  achieved  by  replacing the top quark width  by the 
running toponium width, 
r,  ___,  fe(E,p) 
2  ,  (4.1.1) 
in the Schrodinger equations for the non-relativistic Green's functions, and also by 
including the 0({3
2
)  terms of the phase space volume of bW's; see cross section for-
mulas below.  This prescription takes into account of the phase space suppression 
for the decay of the deeply bound states, and found to be important in preserving 
the unitarily relation between the total cross section obtained from summing the 
final states and that calculated using the optical theorem.  The running toponium 
width reduces the top quark differential cross section in the highly off-shell  region 
as compared to the constant width approximation, while enhances the total cross 
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section at the resonance peak which is  proportional to the inverse of the resonance 
width.  The readers  may consult Ref.[l3]  for  the details. 
4.l.a  Top Quark 3-Momentum Distribution 
In  this subsection  we  present the formula for  the top quark 3-momentum distribution 
including all  the O(a,) corrections.  There are two processes which contribute to the t[ 
production cross section up to O(a,) in  the threshold region, namely, e+e- --->  bW+iiw-
and e+e- --->  blif+))w -g.  The lop quark 3-momentum distribution is  calculated  as the 
sum of the bW+iirv- cross section and the infra-red part of the real gluon emission cross 
section. The latter is calculated for the kinematical configurations where the gluon jet is 
indistinguishable from the band/or ii jet by appropriately defining the "top" momentum. 
The definition of the "lop" momentum and the relevant cuts imposed are explained in 
the second half of Subsection 3.2.e. 
Thus, the top quark 3-momenlum distribution up to the next-to-leading order is 
given by 
du1r  du,,9 
..,.,--...,...,----;:+..,.,--...,...,-~--;: 
d[p ]d cos II  d] p ]d cos II 
D,(E, ]p ],cos ll;y)  (4.1.2) 
3a' fe(E,p ) · [p]'(To +T,cos ll). 
2mi  2 
(4.1.3) 
The distribution  is  a  function  of E,  ]p ],  cos II,  andy.  Here,  E  =  .jS - 2m,  is  the 
c.m.  energy  measured  from  the  threshold;  p  denotes  the  3-momentum of top  quark 
and II represents the polar angle of top momentum p  measured from the electron beam 
direction;  y  is  the  cut imposed on  the bg  and  bg  invariant  masses  normalized  by m,. 
(See subsection 3.2.e.) 
In  eq.  (  4.1.3),  we  have parametrized  the  spherically symmetric distribution and 
the cosO  distribution as T0  and  T~,  respectively.  The phase space  volume ]p ]
2fe(E,p) 
together with  an appropriate  coefficient  is  factored out explicitly,  where  the running 
toponium width f 0 (E,p) is given in  terms of the top quark width r,: 
fo(~,p) =  r,  [  1 +ry, (:J -ry,  (~~)]  (4.1.4) 
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and 
_  1  13 + 13r +  46T 2  _ 
3 
1 + r + 2r
2 
'7!  =  . 1 + T  - 2r2 '  7)2  =  6 .  1 + r  - 2r2 
m~v  r=-,. 
m, 
Here, the lop quark width including O(a,) corrections is  given by[30,31,32) 
with 
0  {  Cpa,  (  }  r, = r,  1 -~ h,.) 
0  Gp  m~  (  )(  )'  r,  =  "'- 1 + 2r  1 - r  ' 
v2  81r 
h(r) =  1r
2  + 2Li 2(r) - 2Li 2(1 - r) 
+[2(5 + 4r)(1 - r)
2 1og(1 - r) +4(1 +  r)(1 - 2r)rlogr 
-(1 - r)(5 +  9r - 6T
2))/[2(1 - T)
2(1  +  2r)), 
(4.1.5) 
(4.1.6) 
(4.1.7) 
(4.1.8) 
(4.1.9) 
and the color  factor  Cp  =  4/ 3.  The distributions  To  and T1  are obtained from  the 
corresponding terms given in  Subsection 3.2.e, which can be summarized as follows. 
Spherically Symmetric Term 
The spherically  symmetric term T0  is obtained  as  the sum of TJVV),  TJFI),  and 
TJREL 
To  [ (  - ~ +  xg\, ~;, )' +  x'(g~  )'(g~ )'] 
[{ 
4Cpa,  Cpa,  }  - 2 
X  1 - -7r--~  ·  2hb1V9(y; r)  IG(p; E)l 
!
~  1  - - 7rl  +Cp·47ra,  (h)' Jkj3 2 Im[G"( q; E) G(p; E))· 2  .  ( 4.1.10) 
cos() Term 
The term proportional to cos 0,  T1,  is obtained as  the sum of Tt  A) and T1 (FI ): 
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+ 2xg~g~ (  - ~ +  xg~g~) ·" · Cp·41fa, 
J 
d'q  1  p . k  -.  -
x  (h)' Jkj3 TPTfkl2 Re[G  ( q; E) G(p; E)).  (4.1.11) 
In the above expressions, k  =  q - p.  It is  understood that the principal value is 
taken in  the loop integral  in  the second  term of (4.1.11)  as  q -+  p.  Cp =  4/3 is  the 
color factor, and K.  =  (1 - 2r)/(1+ 2r) with r =  miv /m~. The couplings associated with 
e+ e-Z 0  and tlZ0  vertices arc given  by 
9\r = - ~ + 2 si n
2 Ow, 
9~ =  ~' 
( 4.1.12) 
( 4.1.13) 
while the ratio of photon and zo  propagators with an appropriate normalization factor 
is defined as 
1  •  I  x =  ,  ---,  · 
4 sin  Bw cos2 Bw  s - mz  .t =4m~ 
( 4.1.14) 
The S-wave and  P-wave Green's functions, G(p; E) and F(p; E), are determined 
by solving the inhomogeneous Schri:idinger equation in the coordinate space, and then 
laking their Fourier lransforms1 : 
and 
[-::  + Vqco(r)-(E + ir 2°)]  G(x;E)=t5
3(x), 
G(p;E) = j d3xe-ipxG(x;E), 
[  v'  (  r e)]  k  k  3  - m, + Vqco(r) - E +iT  F  (x;E) =  - i8 6 (x), 
pk F(p; E) = j d3x e-ip.x Fk(x; E). 
( 4.1.15) 
(  4.1.16) 
( 4.1.17) 
( 4.1.18) 
1The method to obtain G(p; E)  directly by solving the SchrOdinger equation in  momentum space has 
also been developed.[l4] 
57 We use the two-loop  improved  QCD  potential given in  Appendix C  for  VQcv(r).  The 
technical details of the method for  finding Green's functions are given in Refs.[l0,13,16]. 
The partial decay width of top quark for  t -+ bWg"'' is denoted as 
( 4.1.19) 
with 
hbiV9(y; r) =  2 [Liz(x+) - Liz(x_) - Liz  (f::±;)  + Liz(,"_::-,)  - t  log~  log~] 
+ [- 2r(l + r)(1 - 2r) log~ +  (x+-x-)(5 +  7r - 8rz +  y) 
- t(l + 2r){7(1 - r)z + 4(1 - r)y +  yz} log~  ]!{(1- r)Z(l+2r)}.  (4.1.20) 
The visible gluon (gu;,)  is  the gluon which can be seen as a separate jet, and is defined 
by the cut (Pb  +  P.)z  > mzy.  In  (4.1.20), X+  and X_  (x+  > x_) are defined as the two 
solutions to the quadratic equation, xz- (1- r  +  y)x +  y =  0. 
Noting that  the S-wave Green's  function  G(q; E)  is  only  dependent on  [q[,  the 
angular part of the loop  integrations f  (~:),  can  be performed analytically in  the for-
mulas for To  and T1,  and they may be reduced to the one-parameter integrals using the 
following formulas: 
J 
d'q  1 
(z~)'  JkT3  f(  q) 
1  laoo  -
4  z  dq wo(qjp) J(q), 
7r  p  0 
(4.1.21) 
J
_<!l  1  p·k 
(h)' JkT3  [p[[k[ J(q) 
1  1 00  -4  z  dq w,(qjp) f(q), 
7r  p  0 
( 4.1.22) 
with 
wo(x)  x [ [x~1[-x:1 ]'  (4.1.23) 
w,(x)  =  ~[Pr.-1-+2x+1_xloglx+11], 
2  x - 1  x + 1  x-1 
(  4.1.24) 
for any function  f(q) and q = [q[,  p = [p[. 
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4.1.b  Total Cross Section 
The total cross section can be obtained from  the differential cross sections given in the 
previous subsection  by  integrating over the top momentum after settingz  y  = Ymaz  = 
(1- JrY.  Then, noting that hbw9(Ymaz;r)  =  0, one finds 
( 4.1.25) 
( 4.1.26) 
The contribution from  the final  state interaction diagrams canceled out altogether as 
expected in  Subsection 3.2.d. 
Using the unitarity relation between the Green's functions defined by eqs. (4.1.15) 
and ( 4.1.16), 
J 
d'  - z  2ImG(x = O;E) =  ~  [G(p;E) I  fe(E,p),  ( 4.1.27) 
one obtains the formula for the total cross section, 
61rz az  [ (  2  t  ' ) z  z  t  z  '  z ]  <Ttot(e+e- -+  ([)  =  ----;:;;r- -3 + X9v9v  +X (gv)  (gA) 
x (1-
4
C:a,) lm G(x =  0; E = JS- 2m,).  (4.1.28) 
Therefore,  the total cross section  is  obtained  from  the imaginary  part of the Green's 
function at the origin, lm G(x = 0; E =  JS - 2m,). The above formula has the identical 
form as that proposed by Fadin and I<hoze[2],  and later improved in Refs.[l0,13], which 
were derived via the optical theorem.  Here, the main reason we obtained the same simple 
form is  because of the vanishing of the contributions from  the  final  state interaction 
diagrams. 
2This corresponds  to the  maximum invariant  mass of bg  from  the t.quark  at rest.  fncidentally,  the 
cross section from  other kinematical  region,  da~~A)' swiftly  reduces as y--+ Ymaxi  see (3.2.86). 
59 The unitarily relation between the Green's functions, eq.  (4.1.27), can  be shown 
directly  using the definition 
- 1 
G(x·E) =  (x l  lx' =  0 ) 
'  E - li + if 0 / 2  ' 
(  4.1.29) 
and the operator identity 
- 1  -1  - 1 
2!  m  =  . r  0  .  --;::;--;-;----:-;:;-----;::: 
E - JJ  + if0 / 2  E - II - if0 / 2  E - JJ  + if0 / 2  (4.1.30) 
The relation  ( 4.1.27)  then  follows  by  taking  the x  =  x' =  0  matrix element and  by 
inserting  the complete set of the momentum eigenstates.  It should be  noted that the 
identity (4.1.27)  holds exactly even when  f 0  depends onE and p  =  - i\1.  We see the 
explicit appearance of the toponium width f 0  on the right-hand-side of (4.1.27), rather 
than just in the denominator of G( p; E).  This is related to  the  phase space volume in 
the differential cross section formula eq. (4.1.26). It is, therefore, important to keep the 
order p
2 /mi terms in f 0  in the eva!  uation of I m G( 0; E).  (See discussion in Chapter 6.) 
4.2  Total  Cross  Section  and Momentum Distribu-
tion 
Using the formulas obtained in the previous section, we calculate both total cross section 
and differential cross sections in  the threshold region including full  next-to-leading order 
corrections.  In Subsection 4.2.a, we  discuss the dependence of the total cross section O"tot 
on the physical parameters of the Standard Model, m., and a,(mz)Ms·  In Subsection 
4.2.b  we study the top quark  momentum distribution du/ d)p). The main structures of 
the cross sections are determined  by  the leading  Coulombic enhancement, and hence 
they exhibit strong dependences on both m, and a,.  The asymmetric distribution of top 
quark will  be closely  investigated in  the next section.  The same value of a, =  a,(mz) 
is used for all the next-to-leading order corrections except for  the QCD potential. (hard 
gluon correction, QCD correction tor., and final  state interaction)  We set a =  1/128, 
sin
2 
Ow  =  0.23, mz =  91.2  GeV  and mw =  80.6  Ge V  in our numerical examples.  We 
note that all figures presented in  this section are based on the calculation of essentially 
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one diagram  for  e+e.- -+ t[ -+  bW+&w- including non-trivial  QCD corrections up  to 
the next-to-leading  order.  (See Subsection  3.2.a.)  Other electroweak diagrams  which 
contribute to the  process e+e- -+  bw+6w- may be added later as small  backgrounds. 
We give discussion on this point in Chapter 6.  In order to make our theoretical predic-
tions clear, we  do not take account of initial state radiation effects.  Studies including 
both  initial  state radiation and  beamstrahlung effects  have  been  presented elsewhere 
[17,18). 
4.2.a  Total Cross Section 
We calculate the total cross section  using  the formula given in ( 4.1.28).  The essential 
part is  contained in  the imaginary  part of the Green's function, which may be written 
as 
I.Pn(oW 
ImG(x =  O,E =  .,jS - 2m,) ~  - lm ~  E- En +tfn/ 2  (4.2.1) 
Here,  E  =  .,jS - 2m, is  the energy  measured  from the threshold  .  .Pn(x) is  the wave 
function of the n-th resonance state, and En  and f n denote its energy level and width, 
respectively.  One sees the presence of the resonance structure in the energy dependence 
of the Green's function. 
In Figs. 4.1(a), (b), (c) are shown the total cross sections near threshold form, = 
100, 150,200 GeV, respectively, for  three  values of a,(mz)M5 ;  0.11, 0.12, and 0.13.  As 
m, increases,  the  resonance structure  is  smeared  out,  since  the  top  quark  width r, 
increases rapidly.  (f, =  0.085, 0.80, 2.2  GeV, respectively form, =  100,150, 200 GeV). 
Also,  the  peak  height decreases  as  it is  proportional  to f;-
1
.  As  top  quark  becomes 
short-lived, the resonances  acquire less enhancement by  the exchange of gluons before 
they decay. In each figure, we  find  that the resonance peaks shift to lower energies and 
its height is  increased for larger a,.  This is  because the resonance levels are lowered by 
the larger binding energy, and the wave functions of the resonance states at the origin, 
.Pn(O),  grow at the same time. 
In  order  to  examine  the  sensitivity  of  the  threshold  cross  section  to  the short 
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Figure 4.1:  (a) The total cross sections versus energy, E =  .jS- 2m,, form, =  100 GeV. 
<>,(mz)Ms  =  0.11, 0.12, 0.13 for  the dotdashed, solid, and dashed lines, respectively.  (b) 
The same as (a) but form, =  150  GeV. (c) The same as (a) but form, =  200 GeV. 
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Figure 4.2:  (a) The solid line  is the prediction of the QCD potential with the best fit 
parameters.  The dotted and dashed lines are obtained by shifting the parameter r0  by 
five standard deviations upwards and downwards, respectively. (b) The same as (a) but 
for  [V,b[2 =  0.1. 
distance part of the potential, we  show in  Fig.  4.2(a) the total cross section form, = 
150  GeV  with our  QCD  potential at  n,(mz)Ms  =  0.12  by  a  solid  line.  Also  shown 
by dashed  and  dotted lines are  the  predictions of the potentials  with  the same short 
distance behavior but  with  their intermediate distance  part modified  by  shifting the 
parameter r 0  by five  standard deviations away  from its optimal value.  The parameter 
r0  determines the shape of the potential in  the intermediate region  which is constrained 
by  the  charmonium and bottomonium data-"  The near degeneracy of the two curves 
demonstrates well that the short distant part of the potential essentially determines the 
threshold cross section.  This is exactly  what has been predicted by  Fadin and Khoze 
[2], as a  consequence of the large top quark decay width. 
In order to study the effect of the top quark decay width, we  show in  Fig. 4.2(b) 
the same total cross section curves form, =  150 GeV, but with an artificially reduced 
top  quark  decay  width (f,  =  0.08  GeV)  by  setting  jV,b[2 =  0.1.  The predictions of 
the  three  potentials with  a  common  short  distance  behavior still  agree  well  for  the 
lowest resonance structure but they start deviating significantly for  higher levels. It is 
3See  Appendix C  where  the dashed  lines  in  Fig.  C.2 show  the  range of the  potential covered by the 
above change of the parameter r0 .  The  three potentials differ  significantly at r  2:  O.SGeV- 1. 
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beca~se the  wave functions of the higher level resonances extend over the wider region 
in the potential, or, because the momentum of the exchanged gluon can become small 
as the c.m. energy approaches the threshold in  the  narrow width limit as discussed in 
Subsection 3.l.b. This sensitivity to the long distance physics is lost in the realistic case 
with r, =  0.8  GeV shown in  Fig. 4.2(a), where the effect  from  the region r. r, ?;  1 of 
the phenomenological  potential  V(r) is  cut off by  the smearing effect[28); see  Fig. C.2 
in Appendix C. 
4.2.b  Top Quark Momentum Distribution 
Differential cross sections for  the top quark pair production process may be calculated 
using the formula 
(4.2.2) 
where the matrix element T1;  is given in  eq.  (3.2.27), and also by adding to the above 
cross section the infra-red part of the cross sections for  the real gluon emission process. 
There may be several choices for which differential cross sections one would investigate 
in order to extract the information on QCD interaction.  We first  identify the quantity 
which is most sensitive to the QCD interaction in  the differential cross sections. 
We note that the information on the leading QCD binding effects in  the {[system 
IS  contained  in  the S-wave  Green's  function  G(p; E)  that  appears  in  the ttv vector 
vertex; see eq. (3.2.12).  Writing 
(4.2.3) 
where 7/ln(x)  is  the wave  function of the n-th resonance state, and ¢n(P)  is  its Fourier 
transform, we see that the energy (E) dependence of G(p; E) is essentially the same as 
for the total cross section, which is proportional to Jm G(O; E). On the other hand, its p-
dependence is given by  cPn(P), the wave functions of the resonance states in momentum 
space.  Thus,  the  scale  of  the  £-dependence of G(p; E)  is  set  by  !::,£  ~ a;m, and 
r,,  while  that  of the  p-dependence  is  set  by  t:, jp j  ~ a,m,.  Therefore,  it  is  best to 
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Figure  4.3:  p
2T0f 0 (E,p)  versus  Jp J form,  =  150GeV  and  E  =  .jS - 2m,  =  0. 
a,(mz)Ms  =  0.11,  0.12,  and  0.13  for  the dotdashed, solid,  and  dashed  lines,  respec-
tively. 
look directly at the p-dependence of G(p; E),  since  this provides us  with information 
independent of that from  the total cross section, and also  because its dependence on 
the strong binding effects  extends over a  wide  range of the momentum  ~ a,m,.  tl 
distribution is spherical in the leading order since only the S-wave states contribute. As 
the differential cross section contains JG(p; E)J
2
,  it is possible to observe directly the !PI-
dependence of JG(p; E)  I'  at a  fixed  energy .jS = 2m,+ E :  the leading  jp j-dependence 
of the cross section is easily obtained from the differential cross sections formulas ( 4.1.3) 
and ( 4.1.10) as 
~  _  3a
2 
re(E,p) ·I I' 
dJp J - m/  2  p  To 
(4.2.4) 
= 
3~f'  [(- ~ + xg~g~)'+x'(g~)'(g~)']·P' I G(p;E)l'fe(E,p) 
+ (next-to-leading order corrections).  (4.2.5) 
Fig.  4.3  shows  the  !P i-dependence  of T0  multiplied  by  the  phase  space  factor 
P
2fe(E,p) form, =  150GeV  and  E  =  0.  We  use  y  =  0.03  for  the cuts on  the bg 
and bg  invariant masses  in  all  the calculations of top  quark  momentum distribution. 
The peak shifts to larger Jp j as a, increases.  This is  due to the increase of the binding 
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Figure  4.4:  p
2Tof0(E, p)  versus  IPI  for  m,  =  150GeV  and  a,(mz)Ms  =  0.12. 
E  =  ft - 2m,  =  - 6, -3, 0,  and  +3 GeV  for  the dot dashed,  solid,  dashed,  and dot-
ted lines, respectively. 
energy, which contributes to the kinetic energy of the t[ system.  Also  the peak height 
increases with growing a., because of the increase of I.Pn(O)I as in  the case of the total 
cross section. 
In Fig. 4.4,  we  show the I  PI-dependence of p
2T0 f0(E, p) at several energies.  The 
distributions are given at four  energies E  =  ft - 2m,  =  -6, - 3, 0, +3 GeV form, = 
150 GeV and a,(mz)Ms =  0.12.  There is  no resonance enhancement atE= - 6  GeV, 
and the factor  p
2To f0(E,p) is  essentially flat  there.  A  clear broad  peak appears in 
the distribution at larger energies.  The peak position shifts to larger IPI as the energy 
Increases. 
Thus, we see that the measurement of top quark  momentum distribution would 
be useful in the determination of a,.  An  accurate measurement of the IPI  clistribution 
would  require  a  low  beamstrahlung  collider,  a  high  resolution  detector,  and  a  good 
theoretical understanding of jet physics. This is certainly a challenge which is a worthy 
endeavor. 
.. 
4.3  ~  Asymmetric Distribution 
One sees that the top quark 3-momentum distribution derived in 4.l.a exhibits the cos() 
distribution at the next-to-leading order: 
(4.3.1) 
with 
(  2  <  t  2 2'  <  t  ')  IPI  2R [F-.(  ·E)G"(  ·E))  - -xgAgA +  X  9A9v9A9v  ·- ·  e  p ,  p ,  ,  3  m, 
(4 .3.2) 
(4.3.3) 
Hence there appears forward-backward (FB) asymmetry  in  the top quark distribution 
near threshold  at O(a,).  In  this  section  we  are  concerned  with  the analyses  of the 
FB-asymmetry and asymmetric top momentum distribution. It will  be shown that the 
FB-asymmetry increases and becomes more sensitive to a, for larger m,. It is in contrast 
to the total cross section, which loses sensitivity to a, due to the smearing effect by the 
large top quark width as m, grows.  Thus, the measurement of FB-asymmetry may allow 
an efficient cross-check to the measurement of a, for  a  relatively heavy top quark.  In 
Subsection 4.3.a, we  discuss the origin of the asymmetric distribution. It is  emphasized 
that the large widths of resonances give rise to the interference of the S-wave and P-wave 
states.  Then we  present the  numerical an<tlyses of the FB-asymmetry and momentum 
distribution  in  Subsection  4.3.b.  One  sees  that  there exists an  interesting interplay 
between QCD and electrowcak interactions, which gives rise to the FB-asymmetry even 
in the threshold region. 
4.3.a  Physical Origin 
There are two terms, TtA) and T,(FJ)'  which contribute to the asymmetric distribution 
of top  quark  as  given  in  (4 .3.2)  and  (4.3.3).  See  Fig.  4.5.  These  are  the  next-to-+ 
,\V 
w 
+  Co111plcx  conjugate 
(a) 
+  Complex conjugate 
(b) 
Figure 4.5:  Diagrams which contribute to the asymmetric distributions, (a)for the VA 
term, and (b)for the FI term.  Initial electron currents are omitted.  Av(AA) denotes 
the tN vector (axial-vector) vertex, and dashed lines represent the Coulomb gluons. 
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leading order quantities themselves.  The first  term originates from  the interference of 
the  vector and  axial-vector  tt\1  vertices (\I A  term).  In contrast  to  the charmonium 
and  bottomonium  resonances,  the  P-wave  resonance  states  produced  via ttZ
0  axial 
coupling  interfere with  S-wave states  due  to  the  large  top  quark  width,  which gives 
rise to the FB-asymmetry. The second term stems from the interference of the leading 
S-wave amplitude and the final  state interaction diagrams (FJ term).  The final  state 
interaction diagrams which  contribute to  the  FB-asymmetry are  those with  the one-
Coulomb-gluon-exchange between t and b (t and b),  and between band li, where band 
b are the decay products of the tt pair produced via ttV  vector coupling.  Because the 
decay t  -> bW  occurs via the  \1 - A  interaction, it contributes to the FE-asymmetry. 
It turns out  that, in  most  cases,  the  main  contribution  to  the FB-asymmetry comes 
from the \1 A  term (0 ~  10%), which exhibits non-trivial energy dependence, while the 
contribution from the F I  term is  typically small (0  ~  1  %)  and the energy dependence is 
weak.  Therefore, it is important to understand the behavior of the \1 A  term in order to 
understand the overall structures of the FB-asymmetry in the threshold region.  We will 
first concentrate on the physical origin of the contribution from the VA term.  Later we 
will briefly discuss the effect ofF  J term as a small correction to the former contribution. 
1.  The Effect of ttZ
0  Axial-Vector Coupling 
We  briefly  discuss  the  effect  of  the  ttZ
0  axial-vector  coupling  of  top  quark  at 
the t[ threshold  region.  It is  emphasized  that  the  large  top  quark  width  allows the 
interference between S-wave and  P-wave resonance states, giving rise to the forward-
backward asymmetry even in  the threshold region. 
In the e+e- -> tt process, the tt-pair produced via tN (\1 = /, Z 0 )  vector vertex 
has spin-parity JP =  1-, whereas that produced via ttZ0 axial-vector vertex has JP = 
1+  in  the  massless  electron  limit.  Thus,  the  vector  vertex  is  associated with S  and 
D-wave resonance states, and the axial-vector vertex with P-wave states. 
The axial-vector coupling is  suppressed by a  power of fJ  near threshold as can be seen from the non-relativistic form of the coupling 
(4.3.4) 
where X1  and X2  denote  two-component spin  wave  functions  of t and t,  respectively, 
and 2p is  the relative 3-momentum between t and t.  Compare this with  the VA term, 
eq. ( 4.3.2), where the factor IPI/m, ~  fJ  is explicitly factored out. 
In  general,  S-wave  resonance states and  P-wave  resonance states  have different 
energy spectra.  However,  the  widths of resonances grow  rapidly as  m, increases, and 
they  become so  large  that  S-wave  and  P-wave resonance  states start  to interfere  for 
m, ~  100 GeV. 
Let us state it more explicitly.  At the lowest order, it is expected that the toponium 
resonances exhibit the Coulomb level spectra because the binding effect  due to gluon 
exchanges can be regarded as  Coulombic interaction[2].  Then, the level gaps typically 
become  of  the order  a~m,  ~ 1  GeV,  and  the  S-wave  states  and  P-wave states are 
degenerate in  this  approximation.  There will  be  S-wave states corresponding to the 
principal quantum number n  =  1, 2, 3, ...  ,  and P-wave states for  n  =  2, 3,4, ...  If we 
consider  the higher order corrections,  the QCD  potential deviates from  the Coulomb 
potential, and the S-wave states and P-wave states are no longer degenerate, with typical 
level splitting of the order a;m, ~  0.1  GeV. 
On the other hand, each resonance state has a width almost twice that of top quark 
r,  ~  GFm~/8V2tr, which grows  rapidly  as  m, increases.  For instance, r,  ~ 0.1  GeV 
form,= 100  GeV, and r,  ~ 1 GeV form,= 150  GeV. If we  fix  the c.m. energy at 
the n  =  1  resonance, where no  corresponding  P-wave resonance exists, the width and 
the level gap  would become comparable for m, ~  150 Ge  V.  At n  2':  2 resonances, there 
would be larger interference effects.  Thus, we anticipate from the above estimation that 
the  interference would  be significant at n  2:  2  resonances even  for a  light  top quark, 
where the resonance structures are more distinct, and also at then= 1 resonance for a 
relatively heavy top quark. 
The P-wave amplitude being O(fJ)  at the threshold, its interference with S-wave 
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resonance stat~s gives rise to O({J)  :::<  O(a,) correction to the leading S-wave contribution 
to the cross sections.  Since this correction stems from the interference of the vector and 
axial-vector couplings, it is proportional to fJ cos B,  or, it gives rise to the FB-asymmetry 
at O(a,).  Meanwhile the effect of axial  coupling to the total cross section is  of O(a;), 
which is beyond our scope [40). 
2.  The Effect  of Final State Interaction Diagrams 
As seen above, the effect of VA  term increases as the top quark width grows.  At 
the same time  we  have to consider the effect of F I  term, which is  also related to the 
decay of top quark.  Here, we state very brieOy the effect of this term on the asymmetric 
distribution. 
Even though  the F I  term is  associated only with  the  S-wave resonances, it con-
tributes to the FB-asymmetry since the decay vertex fort-> blV includes both  vector 
coupling (VtbiV)  and axial-vector coupling (AtbiV ).  Namely, the state represented by 
(4.3.5) 
has the spin-parity ]P =  1+, and hence gives rise to  the asymmetric distribution upon 
interference with the leading S-wave amplitude.  The tt pair forms  S-wave resonances 
for  the time  scale~ r;-', when the decay occurs via V-A interaction. 
In fact it can be seen  from  the presence of the factor 
1 - 2r 
K. = ---
1 + 2r 
(4.3.6) 
111  eq.  ( 4.3.3)  that  the  F I  term  includes one  AtbiV  vertex  associated  with  the decay 
process t -> blV.  Here, 2r =  2mivfmz represents the ratio of the branching fraction of 
top quark into the transverse W  ( Wr) to that into longitudinal W  (WL)· It is well known 
that  the contribution of WL  dominates  the top  width for  large m,.  As  the produced 
b-quark  is  left-handed  for  mb  =  0,  W  L  and  Wr project the different spin orientations 
of parent top quark  with  respect  to the b-quark momentum.  Hence,  the WL + Wr is 
associated with the parity preserving sector, while WL - Wr is associated with the parity 
violating sector, in  the decay process of non-relativistic top quark; see eq. (3.2.56). 
71 One  may  note  that  the  VA  term  is  the  term  which  becomes  the zeroth order 
cross section in the open  top  region  ((J  »  a,), while  the FI term remains the O(a,) 
correction in this region.  Thus, one would expect that even in the threshold region the 
contribution from the VA term increases as the c.m. energy is raised so that the weight 
of the F I  term decreases comparatively. 
Actual calculation of asymmetric distribution shows that, in  most cases, the con-
tribution  from  the F I  term is  small compared  to that from  the VA  term.  This is  in 
part because of the smallness of the factor K.,  and in  part because the main part in the 
loop integral in  ( 4.3.2) cancels out  by  taking the principal value.  The decay fractions 
of top quark into  WL  and  WT  balance form,  ~ 110  GeV, and  the factor  K.  vanishes 
for this top mass.  The FI term adds a  positive contribution to the FB-asymmetry for 
m, < 110  GeV and  a  negative contribution form,> 110  GeV at the level  of~ 1%, 
while its energy dependence is  weak. 
We will  give a  close examination on  the separate contribution from each term of 
eq. (4.3.2) in Chapter 5. There, all  the effects of O(a,) corrections are investigated sep-
arately.  Meanwhile, in the next subsection we will  concentrate on the total contribution 
to the asymmetric distribution. 
4.3.b  FB-Asymmetry and Momentum Distribution 
In this subsection we calculate the forward-backward (FB) asymmetry and the momen-
tum distribution of lop quark which is  proportional to cos 0 for the process e+e- -->  t[--> 
bW+/iw-. The axial couplings at ttZ
0  and tbW vertices give rise to the tl distribution 
proportional to cos 0 at the next-to-leading order, which leads to the forward-backward 
(FB) asymmetry of the cross section.  The FB-asymmetry below threshold (at the res-
onance peak) increases from  0  to~  4% as m, is  raised from 100 GeV to 200 GeV. The 
sensitivity to a, is  magnified for larger m,.  For instance, form, =  200 GeV, the asym-
metry at the peak decreases from 5% to 2.5% as a, is  varied  from 0.10  to 0.14.  Also 
the asymmetry grows as the c.m. energy increases and exceeds 10% in the continuum 
,. 
region-:  As  the main contribution to the asymmetric distribution  comes from  the VA 
term, T,(VA), in  (4.3.2), it is  convenient to interpret the behavior of the cross sections in 
terms of the S-wave and P-wave interferences in  most of the following examples.  The 
Green's functions are evaluated using the 2-loop improved QCD potential given in  Ap-
pendix C  in the Schrodinger equations.  We note that all the analyses in  this section do 
not include the effect of the initial stale radiation. 
Using the differential cross section  formula given in  eq. (4 .3.2) and in  Subsection 
4.l.a, we  may calculate the FB-asymmetry.  We  define the FB-asymmelry as 
6FB =  -
1
- {A  dlpl [ f' d cos 0 - !
0 
d coso] V,(E, I  PI, cos B; Ymax)· 
atot  Jo  Jo  - 1 
(4.3.7) 
Substituting (4.1.3) into the above equation, we  find 
(4.3.8) 
Here, we have restricted the !PI-integration within IPI <A, where the cut-off A is taken 
as 
( 4.3.9) 
For IPI >  A,  there would be no allowed  kinematical configuration  such that either one 
oft or [remains on-shell, and that the other has the invariant mass larger than mi,, 
simultaneously.  The  phase space  virtually  vanishes in  this  region  for  .jS ~ 2m,, or 
equivalently, the running loponium width vanishes, f 0 (E, p ) =  0 [13,41). 
The energy dependences of 6Fn together with the total cross sections are shown 
in  Figs. 4.6(a)(b)(c) form, =  100, 150, and 200 GeV, respectively.  In each figure, three 
curves correspond to a,(mz) =  0.10, 0.12, and 0.14.  One sees that the FB-asymmetry 
below threshold (at the peak) almost vanishes form,= 100 GeV, and increases for larger 
m,.  This is because the top quark width  r,  grows rapidly with m, so  that the overlap 
of S-wave and P-wave resonance states becomes more significant.  In each  figure,  6FB 
grows as E  increases from the lowest lying resonance.  This is  because the interference 
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Figure  4.6:  The total  cross  section  <Ttot  and  the FB-asymmetry  I:!.Fn  versus  energy, 
E  =  .jS- 2m,. The left axis stands for  the total cross section, and the right axis is for 
the FB-asymmetry. The dotted line shows the position of zero for  the FB-asym.metry. 
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Figure 4. 7:  The positions of poles of T1 (VA ) on the complex energy plane, together with 
the FB-asymmetry as a function of energy, E  =  .jS- 2m,.  The boxes represent S-wave 
resonances,  and  the  crosses  represent  P-wave  resonances.  The  right  axis  is  for  the 
FB-asymmetry. 
among the resonances becomes more severe in  higher energies[2,9),  since the resonance 
levels appear closer to one another.  These curves include small contributions from the 
FI term which is  positive  for m, < 110  GeV  and  negative form, > 110 GeV at the 
level  of~  1%. (See the next chapter.) 
Fairly complex energy  dependence of  I:!.Fn  for  m,  =  100  GeV, as  well  as milder 
behaviors  for  m, = 150  GeV  and m, = 200  GeV,  can  be  understood  if we note  the 
analytic structure of the VA  term in  the complex E-plane.  In  Fig.  4.7,  we  plot the 
position of poles of TiVA) ex  Re[P· (p; E)G(p; E)] together with  f:!.FB  form, = 100 GeV 
and a,(mz)  =  0.12  ;  see  eqs. (4.3.2)  and  (4.3.8).  The squares represent the S-wave 
resonance slates (lS, 2S, ... ),  while the crosses represent P-wave states (lP, 2P,  ... )! P-
wave stales lie slightly below the corresponding S-wave states due to the running effect 
of strong coupling constant.  P-wave stales 'see' the long distance behavior of the QCD 
potential as compared to S-wave states,2  and thus gains larger binding energies.  The 
dense spectra above threshold (E > 0)  give quasi-continuum cross sections[9]. 
1We follow the convention for lighter quarkonium resonances in  naming the P-wave states.  This differs, 
however, from the principal quantum number for the Coulomb levels;  see subsection 4.3.a 
2This "long distance"  is  still much shorter  than  the infrared  QCD region  ,..,_,  AQ~n· See Figs. 4.9 and 
4.10. 
75 Let  us  increase  the  energy  E  along  the  real  axis  from  below  the  lowest  lying 
resonance.  As  E  is  increased,  7~(VA) changes sign  each  lime E  crosses over above the 
pole.  Therefore,  ~'>FB oscillates as E is increased.  Il owever, when the energy differences 
of resonance levels become small  as compared  to r,,  many levels  begin to contribute, 
and T1 (VA) tends to be shifted in the positive direction.  Indeed, the contribution of the 
VA term to the FB-asymmelry at some resonance peak behaves as 
and 
/';(VA)  (  f, )
2 
FB  <X  !'>E 
A(VA)  l!i:t  upo  ex  -
m, 
for  r, «:  f'>E,  (4.3.10) 
for  r, »  f'>E,  (4.3.11) 
where f'>E  represents the energy difference of the resonance levels.  Eq. (4.3.10) shows 
that f'>~BA )  increases as r:  for small m,.  Meanwhile, eq. (4.3.11) implies that asymptot-
ically l'>ps  will grow proportionally to m 1,  since r,  ex  m~ for m 1 »  rnw  [3).  Again, we 
note that the effect of FI term shifts /'>p 8  in the positive direction for m 1 < 110 GeV 
and in the negative direction  for  rn1  > 110  GeV at the level  of~ 1%,  while  this effect 
is weakly dependent on the c.m. energy E. 
In  Fig. 4.8,  we  show  the rn1-dependence of l'>po  evaluated  at  the c.m.  energies 
corresponding to the position  of the lowest lying peak that appears in  the total cross 
section. The three curves are for  a,(rnz)=0.10, 0.12, and 0.14.  For larger rn1,  the peak 
tends  to dissapear  due  to the smearing  effect  by  the  large  top quark  width.  In this 
region,  l'>ps  is evaluated atE""' -1.5,-2.6, and  -4.3  GeV  for  a,(rnz)  =  0.10,0.12, 
and 0.14, respectively, which roughly correspond to the energies where 6p8  is minimal, 
or, at the "shoulders" of the  cross sections.  (See Fig. 4.6( c).) 
One  sees  that 6p8  grows  from  nearly  zero  to 2  ~  5%  as  rn1  is  increased  from 
100  GeV  to 200  GeV.  This  is  because  the  top  quark  width  grows rapidly in  this m 1 
region (f,=0.085 GeV for rn1=100 GeV, and f 1= 2.2 GeV for rn1= 200 GeV), so that the 
S-wave state and the P-wave stale start to overlap, which gives rise to the interference 
term proportional to cosO in  eq. (4 .3.2).  Therefore, 6p8  is enhanced for larger m,, and 
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Figure 4.8: The FB-asymmelry evaluated at the first peak of total cross section versus 
top quark mass, for a,(rnz) =  0.10  (doldash), 0.12 (solid), and 0.14 (dash). 
more feasible to be measured in experiments, while the total cross section decreases like 
~  1 / rn~, as well as the peak cross section decreases due to the large top quark width. 
The  FB-asymmetry at  the  peak  is  also sensitive to a,(  rnz ):  l'>po  decreases  as 
a, increases.  This is  because the  resonance levels spread apart  from one another as 
well  as their widths are reduced
3  for larger a., and thus the overlap of the S-wave and 
P-wave stales decreases.  Although cross sections are more enhanced for larger a., the 
enhancements tend to cancel in  the denominator and numerator for the FB-asymmetry 
(4.3.7).  The noticeable feature here  is that the a,-dependence of l'>ps  is magnified for 
a heavier top quark.  (According to eq. (4.3.11), 6~;) would become independent of a, 
asymptotically as rn1  -> =· Nevertheless one sees that the sensitivity to a, remains for 
rn1 ;S  200  GeV.) 
We are also concerned with the tl distributions, which can be investigated by using 
the differential cross section formula given by ( 4.1.3). t[ distribution is spherical in the 
leading order, since  only S-wave stales contribute.  The effects of ttZ
0  and tbW axial-
vector vertices give rise to the cos B term at O(a,). The cuts on the bg  and bg  invariant 
masses are set as y  =  0.03 in  the following examples. 
3The O(a,)  correction  to  the  top  quark  width  reduces  the  zeroth  order  width  by  about  10%i  see 
eq.  (4.1.7). 
77 We show in  Fig.  1.9  the  lr l-depcndcnccs of  lr i'To  r e (E, p)  and  IPI'T, fe(E, p) 
for  m 1  =  100  GeV  and a, - 0.12.  Three figures  correspond  to the energies (a)at the 
first  peak (E =  2.12  GeV), (b)at the second  peak  (E =  - 1.14  GeV), and (c)above 
threshold (E =  1 GcV). AtE =  - 2.12 GeV, 7'1 almost vanishes. T0  exhibits the shape of 
the absolute square of the 15 resonance state wave function in  the momentum space.  At 
E  =  - 1.14 GeV, To  shows the square of the 25  state wave function, while T1  shows the 
product of the 2S  state wave function  and the 2P state wave function.  AtE = 1 GeV, 
where a  number of  resonance states contribute, the structure  of the t[ distribution is 
quite smeared,  and  T1  is  more  enhanced.  The  peak  of the distribution  is  shifted  to 
higher lr l compared toE =  - 2.12  GeV  and  E  =  - 1.14  GeV, since the kinetic energy 
of t(t) is larger. 
Similarly, the !PI-dependences of lr i'To  and  IPI'T1  form, =  150 GeV are shown 
in  Fig.  4.10,  at  the enregies  (a)E  =  - 2.52  GeV  (first  peak),  (b)E =  - 1  GeV,  and 
(c)E  =  1  GeV.  The structures of the t[ distributions  are smeared  out  compared  to 
those of m 1 =  100 GeV due to the larger top quark width. 
Thus, Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 show that the effect of axial-vector couplings modifies the 
t[ distribution significantly for  large m" and at the higher c.m. energies. 
In summary, the Pl3-asymmetry below threshold (at the lowest lying peak of the 
total cross section for m 1  :S  150 GeV) 'measures' the degree of overlap of S-wave states 
and P-wave states. It is essentially determined by  the relative magnitude of the widths 
and the energy differences of the resonance levels, while it is insensitive to the normal-
ization  of the  cross  sections.  This suggests that 6pa  would  be  a  stable quantity to 
the smearing effect by the initial state radiation.  Quite generally,  6p8  increases as the 
resonance widths increase or the binding energy decreases, since the major contribution 
to the FB-asymmetry stems from  the interference of S-wave and  P-wave states.  The 
FB-asymmetry is  more  enhanced for  larger m,.  In  particular, its  dependence on a, is 
magnified for  150GeV  :S  m, :S  200  GeV. This sensitivity may help determination of a, 
for  a  relatively  heavy  top quark, since  much of the resonance structures  are smeared 
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Figure 4.9:  The comparison of the spherical distribution (solid) and the cos B distribu-
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out in  the total cross section.  ·. 
We may compare the  results obta.ined  in  this section  including the  full  next-to-
leading order corrections with those of the original analyses given  in  Ref.[l6].  We find 
that the FB-asymmetry at the peak is  reduced almost half in magnitude. The sensitivity 
to a, is slightly enhanced form, =  150 Ge  V, whereas it becomes almost twice as sensitive 
to a, form,= 200 GeV as compared to the original results.  One reason for  this is due 
to the inclusion  of the O(a,) correction  to the top width r,.  The radiative correction 
reduces f, by~  10% so that the overlap of the resonances decreases. The width becomes 
smaller for larger a,.  The other reason is  the inclusion of the FI term, which decreases 
the FB-asymmetry form, > 100 GeV proportionally to a,.  Meanwhile, the change of 
the FB-asymmetry is  found to be less significant in  the continuum region, E  > 0.  ( cf. 
eqs.  (4.3.10) and (4.3.11).) 
We will examine the effect ofF  I  term in  the next Chapter more in  detail. 
81 Chapter  5 
The Effects  of the O(as ) Corrections 
In this chapter we  investigate the separate contribution to the O(a,) corrections to the 
cross sections.  In  particular, we  investigate the effects of the final  state interactions in 
detail, which have not been included in  the preceding works [13,14,15,16].  These give 
non-trivial corrections to the top quark momentum distribution, while the effects on the 
asymmetric distrti but  ion  are small.  The corrections to the total cross section from the 
final  state interactions vanish altogether.  Other O(a,) corrections are also examined. 
In order to maintain consistency with  the analyses in  the previous chapter, we  use the 
running toponium width and the two-loop improved potential in our numerical studies; 
see Section 4.1. 
We  first  look  into the effects of the final  state interaction diagrams and of a:zo 
axial-vector coupling  on  the top  quark  3-momentum distribution,  D,(E, [p [,cosB;y), 
given in Subsection 4.1.a.  We parametrize the distribution as follows: 
D,(E,[p[,cosB;y) 
T, 
3a
2  fe(E,p) 
2 
· [p[
2(T 0 + T1 cos B), 
2m1 
rJ"l + rJbl, 
TJ\'A) + TJFI), 
with the spherical distributions given  by 
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(5.0.1) 
(5.0.2) 
(5.0.3) 
{ 
4CF<>,  CFa,  } I -(  )['  x  1-------· 2hbw9(y;r)  G  p; E  , 
1r  2rr 
(5.0.4) 
T.(b)  [ (  2  t  e) 
2 
'(  t  )'(  < )']  o  - 3 + X9v9v  +X  Yv  YA 
I 
d'  1  - - 7r 
xCF·4rra,  ~  jkj3 2Im[G"(q; E) G(p; E)] · 2'  (5.0.5) 
and the cos B distributions, 
( - ~xg~g~ +  2x'g~g~g~g~) -~  · 2Re[F"(p; E) G( p; E)],  (5.0.6) 
3  m, 
2xg~g~ (  - ~ +  xg~g~,)-"' .  CF ·4rra, 
I 
d'  1  p. k  -.  -
x  ~  jkj3  [p [[ k[ 2 Re[G  ( q ; E) G(p; E)].  (5.0.7) 
Here, the two terms in  the spherical distribution, rJ"l and rJbl, correspond to the Class 
(a)  and  Class (b) diagrams given  in  Subsection  3.2.d,  Figs.  3.7  and  3.8, respectively. 
Namely,  TJ"l  includes  the  leading  S-wave contribution  and  the  radiative corrections 
to  the  tbW vertices  as well  as  the  corresponding  real  gluon  emission  diagrams.  TJb) 
corresponds to the final state interaction diagrams together with the real gluon emission 
diagrams. The origins of the two terms in  the asymmetric distribution, T1 (VA) and T1 (FI), 
are discussed in  Subsection  4.3.a.  rt"l originates from  the interference of the vector 
and axial-vector tlV vertices (VA term), while T1 (FI) stems from the interference of the 
leading S-wave amplitude and the final  state interaction diagrams (FI  term). 
Figs.  5.l(a)(b)(c) show the [p i-dependences of the above terms rJ"l,  rJbl,  rtA) 
and TJFI)  multiplied by the phase space factor [p[2fe(E, p ) for  the top mass m, =  100, 
150, and 200 GeV, respectively, a_t  E  =  0.  We choosey =  0.03 for the cut on the bg  and 
bg  invariant masses in  these figures.  In all  figures in this chapter, we set <>,(mz) =  0.12. 
It can be seen that the effects of the final state interactions (TJb)  and T1 (FI)) increase for 
larger m,.  T his  is  reasonable considering the rapid growth of the top width  with  m,, 
since the final state interaction, which represent the exchange of gluons after the decay 
of resonances, are expected to be significant only  for  a short-lived top quark. 
The contribution of the final  state interaction diagrams to the spherical distribu-
tion,  [p [2TJblr0 ,  has  a  humpy shape form, =  100  GeV. (Fig.  5.1(a))  Meanwhile,  for 
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Figure 5.1:  (a) The separate contribution to the spherical and cos B distributions versus 
top momentum [p [, form, =  100 GeV and o:,(mz) =  0.12.  (b) The same as (a) but for 
m, =  150 GeV. (c) The same as (c) but form,= 200  GeV. 
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m, =  150 GeV and 200 GeV, rJ•l  has a smoother shape:.which enhances the momentum 
distribution 70 in  the low  momentum region  whereas suppresses the distribution in the 
high  momentum region as seen in  Figs. 5.1(b)(c).  For instance, this results in  the shift 
of peak position of the momentum distribution, [p [peak,  in negative direction at 5% level 
form, =  150 GeV. The contribution to the cross section vanishes upon integration over 
the momentum [p[; see Subsections 3.2.d and 4.l.b. 
In  each figure, it can  be  seen  that the main  contribution to the asymmetric dis-
tribution,  [p[2T1fe, comes  from  the  VA  term T1 (VA)  That from  the  FJ term, Trl), 
is  smaller.  This smallness is  in  part due to the smallness of the factor  K.,  and in  part 
because the main part in the loop integral in (5.0.7) cancels out by taking the principal 
value.  The significance of the VA term at the threshold, E  =  0,  is  almost the same in 
all  figures, m, =  100, 150 and 200  GeV. This contrasts with the VA term evaluated at 
the lowest lying peak  below threshold, which measures the overlap of the S-wave and 
P-wave resonances,  and  grows  rapidly  with  m,.  See  Subsection 4.3.b,  Fig. 4.7.  The 
magnitude ofF  I  term increases slightly for larger m,.  It is consistent with the behavior 
of the other final state interaction term rJ•>. 
The dependences of rJ•l  and T1 (Fl)  on  m,  and  [p [ reflect  the behavior of the S-
wave Green's function C(p; E).  We show the [p [-dependences of C(p; E) on the complex 
C-plane in  Figs.  5.2(a)(b)(c) form,  =  100, 150,  and 200  GeV,  respectively, with the 
energy fixed at E =  0.  The Green's function approaches zero as [p[ -->  oo  in each figure. 
Form, =  100 GeV, with a  relatively small top width, C(p; E)  oscillates rapidly as [p [ 
increases.  (Fig. 5.2(a).)  One  can  show  that C(p; E)  tends  to be more oscillatory  for 
larger E  [14).  This oscillatory  behavior causes the humpy behavior of rJ•l  as well  as 
suppresses rJ•l  and TJFI)  form, =  100 GeV. On the other hand, the [p [-dependence of 
C(p; E) gets milder form, =  150 GeV and 200  GeV due to the smearing effect by the 
large top width r,; see the contours on the complex plane in Figs. 5.2(b)(c).  Then one 
may  verify  the behavior of [p[ 2TJFI)r0  in  Figs.  5.1(b)(c)  by examining the integrand 
<X  Im[C"(  q; E) C(p; E)) in eq.  (5.0.5) with the above behaviors of C(p; E). 
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Figure 5.3:  The separate contribution to the spherical distribution as a function of top 
momentum fpf.  The three curves correspond to the energies E  =  - 2.52  GeV (at the 
first  peak), E =  0 GeV, and E =  2 GeV from the left-most to the right. 
We also show the energy (E) dependences of fp[2TJ"lr0  and fp f2TJblr 0  in Figs. 5.3 
for m, =  150 and y  =  0.03.  The effect of final  state interactions, TJbl,  becomes more 
significant as the energy  is  raised.  This can  be understood if we  consider TJbl  in the 
narrow width limit r,  --+  0 at the energy corresponding to some resonance peak E  =  En 
below threshold.  Then, the Green's function becomes 
¢,(p  )7/>~(0) 
ir, 
(5.0.8) 
so  that  the integrand  ex  Im[G'(q;E)G(p;E)]  vanishes in eq.  (5.0.5).
1  Thus, it is  ex-
pected that TJbl  is  smaller for  the narrower resonance widths and also at the lower lying 
resonances where the resonance levels stand apart from  one another.  Oppositely, TJb) 
tends to increase in the continuum region where the interferences among the resonances 
are more severe. 
In order to observe the energy dependence of the asymmetric terms, rt  A)  and 
T1 (FI), we show in Figs. 5.4(a)(b)(c) the energy dependences of the contributions of these 
terms to the  FB-asymmetry 6p8  form, =  100, 150 and 200  GeV, respectively.  It can 
be seen that the FB-asymmetry from the FI term is small, decreasing with energy. The 
1The S-wave resonance wave functions, ¢,.(p) and  1/Ju(xL  can be chosen real. 
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VA term increases as the energy is raised, since the overlaps of the S-wave a~d P-wave 
resonances becotne more  severe. 
We now examine the cross section for the kinematical region other than considered 
above, which is  also an 0(  a,) correction to the leading cross section.  These are the cross 
sections over the wider region  of bW invariant masses, O(a:) «  m~w - m~ ;S  O(a,). 
See discussion in  Subsection 3.2.e. 
with 
We are concerned  with the cross  section given in  eq. (3.2.86): 
(]'tfg  =  3a r,  IPI2  ~ ( IVA )  ~ ( IVA) 3cos  0 - 1  d  (IVA)  2  [  2  l 
d[p [dcos O  2m/ 
0  +  2  2 
~(IVA) 
0  [ ( - ~ + xg~g~)'  + x'(g~)'(g~)']· CF·411'a, · j ~  1 ~ 13 
(5.0.9) 
x [G(  q; E) I'  { <l'oo(Yo)  - K
2  <l'ss(Yo) + ~Po · ~< 2 <l'ss(Yo)} ,  (  5.0.10) 
[ (  - ~ + x 9 ~ 9~)'  + x'( 9 ~  )'( 9 ~)']· CF·411'<>, 
x j ~  I ~ I 3 I G ( q;E) I
2 
(  - ~P,) ~<
2 <l'ss(Yo).  (5.0.11) 
Figs. 5.5(a)(b)(c) show the distributions, [p ['TJIVA)f 0  and IPI'TJ'VA)fe, together with 
the momentum distribution  lp [2T0f 0  in  the region  m~IV - m~ ;S  O(a~), at E  =  0,  for 
m, =  100 GeV, 150 GeV and 200 GeV, respectively. The cut on the bg  and bg  invariant 
masses is chosen as y =  0.03.  One sees that the contribution TJIV  A) is larger for a heavier 
top  quark,~ 3% form, =  200  GeV.  'l~IVA )  is  quite small, and can be safely  neglected 
for  practical purposes. 
As a comparison to the above effects, we also demonstrate the effects of the O(a,) 
corrections  that  are  conventionally  included  in  the  calculation  of  ([ threshold  cross 
sections.  In  Fig.  5.6  are  shown  the  effects  of hard  gluon  correction[34]  and  of the 
radiative correction to the top quark width[30,31 ,32] on the total cross section form, = 
150 GeV. The former correction, (1 - 4CFct,/ 7r),  reduces the normalization of the cross 
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Figure  5.5:  (a)  The  top  momentum  distribution  for  the  kinematical  region, 
O(a~)  «  m~w - m~ ;S  O(a,)  for  m,  =  100  GeV.  (b)  The  same  as  (a)  but  for 
m, =  150 GeV. (c) The same as (a) but form, =  200  GeV. 
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Figure 5.6:  The total cross section versus energy, E  = fi- 2m., form, =  150 GeV and 
a,(mz) =  0.12.  The solid curve shows the cross section with full O(a,) corrections, while 
the dotdashed (dashed) curve shows that without the hard gluon correction (radiative 
correction tor,). 
section by about 20%.  The latter correction reduces the top quark width by about 10%, 
which enhances the cross section at the peak.  This effect becomes more significant for 
a lighter top quark. 
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Chapter 6 
Discussion 
6.1  Other Corrections 
The quantitative analyses of the cross sections presented in this paper are by no means 
exhaustive.  There are a  number of corrections that should be taken into account be-
fore comparing the above results to the real life experiments.  In particular, the effects 
of the initial state radiation  and  beamstrahlung are known to be important near the 
resonances.  Studies of the t[ threshold cross sections including these effects have been 
presented in  the literatures  [10,15,17,18].  Vve  also plan  to give the numerical studies 
including the effects besides the full 0(  a,) corrections to the cross sections in the forth-
coming paper[42].  In  the following,  we  list  the estimations of other smaller corrections 
neglected in  our numerical studies, which are typically at a  few  percent level.  Some of 
them are straightforward to include, but some of them are not. 
First, let  us  consider the higher order QCD  corrections.  The calculation of the 
complete second order QCD corrections would be a formidable task, where it is necessary 
to include all O(a;) ~  0({1
2
)  corrections to the Bethe-Salpeter kernel, top propagators, 
tbW vertex, etc.  It seems  that some new  technicalities should  be developed in order 
to accomplish such  calculations.  Nevertheless we  may estimate the magnitude of the 
corrections.  We quote below the effect of the running toponium width fe(E,p), inves-
tigated in detail in Ref.[13),  as a  measure for  the second order QCD corrections. 
As  we are interested in  the cross sections over the entire threshold region, we  need 
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to consider in  which kinematical region  there may be large O(a;) corrections.  One may 
categorize the kinematical regions by  noting that the expansion parameters of the cross 
sections near threshold are given  by  a, and fJ  with respect to the leading contribution 
For  the  total  cross  section,  the O(a;)  corrections  would  be  relatively  small  at 
the  resonance  peaks  where  the  leading  cross  section  is  most  enhanced,  whereas  the 
corrections would be more significant at the energies off the peaks, especially below the 
first  resonance.  Indeed  at the tail  below the first  peak, the effect of the running width 
exceeds 50% level, while it is  ~  3% at the peak.  Also, in the continuum region, it is 
expected  that  the  higher order corrections would grow  like  ~ fl 2  as the c.m.  energy 
is  increased.  In  this  region  the  effect  of the  running width  is  found  to be  ~ 2%  for 
fJ  ;S  0.1.  The matching of the total cross  sections in the intermediate region, fJ  ;:::,  a., 
was first examined by Kwong[9].  He showed the fairly good matching of the total cross 
section calculated in  the  threshold region  and that calculated in the open top region 
according to the ordinary perturbation theory by  including the 0(  a,) corrections.  He 
also  showed that  the matching can  be  made even smoother by a  reasonable choice of 
the momentum scale 11- in  the hard gluon correction factor, [1- 2CFa,(Jl-)/7r),  the shift 
of which corresponds to the inclusion  of a  part of the O(a;) corrections. 
Now  we  turn  to  the  O(a;)  corrections  to  the  differential  cross  sections.  One 
should note that, in  this case, relatively large corrections would be generated not only 
in  the large  fJ  region  but also  in  the  high  momentum region of top quark,  since the 
expansion now involves the powe.rs of [p [fm, as well.  The effect of running width, which 
is  the inclusion  of the  phase space  voluum  for  bW's, suppresses the  top  momentum 
distribution  as  ~ [1  - 3([p[/m,)
2
]  in  the  highly  off-shell  region.  It is  known  that, 
similarly,  a  large correction exists in  the O(a) calculation of orthopositronium decay 
distribution[43]  at the endpoints of the phase space (at the level of~  7a).  This large 
correction  in  the  highly  off-shell  region  of top  quark  differential  cross section is  the 
very origin of the discrepancy in the total cross sections that calculated via the optical 
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theorem and that optained by integrating the differential cross section in  the constant 
width approximation, which is  as large as 12% at the peak[13]. 
These considerations suggest  that the  total  cross section  calculated via the op-
tical  theorem is  more stable as  compared  to that  calculated  from  the integration of 
the differential cross section.  This is  because the total cross  section  includes only  the 
c.m. energy as the kinematical varable, and hence can be calculated directly from the 
imaginary part of the photon  vacuum polarization  without the detailed  knowledge of 
the differential information.  ln fact  the effect of the running width, which restores the 
unitarily relation, shifts the former cross section by 2 ~  3%, while the correction to the 
latter exceeds 10%. 
In summary, the theoretical prediction for the total cross section calculated directly 
via the optical theorem is expected to be quite stable for  the c.m. energies from above 
the first resonance to the continuum region, f3  ;S  0.1.  We estimate the 0(  a;) corrections 
to be at the level of  ;S  5% in  this region.  Also, the predictions for the differential cross 
sections would be more stable in  the low  momentum region, but the 0(  a;) corrections 
would grow in  the high  momentum region  proportionally  to ([p[/m1)
2
,  in addition to 
the normalization correction as in  the total cross section.  We estimate its coefficient to 
be  ;S  5. 
Regarding  the second  order QCD  corrections,  it  should  be  noted  that  the  FB-
asymmetry presented in  this paper is  already an  O(a,) quantity, always of the order 
10%, and the above corrections would appear as a  few  percent theoretical uncertainty. 
Therefore it is desirable to have t)le part of the 0(  a!) calculations that is  relevant to the 
FB-asymmetry in order to establish the reliable theoretical prediction of this quantity. 
We believe such calculations will  be attained in  due time. 
Let us now discuss other specific corrections. 
Also the electroweak corrections to the leading order amplitude become the 0(  aw) ~ 
O(a;)  corrections.  These  include  the  radiative  corrections  to  the  leading  diagram 
e+e- -->  t[-->  bl1f+bl11- as  well  as  the tree diagrams  which are  non-resonant  near t[ 
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threshold  but include single top pole in  the blV  -invariant-fi>ass channel.  It is  straight-
forward to include the corrections in  comparison to the second order QCD corrections. 
Among them, perhaps the most interesting are the effects of Higgs exchange between t 
and f,  which causes the threshold enhancement in  the light Higgs limit.  The Higgs ef-
fects are estimated in the literatures [10,15,18] for realistic top and Higgs masses, which 
give typically~ 5% enhancement in  the cross sections, but can become more significant 
for  a  light Higgs and  for  a  heavy top quark.  One may ask  that the photon exchange 
between t and [would induce the  potential~ - a/r, which is roughly O(a,) correction 
to the QCD potential ~  - a,j1·.  The answer is that it amounts to effectively increasing 
the strong coupling constant a,(J.L  =  a,m,) ::::  0.15  by about 3% in  the QCD potential 
when  the charge ratio  ~ 0) 
2 
=  ~ is  taken into account. 
As discussed in Subsection 3.1.a, the non-perturbative corrections coming from the 
low energy QCD is  expected to be quite small.  A part of such corrections was estimated 
to be less than 3% form, >  100 GeV[26],  which rapidly diminishes as m, grows. 
The last correction we consider is  the finite b-quark mass.  Vie neglected mb every-
where except in the QCD potential.  Other most significant correction from mb is to the 
top quark  decay  width  in  the leading order.  The effect of mb  is  largest for  a  light top 
quark (4% form, =  100 GeV) and decreases rapidly with m, (0.5% for m 1 =  150 GeV). 
6.2  QCD Potential 
Although we quoted the conventional QCD  potential in  Section  3.2, and used the im-
proved potential (given in  Appenaix C) in our numerical analyses, some cautions should 
be  made regarding these potentials.  We intend to compare our analyses with the ex-
periments to extract  the  value of a, defined  in  the  MS  scheme,  which  seems  to  be 
preferrable  in  many  respects.  However, the conventional  QCD potentials might differ 
by  a  constant  shift  of the coupling  from  the  potential  introduced  in  our framework, 
defined  using the Bethe-Salpeter kernel as in  eq.  (3.2.47).  The conventional QCD po-
tential, as calculated  by the authors of Refs.[35], is obtained by  evaluating the Wilson 
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loop of the quark line and extracting the energy between the quark and  anti-quark~ pair 
as  a  function  of the distance  between  them.  lienee,  it  is  given  gauge  invariantly  by 
definition.  The potential defined  in  our framework, however, is  not  necessarily gauge 
invariant.  Feinberg[6] obtained the similar potential as that in  Refs.[35] starting from 
the Bethe-Salpeter kernel, but he  used  rather  unusual renormalization scheme.  So it 
may happen that the potential as defined in the current work differs by a constant shift 
of the coupling constant a., of 0(  a;), which corresponds to the different choices of the 
renormalization scheme at the one-loop level.  We are currently re-calculating the QCD 
potential. The inclusion of the constant shift is straightforward. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
In this thesis, we reported the studies of the cross sections and the underlying physics for 
the tl pair production process in  the threshold region at e+e- colliders.  The numerical 
studies were performed including the full  next-to-leading order corrections, and we con-
firmed  the observation[2,10] that the tl threshold cross sections can provide clean tests 
of QCD. It was found  that top quark threshold physics is quite rich in phenomenology. 
We summarize our achievements below. 
7.1  Theory 
As  discussed  through  Chapters  l-3  based  on  the  original  observation  by  Fadin and 
Khoze, one may obtain quite stable theoretical predictions for  the total and differential 
cross sections over the threshold region for the tl pair production process in e+e- colli-
sions.  This is due to the large top mass, which renders the toponium to be Coulombic 
bound state, and  also  due to  the large  top  width, which acts as  the infra-red cut-off 
of the gluon momentum.  We  provided a  solid  theoretical framework  to deal with the 
toponium  resonances  in  Chapter 3  and  in  Appendices.  In Section  3.1,  we explained 
the basic theoretical concept by translating the above physical intuition into more the-
oretical form.  We saw explicitly  in  the uncrossed ladder diagrams the appearance of 
the leading threshold  singularities,~ (a,/fJt, due to the formation of threshold bound 
states.  Also,  it  was seen  that the gluon  momentum is  cut off in  the infra-red  region 
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at the scale  ~ Jm,r1.  The calculation of the full  0(  a,) corrections to the  5-matrix 
element and  the cross  sections were  presented step  by  step in  Section 3.2,  with  refer-
ences to the detailed  framework and  the necessary tools developed in  the Appendices. 
In effect, we  included the O(a,) corrections to the pole positions, the residues and the 
regular part of the matrix clement. 
7.2  Cross Sections 
In  addition  to  the total  cross  section,  which  has already  been  studied in  Refs.[2,10], 
we presented the analyses of the top quark momentum distributions and the forward-
backward (FB) asymmetry in  detail in  Chapter 4.  We have included  the full  next-to-
leading order corrections to the cross sections. The necessary formulas were summarized 
in Section 4.1.  Also, we examined the effect of each O(a,) correction on the cross sections 
separately in Chapter 5. 
Total Cross Section and Momentum Distribution 
In  Section 4.2,  we  showed  the total  cross section and top  momentum distribution for 
various values of m, and a,. The main structures of these cross sections are determined 
by the leading Coulombic enhancement together with the smearing effect  by  the large 
top quark width.  We reproduced the known results for  the threshold total cross section, 
and showed explicitly that it is insensitive to the long distance physics.  We also showed 
that  the  investigation  of  differential  cross  sections  will  provide  us  with  information 
independent of that extracted from the total cross sections since we may directly observe 
the wave function of toponium states in momentum space. The distribution extends over 
the momentum  range ~  (Bohr radiusJ-1  :::: a,m,. The peak position of the momentum 
distribution,  [p[peab  is  sensitive to a, since the  kinetic energy of top quark varies as 
the binding energies of resonances are increased or decreased.  Therefore, studies of the 
momentum distribution  together  with  the  total  cross  section  would  be  useful  in  the 
determination of the two parameters, m, and a,. 
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Asymmetric Distribution 
We have also investigated the asymmetric distribution of top quark in  Section 4.3.  The 
asymmetric distribution appears as part of the O(a,) corrections to the threshold cross 
section.  The major contribution comes from  the interference between S-wave and P-
wave  resonance states,  which  becomes  significant  for  larger m,  as the  widths of the 
resonances  grow  rapidly.  Therefore,  the  FB-asymmetry  increases  with  m,,  allowing 
its experimental study.  We  also  studied  the <:>,-dependence  of the asymmetry,  which 
becomes more sensitive for larger m,.  This is in  contrast to the total cross section, whjch 
loses sensitivity to a, due to the large smearing effect as m, grows.  A  careful study of 
the FB-asymmetry at future  e+ e- colliders would allow  an efficient cross-check to the 
measurement of a,. ln spite of the smearing of the resonance structures, there still exist 
the resonance poles in  the amplitude.  It is  seen  that the FB-asymmetry can 'measure' 
the relative magnitude of the level  splittings and  the widths of the resonances,  while 
it  is  insensitive to the normalization of the cross sections.  Since the level structure is 
among the basic quantities of QCD in  the threshold region, it is worth emphasizing that 
a part of the structure is measurable even with the large resonance widths.  Appearance 
of  the  FB-asymmetry  even  below  threshold  reflects  the interplay  between  QCD and 
electroweak interactions unique to the toponium. 
O(as)  Corrections 
The next-to-leading order corrections to the tt threshold  cross sections introduced by 
the present author are the contributions from  the ttZ0  axial-vector coupling[l6],  those 
from  the final  state interaction  diagrams, and also those from  the relevant real gluon 
emission process.  These corrections, besides other previously known O(a,) corrections, 
were  studied  separtely  in  Chapter 5,  and  were  found  to give  rise  to  the order 10% 
corrections  to  the top  quark  differential  cross  sections  as  anticipated.  It turned out, 
however, that the corrections from  the  final  state interaction diagrams, together with 
the corresponding real emission  process, canceled out altogether at O(a,) in the total 
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cross section.  This justifies the analyses of the total cross section given  in  Ref.[l 5] ').lp 
to the next-to-leading order. 
7.3  Other  Corrections 
There are still other corrections that should be included to the present analyses of the 
cross sections. They are discussed in Chapter 6.  The effects of the initial state radiation 
and beamstrahlung are most important.  It is  straightforward to include these effects. 
It would  be difficult  to  calculate  the  full  second order  QCD  corrections,  which  are 
estimated to give the corrections of typically  :S  5%.  In addition, the  QCD corrections 
would grow proportionally  to (Jp J/m1)
2  in the differential cross sections.  Most  of other 
corrections are straightforward to include.  Besides these corrections, there is a possible 
source of the modification of the QCD potential used in our analyses.  The calculation 
is currently underway. 
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Note Added: 
After completion of this work, we received a preprint by K. Melnikov and 0. Yakovlev[51], 
where the effects of the final  stale interactions on  the total cross section are calculated 
as the additional 0(  a,) corrections.  The method of the calculations are similar to ours, 
and their conclusion, that these new corrections at O(a,) vanish in  the total cross sec-
tion, is  in  agreement with ours.  They do not calculate the effects of these corrections 
on  the differential cross sections though. 
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Appendix A 
Perturbative Expansion Near 
Threshold 
As  the series  representation  L: cn(o,f{J)n +.  introduced in  Section 3.1  is  not very 
efficient  for  ,jS ;S  2m1,  one  needs  a  more systematic  treatment of the amplitude  for 
e+e- -> bW+/iw- in the threshold region.  In  this appendix, we explain how in principle 
the perturbation theory should be constructed in  the threshold region (Step 1 ~  3), and 
also how the calculation of 0(  o,) correction will  be performed in practice (Step 3).  We 
note that the main purpose of presenting the former is  to meet the theoretical interest; 
in  order to clarify  the theoretical  basis of our present work and also for completeness. 
While the prescription  would  be  useful  in  the case of narrow  resonances, it  becomes 
more  difficult  to  apply  it  for  the  resonances  with  relatively  large  decay  widths since 
the interference among various resonances  become significant[9].  In  a  more practical 
approach (latter) one  numerically evaluates the  Green's function  which contains the 
contributions from all resonancesj10].  [n  this manner, however, one cannot truncate the 
amplitude at some specific order of the pcrturbative expansion.  Part of the higher order 
contributions cannot be eliminated[29] though  all  the contributions up to the desired 
order {leading plus O(o,) correction) are included. 
To begin with, it should be reminded that in the threshold region 
E =  .jS- 2m1  ~  O(o;),  (A.1) 
the amplitude tends to exhibit the large leading threshold singularities only for the bW+ 
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and /iw- invariant masses' satisfying 
,. 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
according  to the power counting presented in  Subsection 3.l.a.  For off-shell  invariant 
masses m~w+  -mz, m~w - - mz »  o;m;, the enhancement of the amplitude disappears 2 
Therefore we will  constrain ourselves to the above kinematical region  (A.1), (A.2) and 
(A.3)  in the following context.  It is often convenient to use the momentum of the center 
of gravity P and the relative momentum pin describing the t[  system. i.e.  p1 = P /2 +p 
and  j51  =  P/2 - p.  At the c.m. frame, P  =  (2m,+ E,O), and the conditions (A.1), (A.2) 
and (A.3) are equivalent to 
p  ~  O(o,).  (A.4) 
Step 1 
We  first  decompose the  full  5-matrix element  by  its analytical  structure.  According 
to  Stuart[29],  one should  make a  Laurent expansion  of the  5-matrix element  about 
the resonance pole to identify the pole  position, the residue of the pole, and the non-
resonant background.  Then each of these pieces can be expanded  as the perturbation 
series of the coupling constant independently, and can be evaluated order by order in a 
systematic  as well as gauge-in variant manner.3 
In  the threshold  region,  the 5-matrix element for  the process e+e- -> bW+)iw-
can be  decomposed in  terms of the pole structures of the variables p0  and P 0  as 
5  (  P) =  R,(p)  +  R,(p)  +  R3(p, po) 
1'  p,  (P0 - w)(p? - ap)  (P0 - w)(P? - ap)  (p? - ap)(fi?- ap) 
R.,(po, p)  Rs(P, po)  R.;(p, p o)  C(  P) 
+  j OO  +  0  +  =<l  +  p,  '  - w  p1 -ap  p1 - ap 
(A.5) 
1bW in variant  mass distribution  naturally  has  the  width  ~ mtrt.  In  this  sense it  is  reasonable  to 
identify a; and  ow as the same order quantities. 
2The amplitude will  be suppressed by- a;  in  the very off-shell  region p0 , IPI- 0(!). 
3For  the case of bound  state,  not only  the powers of  a.~  but also terms with log(o; 1)  appear due to 
the  long range nature of the interaction[25]. 
103 where  p~ =  P0 /2 + p
0  and  p~ =  P
0 / 2 - p
0  We  fix  the frame  to the c.m. frame,  and 
suppressed  the  dependence  on  kinematical  variables other  than  p  and  P.  The  pole 
positions of toponium resonance and top propagator on the complex plane are given by 
w  and lTp  ~  (p2 + mz- im,f',)'/2,  respectively.  \~le consider the case of one resonance 
pole in  the s-channel  for  simplicity.  In general, one should sum up the contributions 
from all resonances. 
One wishes  to determine the pole  position (w  and  lTp),  the residues (R1  ~ R6 ), 
and the non-resonant part (C) perturbatively.  Each component may be expanded in a 
perturbation series by  noting that the variables p
0
, p, P
0  have certain  powers of a, in 
the kinematical  configuration of our interest; see eq. (A.4).  (e.g.  One may expand the 
component in terms of a,  after putting p
0  =  a;C  p  =  a,i), P
0
- 2m, =  a;(.) 
Step 2 
Next we consider how to determine the each component (the pole position, the residue, 
and the  non-resonant  part)  of  the  S-matrix  element.  The  full  S-matrix element  is 
classified diagramatically into two parts as 
(A.6) 
with 
(A.7) 
where the first term of (A.6) represents the diagrams that have tl state as the interme-
diate state, while the second  term  represents those without tl intermediate state; see 
Fig. A .1. 
V;,  and V,j  denote the one- as  well  as two-particle-irreducible'  (2PI) amputated 
Green's functions for  e+e-tl and tlbW+);w - vertices, respectively, and  V,~ is  the dis-
connected counterpart of V,j;  see Figs. A.1  and A.2.  C;1 consists of all  diagrams without 
4 Diagrams that cannot be disconnect.ed  by  cutting one  t and  one [internal lines.  (= Bethe-Salpeter 
irreducible) 
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Figure A.1:  Diagramatical classification of the S-matrix element for e+e- -> bW+);w- . 
The  first  and  second  term  on  the  right-hand-side  represent  the  diagrams  with  and 
without the t[ intermediate state, respectively. 
T ~~: =t:E 
+ -a:;: 
~ 
connected  disconnected 
Figure  A.2:  Diagrams  for  the  tlbW+);w- vertex,  V,1.  They  are separated  into  the 
connected part and disconnected part in  the t-channel. 
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t[ intermediate state for  the process  e+e- --->  b\!f+[;·ar-.  The dots in  the first  term of 
(A.6) represent the loop integrations of the tt relative momenta, contraction of spinor 
indices, etc.  The information of the resonance stales is  contained in  the full  t[ 4-point 
Green's function Q (with full  t and t propagators attached) defined by 
and in the momentum space, 
with 
(  ) J 
d'p  d'q  d'P  r(  P)  g x1,x2,x3,x4  =  "[2;r~~~ p,q, 
x  exp [ - iP · Kr 1 + x 2 - x3 - x4 ) - ip · (x 1 - x 2 )  +  iq · (x3 - x 4)]. 
As  we will  see in  Step 3, the 4-poinl function Q has the slruclure5 
x(p)x(q) +  r 1(p,q,P
0
) 
Q(p, q, P)  =  po _  w  (p? - up)(p? - up)( qp- uq)( iJl' - uq) 
-t- .. +  (regular part) 
,.;(p)  r;(p) 
XP(P)  =  - 0--+  -_ 0-- + (regular part), 
p1 - up  p1 - up 
r'(q)  r~(q) 
XP(q)  =  - 0 -
1
-- +  -:;;f------ + (regular part), 
q,  - Uq  q,  - Uq 
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
(A.lO) 
(A.ll) 
(A.l2) 
so that each term in (A .6) and (A. 7) contributes to the analytic structure of the S-matrix 
element given in Step 1 as follows: 
V; 1  • Q · V,j 
V;,  . Q .  V,~ 
C;J 
R,, C  (A.l3) 
(A.l4) 
(A.l5) 
Since there appear three different pole structures, the decomposition of the ampli-
tude is quite cumbersome.  We will  demonstrate how to determine the components (pole 
5Formal derivation of eq. (A.lO)  in  the narrow width limit is  given in  Ref.[41).  Eqs. (A.ll) and (A.l2) 
follow straightforwardly from  the definition of Oethe-Salpeter wave functions therein. 
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positions, etc.)  regarding only the P 0-depcndence of the amplitude d.  Ia Stuart [29).  The 
inclusion of the remaining structures is  straightforward though.  Let  us decompose the 
4-point function as 
Q(p, q, P) =  po  r_  w + D(Po),  (A.l6) 
where D(P
0
)  is  regular as  P
0 --->  w, and substituting this to eq. (A.6), we obtain 
with 
S1;  =  V;,(P
0
)  ·  po ~  w  · V,J(P
0
) + V;,(P
0
)  · D(P
0
). VtJ(P
0
) + C;1(P
0
)  (A.l7) 
V;,(w). T. v,J(w) 
po - w 
+ [\!;,  · r  ·  V,1)n(P
0
)  +  V; 1(P
0
). D(P
0
). V,1(P0
)  +  C;1(P0 )  (A.l8) 
(A.l9) 
Thus, if the perturbative expansion of w,r, v;,(P0), V,1(P0 ), and D(P0 )  are known, it is 
possible to make the systematic perlurbative expansion of the pole position, the residue, 
and the non-resonant background. 
Step 3 
As seen in Step 2, the only non-trivial perlurbative expansion of the necessary ingredient 
is  that of the  full  4-point  function  Q(p, q, P),  which  includes  the s-channel resonance 
poles  near threshold.  We will  demonstrate the perturbative expansion of Q(p, q, P) by 
applying the Bethe-Salpeter formalism to the case with finite  resonance widths. 
The 4-point function satisfies the celebrated Bethe-Salpeler equation 
Q(p,p',P)  SF(P/2 + p) SF( - P/2 + p) (2rr)
46
4(p- p') 
+  j "(f;fSF(P/2+p)Sp(- P/2+p)K(p,q,P)Q(q,p',P),  (A.20) 
where SF  denotes the full  lop quark propagator.  Bethe-Salpeler kernel K  is the sum of 
all  2PI graphs of Q with external legs amputated. (Figs. A.3(a)(b)) 
107 1'/2 4  p'  1'/2 + p  1'/2 + q 
---o-
---o-
1'/2- p'  1'/2- p  1'/2- q 
(a) 
+  1 +  I +  ... 
(b) 
Figure A.3:  (a)  A diagrammatic- a!  representation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation.  (b) 
Diagrams for the Bethe-Salpeter kernel K. 
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The leading order 4-point function  go  is obtained as the sum of leading threshold 
singularities,  I:  cn(cr.,/(3 )", by taking only the leading term on both sides of eq. (A.20) 
and solving it.  Namely, we  replace 
K(p,q, P) 
so - 1 +  , o __  i_ 
- 2  P? - o-g' 
1 
0  . 
so =~ --'-
2  fi?-o-g' 
g o= Cp . 4rrcr., . ,o_)  _,  ) 'Yo, 
p - q  2 
in  (A.20), to obtain6 
9°(p,q,P) =  9~(p,q,P) + 9~(p,q,P), 
with 
0  ( 1 + ,o  1 - ,o) .  0(  )  - 0(  )  0(  )  ga  =  -
2
- <81  -
2
- t  B  p, P  G  p , q; E  B  q, P  , 
0  ( 1 + ')'
0 
1 - ')'
0
)  1  1 
gb  =  -2- <81 -2- Po  _  .,-o  P -o  _  .,-o 
t  p  t  p 
X [-(2rr)
4.5
4(p - q) +  i(2rr)
3.5
3(p - q)B
0(q, P)). 
Here, 
.,-~  =  rn, + p
2 /2m, - if?  /2, 
and 
0  1  1 
B  (p, P) =  -o--o + -::o-Q· 
- p,  - 0" p  p,  - 0" p 
(A.21) 
(A.22) 
(A .23) 
(A.25) 
(A.26) 
(A.27) 
(A.28) 
(A.29) 
We  have identified  cr.;  and  cr.w  as the same order  quantities in (A.28), and  f~ denotes 
the top quark  decay  width  in  the  lowest order.  (Eq.  (3.2.7))  B 0(p, P)  describes  the 
6
This solution may be obtained  in  the following  manncrf25J.  First consider the equation satisfied by 
f f,{0 ~  9°(p, q, P),  (A.24) 
then  it  is  easy  to see  that  this  is  just  the  Green's  function  of  the  SchrO dinger equation,  G 0(p, q; E), 
multiplied by  the trivial  spin or  structure.  One may reconstruct Q0 (p, q, P)  by  expressing it  as the sum 
of the product of free propagators, the one-gluon-cxchange term, and  the  two-and-more-gluon-exchange 
term,  the last term of which contains eq.  (A.24). 
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propagation of t  or t after the decay of its counterpart.  The resonanc.e slate vanishes 
on the instant of the decay of either t or t,  and the remaining particle propagates as a 
one-particle slate[l3]. The product of the free  propagators is contained in  g~. 
At the heart of the leading 4-point function go  is  the Green's function G
0(p, q; E) 
of the non-relativistic Schri:idinger equation with Coulombic potential: 
- - 1 
co(p, q; E) =  (p I E - fi + if? I q ) '  (A.30) 
(A .31) 
Thus, it can be expressed using the Coulomb wave functions oPn( P)'s as 
co(  . E) =-L  .Pn(P)¢~( q ) 
p, q,  n  E - En + if?' 
(A.32) 
where n  include the continuum states. 
The perturbalive expansion  7 of the full4-poinl function g(p, q, P) can be expressed 
using the leading 4-point function g
0(p, q, P)  asl25,43] 
g = go + got,J(.go + got,J( .go.t,J(.go + ...  (A.33) 
with 
t:.K =  (1< - J<
0
) - [S.P'S.P' - (S
0t'(S
0t'J.  (A.34) 
For a  moment, we  neglect  g~ in  (A.25) and set go =  g~. Then we  may write 
go(  P) =  i L x~(p,P)x~(q,P) 
p,q,  n  E - En + if~ 
with the wave functions defined by 
iB
0(p, P)if>n(P)  X  I,\), 
iB
0 (q,P)¢~( p) x  (>.j. 
(A.35) 
(A.36) 
(A.37) 
7The expansion presented  here  is  incomplet.c  as  Q0  includes  the projection operator  (~  ® ¥)· 
Indeed, residual term with other spinor structure is  necessary on the right-hand-side of eq. (A.33), but it 
is neglected here.  Later, when we determine tf-r·-vcrtex up  to O(o&)  correction, the contribution from  the 
residual  term will  be estimated trivially.  (See subsection 3.2.b and  Appendix  B.)  Incidentally, the effect 
of [Sj;
1Sj;
1
- (5°)-
1(5°)-
1
]  in  t>K  amounts to including the O(a,) correction  to the top decay width 
r,. 
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Here,  I>. ) = (1, 0, 0, O)T 0  (0, 0, 1, 0)1",  etc.  are the spinor basis satisfying 
(A.38) 
Substituting  this  form  into eq.  (A.33)  and  making  an  appropriate  resummation,  we 
obtain the 4-point function including the next-to-leading order corrections as 
where 
g'(p q P) =  i L  x~(p,  P)x~(q,  P) 
'  '  n  E - E~ + irf  ' 
E~(E) - if~ 
x~(p,P) 
x~(q,P)  = 
En - if~ +  ix~ ·  t:.K ·  x~, 
X
0 mX-m
0 
·  t,J{ · X
0 n  o(  P)  . "'  Xn  p,  +' 0  =E'-'_ ""'-E--+-if..c'~, 
m;in  m  t 
-o(  P)  . "' x~  t:.K · x~x~ 
X,  q,  + '  0  E- E  +if'  ' 
m#;n  m  t 
(A.39) 
(A.40) 
(A.41) 
(A.42) 
with f: being the top qurak width including O(a,) correction, eq. (3.2.6), and replacing 
f~-+ fi everywhere in  x~ and  X~· 
At  this stage one  may  proceed  as  we  did in Step 2;  separate the pole part and 
the regular part of g'(p,q,P), make the perlurbative expansion of the pole position,s 
the  residue,  and  the  non-resonant  background.  Then  we  may  return  to  Step 2  and 
determine all  the components of 5-matrix element up to O(a,). It is  straightforward to 
extend the method to higher orders.  This is  how the perturbation should be performed 
in  principle.  For  example,  because  the  Coulomb  wave  function  .Pn(P)  contained  in 
the leading wave  function  x~ is  a  function of !PI/a.,  it is easy  to see that the shift of 
8 
As stressed by  Stuart [29],  the pole positions of the resonances are directly related to  the parameters 
~f the  fundamental  theory.  The  defining  equation  of the  pole  positions of 9  is  obtained  formally  by 
Inverting eq.  (A.33): 
(9°)-
1
- t>K = 0.  (A.43) 
What should be compared with  this in  the case of Z0  resonance pole is 
(A.44) 
where Tizz is the Z
0  self-energy, and  D
0  =  1/ (s - m~) is the zeroth order Z0  propagator.  For example, 
the gauge in variance of the pole positions of QED bound states is  shown in  Ref.[25]. 
111 resonance pole ix~·6Kx~(En) becomes the O(a,) correction to the leading pole position 
En  by identifying 6J( with the O(a,) or 0({3)  correction to the leading kernel K
0
;  see 
Appendix B. 
Unfortunately, it becomes outrageously difficult  to invoke this  prescription when 
the multi-resonance structure is  involved.  Therefore we  should adopt an alternative, 
more practical approach, which correctly includes all the corrections up to the desired 
order, but give up the elimination of higher order contributions as attained  by splitting 
the pole part and regular part of G
0(p, q; E)  [29]. 
From eq.  (A .39)  and  the  definitions of  X~ and  x~, it  is  clear that  the  next-to-
leading order 4-point function  Q
1(p, q, P) can be expressed  using the  Green's function 
of Schriidinger equation  which  does  not depend on  the relative time variables, p
0  and 
qo: 
Q
1(p,q,P) = c  ~ ~
0 
181
1 ~ 
10
)  i  B
1(p,P)G
1(p,q; E)W(q, P)  (A.45) 
with 
-1  - 1 
G (p, q;E)u• =  (p ,.X I  - - [q,.X' ) , 
E - II - 6 V + ifi 
(A.46) 
1  .  1  1  n (p,  P)  =  -0 - -1 + ~, 
Pt  - <TP  Pt  - <T p 
(A.47) 
and 
<T~ =  m, + p
2 /2m, - ir: /2.  (A.48) 
Here,  the perturbative potential 6V is  energy- and  spin-dependent,"  in general, and 
given in terms of 6]( as 
( 
1  + ·r"  1  - ')'
0
)  6V(p,q;E) =  -
2
- 181 -
2
-
/
~~ ~  .  1(  )  (  )  I(  ll(1+·r"  1- ')'0)  )  X  (h)(2•) - tB  p,P 6K p,q,P B  q,P  -2-181-2-.  (A.49 
9The  explicit calculation  shows,  however,  that  .6..V  is  energy- and  spin-independent at  O(o,.).  See 
Subsection 3.2.d. 
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It is possible to find  the graphs of 6]( that contributes to the O(a,) correction  by the 
power counting method as described in  Appendix B. 
with 
Now we include Q2  and see  how Q
1  changes.  As  Q2  has no s-channel pole, we find 
Q~(p, q, P) 
Q~(p, q, P) 
( 
1 +  ')'0  1 - ')'0)  1  -
-
2
- 181 -
2
- i  B  (p,P)G
1(p,q;E)B
1(q,P). 
(1  +  ')'
0 
181  1- ''~") __  1  ___  1_ 
2  2  P? - <Tb  p'1  - <Tb 
x[-(211')'.5'(p - q) + i(211')'5
3(p - q)B1(q,P)]. 
(A.50) 
(A.51) 
(A.52) 
Again,  the dots in  (A.50)  represent  the loop integrations  of the ([relative  momenta, 
contraction of spinor  indices,  etc.  The 4-point  function  Q1 (p, q, P)  obtained  in  tills 
manner includes all contributions up to O(a,) with the spinor structure (  1 ~~· 0  17'). 
Then we return to step 2,  and  insert  Q
1(p,q, P) into eq.  (A.6).  The S-matrix will  be 
obtained, which includes all O(a,) corrections correctly by construction.  The result can 
be  found in Subsection 3.2.c. 
One  may  find  the instructions of the  renormalization  prescription  in  the bound 
state problems in  Ref.[43]. 
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Power Counting Method 
We demonstrate the  power  counting  method of the diagrams for  the  process e+e- -> 
t[ _, bW+bH!-. This is presented in the context of two specific  problems concerned in 
the calculation of 0(  a,) corrections: 
(1) Determination of the spinor structure of the tlV vector vertex At, and, 
(2)  Identification of the diagrams which contribute to the Bethe-Salpeter 
kernel at O(a,). 
Vve  will  first  explain  the  power  counting  method  applied  to  the  diagrams  for 
e+e- _,  ([  _,  bW+bw- in  step  (0).  Then  using  the  result,  we  will  work  out  the 
above problems (1)  and (2). The conclusions to be drawn are 
(1) The ttV vector vertex has the spinor structure 
A~,  rx  (p, + m,)·/ (- Pt +  m,) + 0(/3
2
),  (B.1) 
and 
(2) The diagrams which contribute to the Bethe-Salpeter kernel are shown in Figs. B.7, 
B.8 and B.9. 
We fix  the gauge to the Coulomb gauge throughout this appendix. 
(0) Power Counting of Diagrams 
Let  us  first  neglect  the  decay  of  top  quark  and  develop  the  power  counting of the 
diagrams  for  the process,- -> tl.  (Fig. B.1) 
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Figure  B.1:  Diagrams  for ,- ->  tl,  neglecting the  decay  of top  quark.  Dashed  line 
represents the Coulomb gluon, and  the curly  line is for the transverse gluon. 
(0-1) Leading Threshold Singularities 
We  show  by  power  counting  that  a  diagram  for  the  process  , .  _,  t[ has  the 
behavior ~  a; /f3m  with 
m  = n - v3 - 2V.  (B.2) 
near tl threshold.  Here,  V 3  and  V4 ,  respectively, represent the number of the 3-point 
and 4-point gluon self-verti ces contained in  the diagram.  The  power counting has been 
performed under the following three conditions: 
(A)  The  kinematical configuration is constrained to the specific non-relativistic region, 
p~ - m, p~- m  ~  0({3
2
), 
k
0  ~  0({32), 
Pt =  - p,  ~  0({3), 
k  ~  0({3), 
(B.3) 
(B.4) 
where, Pt , Pt  and k  represent the internal momenta oft, [and the gluon, respectively, 
in the c.m. frame. 
(B) The diagrams with internal fermion loops are ignored, and only those with internal 
gluons and if  lines connected to the external lines are considered.  (Quenched diagrams) 
(C) The diagrams with ghosts are ignored. 
We note that the singularities will  be suppressed for the diagrams including trans-
verse gluons (gr), and  in  eq.  (B.2), m  decreases  by two for  the  each transverse gluon 
contained in the diagram.  This is  because the couplings of gT to the  top quark and to 
other gluons are suppressed by {3. 
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T ~ ~ 
'  o."Y 
c  : ~'1} 
g  7  , etc 
Figure B.2:  An example of the diagram for tl--> tl, neglecting the decay of top quark. 
[Explanation of Eq. (B.2)] 
As  the singularities  ~ (11(3)=  stem from  the  non-relativistic region of the loop 
momenta, we perform the power counting in this region.  The gluon 3-point self-coupling 
is proportional to the gluon momenta, so  that it is  accompanied  by  (3.  The gluon 4-
point self-vertex appears in the loop with less number of internal lines, so the number 
of singularities from the propagators gets reduced.  Here, we have not considered the 
power counting of log (J's. 
[Proof of Eq. (B.2)] 
For the kinematical configurations given by (B.3) and (B.4), t(l) and gluon prop-
agators are counted as~  11(32 ,  and the measure for the each loop integration d
4kl(2tr)
4 
as  ~  (3 5 •  Let us consider any 0(  a~) diagram for  the process tl -->  tl.  (Fig. B.2)  Then 
n  is given by 
1  1 
n  =  2
v3 + v. + 2
v3 ,  (B.5) 
where v3  denotes the number of tlg vertices contained in the diagram.  Meanwhile, the 
number of the loop integrations (the number of independent momenta) L  is given by 
L = I - v3 - v. - v3 + 1,  (B.6) 
where I  represents the number of the internal lines (propagators).  Then the power  of 
1 I  (3  of the diagram is expressed as 
m' = 2I- 5L - V3 ,  (B.7) 
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•' 
and using the relation 
(B.8) 
we obtain 
m' =  n + 1 - V3 - 2V 4 •  (B.9) 
Therefore, the behavior ~  a~  I  (Jm  of the diagram for -y·  --> t[  is given by 
m = n - V3 - 2V 4  (B.10) 
if the phase space factor ex  (3  is taken into account. 
[Leading Singularities] 
According to eq. (B.2),  the leading singularities (m =  n)  reside  in the diagrams 
with only  Coulomb gluons  where  V 3  =  V4  =  0.  One can  show[25]  that, among these 
diagrams, the additional suppression factor {3
2  is  associated with those diagrams where 
t(l) has to propagate backward in time when the each Coulomb propagator is  identified 
as connecting the points at equal time, for each of such t(l) propagator. This is  because 
the contribution to the loop  integral  comes  from  the negative energy  pole  of the t(l) 
propagator: 
(B.ll) 
Therefore, we may conclude that the leading threshold singularities reside only in  the 
uncrossed ladder diagrams
1
;  see Figs. B.3(a)(b). 
(0-2) Relaxing the Conditions (A)-(C) 
We examine how the power counting will  change if we remove the conditions (A)-
(C) in the above argument. 
(A') It would be formidable to extend the argument to the general kinematical configu-
rations.  Here, we examine an example which seems to exhibit the most singular power 
1This can be shown in  other gauges as  weli[33J. 
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(a) 
'  '  ' 
'  '  '  C[ ,, 
"V'V'J"V\.  "V\/'\/\.ff...  I  I  I 
'  '  '  '  '  ' 
'  '  '  ' 
(b) 
Figure B.3:  (a) The uncrossed ladder diagrams with Coulomb gluons, which exhib~t the 
leading threshold singularities.  (b) The diagrams which are  comp~sed of only tt and 
Coulomb gluons, but which are associated with additional suppressiOn factors. 
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1 /~2 
-(  ~( 
) 
I/~~ 
D  c  )  ( 
1 /~2  I I ~  2  II~  2 
Figure B.4:  Diagrams representing the attachment of a gluon propagator (Coulomb or 
transverse), with k
0
,  k  ~ O(fJ2),  to any two internal lines of a  diagram considered  111 
(0-1).  The powers of f3  show  the singularities of the propagators in  the diagram. 
count other than  the above kinematical  region,  considering that  the 1//3  singularities 
stem from  the non-relativistic  regime of the loop  integrations.  Let  us  take a  diagram 
considered in (0-1) for the kinematical configurations given by (B.3) and (B.4).  Suppose 
we attach a  gluon propagator with momentum, 
and  k  ~  0({3
2
) ,  (B.12) 
to any two internal lines of this diagram, see Fig. B.4.  In this case, there appear three 
additional propagators as compared to the original diagram, and the power count of the 
new propagators will  be ~ 1//3
2
, 1/(P, and 1/{3
4
.  The integration measure for  the new 
loop integral will  be~  {3
8
•  As  a  result, the power count of the diagram becomes O(a,) 
as compared to the original one. 
(A") On the other hand, if one considers the loop integrations over the relativistic region 
of any diagram, these are  not accompanied  by  the enhancement factor 1//3. 
(B') How does the power count change if there are internal fermion loops? First, if there 
is a top loop, the diagram will be suppressed by {32 on account of the energy conservation. 
Secondly, consider a diagram with loops of light fermions.  In the non-relativistic region, 
one should  replace  the gluon  propagators  with  the  fermion  propagators,  ; -', in the 
discussion given in  (0-1).  l-Ienee,  the  diagram  will  be suppressed at  least  by {32  as it 
includes two or more fermion propagators. The contribution from the relativistic regions 
119 ,. 
are the sam~ as in  (An). 
(C') The ghost fields couple only with transverse gluons, and the coupling is proportional 
to the momenta.  So the diagram will  be suppressed at least by (3
2  The contribution 
from the relativistic regions are the same as in (A"). 
(0-3) O(a,) Corrections 
We may conclude that the O(a,) corrections to the leading singularities, a~ + l j(Jn, 
stem solely from the relativistic corrections to the vertices and the propagators of the 
leading diagrams (uncrossed Coulomb ladders) as long as the decay of top quark is ne-
glected.  This can be seen as follows.  According to the discussion developed so far, there 
are two possibilities for the O(a,) corrections from other sources.  One is the case V3  =  1 
in eq.  (B.2).  However, since there is  no gluon  3-point self-vertex with  only  Coulomb 
gluons, transverse gluons will  always be involved, and hence it becomes the O(a;) cor-
rection.  The other possibility is  the contribution from the non-relativistic configuration 
of the gluon discussed in (0-2), (A'). Again the transverse gluon is  accompanied by the 
additional suppression  factors,  while the effect  of Coulomb gluon  for  this kinematical 
configuration is already incorporated in the uncrossed ladder diagrams. 
(0-4) Inclusion of the Decay of Top Quark 
Now we include the decay of top quark.  A  new  feature as compared to the non-
decay diagrams is that gluons can be attached to the b-quark.  In this case, the coupling 
of the transverse gluon  to b-quark is  not suppressed by (3.  Also, if the soft gluon with 
momentum k is attached to b-quark, the b propagator behaves as~  1/k. 
We have examined the diagrams and the kinematical configurations for the process 
,.  -> tl -> bW+!iw- which give rise to the O(a,) corrections to the leading singularities 
other than those considered above.  We find  the diagrams shown in Fig.  B.5 for  those 
which give contributions from  the non-relativistic  region.  r~ represents  the  sum of 
uncrossed Coulomb ladder diagrams.  There are two relevant kinematical regions of the 
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(i) 
(iii) 
+ 
:vvvv w 
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w 
b 
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(i i) 
(iv) 
Figure B.5:  Diagrams relevant to the decay of top quark, which contribute to the O(a,) 
correct10ns to the lead1ng singularities for  e+e- ->  bW+b_W _  Th  th  d.  .  .  .  .  .  ese are  e  1agrams 
wh1ch gJVe  contnbut10n from the non-relativistic regime. 
121 Figure B.6:  A diagram representing the one-loop QCD corrections to the tbW vertex. 
gluon momentum for these diagrams, 
region (l) 
region (II) 
k0  ~  0((3
2
),  k ~  0((3), 
k
0  ~  0((32),  k  ~  0((3'). 
(B.l3) 
One sees by power counting that both the region (I) and region (II) are relevant for the 
diagrams (i) and (ii), whereas only the region (II) is  relevant for  the diagrams (iii) and 
(iv). 
Also, the 1-loop QCD corrections to the tbW vertex contribute to the O(a.) cor-
rection to the leading amplitude.  This correction stems from both the non-relativistic 
and relativistic region of the loop integral, but it does not have any enhancement near 
([threshold. (Fig. B.6) 
These two corrections arc related to the corresponding diagrams for the real gluon 
emission process, e+e--> t[ -> bW+);w-g,  which also contribute to the O(a,) correc-
tions to the tl  cross section. 
(1) Spinor Structure of At 
Here we  show that  the spinor structure of the t[V vector vertex including the O(a,) 
corrections is given by 
(B.l4) 
in two steps.'  The definition of At  can be found in Subsection 3.2.b. 
2We  neglect  the  effect  of the  one-insertion  of the  non-instantaneous  kernel,  which  gives  an  addi-
tional contribution to the spinor structure of At.  Namely  we are  concerned only with  the first  term  in 
eq. (3.2.13). 
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(1-1) Amputated t[V Vector Vertex 
We first show that the amputated tfV vector vertex fk has the spinor sturcuture 
fk =  ·-/ + C  -t2,o  ·-/1 ~  'o) f + O(fJ'),  (B.15) 
where f  is some appropriate form  factor. 
It is  trivial that  the tree vertex equals 1\ so  it  suffices  to show that the 1-loop 
and higher loop diagrams all  have the spinor structure 
1 + -vo  1  -vo 
__  ,_,k_ - _, _  + 0((3') 
2  2  .  (B.16) 
According to the general  perturbation  framework  presented  m  Appendix  A,  the 
amputated vertex fk up to the next-to-leading order is given by the sum of "ladder-like" 
diagrams.  Namely, we  make certain modifications to the Coulomb ladder diagram. The 
th vertex is replaced by  the vertex including the relativistic correction[34): 
( 
2Cpa,)  k  1 --- I· 
7f  (B.17) 
The Coulomb propagators are replaced  by  the Bethe-Salpeter kernel up to O(a,) (see 
step (2)  of this Appendix): 
Ko =  (B.18) 
We should use  the t and [propagators correct  up  to O(a,) =  0((3)  for  connecting the 
above pieces: 
Sp(P/ 2 + p)  ( 
1 + 1o _  Pk/k) 
2  2m,  . E/2 + p0 - p 2/ 2m, +if,  (B.l9) 
(
.1  - /o - Pklk) 
2  2m,  . E / 2 - p0 - p 2/ 2m, +if,  (B.20) 
As  we  will  see  in  step (2) of this  A ppcndix,  the  Bethe-Salpeter kernel  ]( + 6K 
is spin-independent in  the subspace represented by(¥  181 ¥),after the appropriate 
time integral introduced in  the course of perturbative expansion. 
One  may notice  that the  vertex fk would  have the spinor structures other than 
those given in  (B.16) at 0((3)  if the Pklk terms of the above propagators give contribu-
tions.  Considering that the term Pk/k / 2m, is  0((3) in itself, all other components of the 
123 ,. 
diagram sh~uld contribute at the leading order form.  Writing the term pk-yk /2m, with 
the spinor structures of the vertices and the propagators on both sides, we  find 
1 +  -yo  0  pk-yk  0  1 +  -yo 
----y ---y -- =  0  etc.  , 
2  2m,  2 
so that this term cannot give contribution to the spinor structure of rk. 
(1-2) tlV Vector Vertex 
Note the spinor structure, 
p,  + m, (1 +  -y
0 
-yk1- -y
0
)  - j!,  +  m,  =  P<  + rn, -yk - P<  +  m, +  O(f3'). 
2m,  2  2  2m,  2m,  2m, 
Then by attaching the propagators to the amputated vertex rk, one finds 
for  the spinor structure of the ttl! vector vertex. 
(2) Bethe-Salpeter Kernel at O(as) 
The leading order 13ethe-Salpeter kernel is  given  by the Coulomb propagator 
0  1  0 
K
0  =  - iCF · 47fa, · -y  Tkf"~ , 
(13.21) 
(13.22) 
(13.23) 
(13.24) 
as it is the very part which contributes to the leading threshold singularities.  Here, we 
will find  the diagrams which contribute to the Bethe-Salpeter kernel at O(a,) (  =  tlK). 
First  consider  the  spinor structure of tlK.  As  it  is  already  an  O(a,)  quantity 
itself, the contributions from the·t(l) propagators which connect the kernels come only 
from their leading structures.  Therefore, it suffices to consider the spinor structures of 
the kernel tlK which survive when sand  witched by  ( ¥  0 ¥)  on both sides. 
In the case when only the QCD interaction is  taken into account, those diagrams 
that contribute to tl}( are the hard corrections
3  to the Coulomb propagator and the 
t[g<  vertices  according  to the discussion  in  (0-3).  These are  shown in  Fig.  13.7.  The 
3The correction factor  which stems from  the  relativistic  region of the loop integration, which is not 
accompanied by  the singularity  l/{3. 
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Figure 13.7:  Diagrams  representing the one-loop hard QCD corrections to the leading 
13ethe-Salpeter kernel. 
QCD potential at 1-loop level  has been calculated[35,36], which corresponds to 
tlKqcv  =  ·c  o  1  o 
- '  F  · 47fa, · -y  Tk)2"~ 
x :;  [cA {¥log ( f,) + ¥} - n 1 {~log (f,) +  ~}  J  (13.25) 
in terms of a, defined in  the MS  scheme.'  Here, n1  denotes the number of light quarks 
probed by the t[ system. 
Taking into account of the electroweak interaction, it is  expected from  the dis-
cussion in  (0-4)  that the absorptive part of the diagrams shown in  Figs.  13 .8 and  13.9 
contribute to the absorptive part of the kernel tlK b  Here  the Cl  (  )  d"  a  , .  ,  ass  a  1agrams 
represent the O(a,) corrections to the absorptive part of the top quark self-energy, that 
is,  the O(a,) corrections to the top quark width.  The diagrams belonging to Class (b) 
represent the absorptive part of the 1-loop electroweak corrections to the tfg< vertex. 
We  are  led  to  calculate  the  absorptive  potential  Cl llab•  corresponding  to  these 
diagrams according to the frame:vork given in  Appendix A: 
tl v  - (1 + -yo  1 - -yo)  ab•  - -
2
- 0  -
2
-
/ 
.'!L!!!l'_  (1 + 
0  1  °)  X  (h) (h)[-iJJ(p, P)ClJ<ab,(p, q,P)B(q, P))  --?- 0  ~  -y 
=  - i tlr, o 3(p - q)  __  -r_ 0 ~ 
( 
1 +  0 
1  0) 
2  2 
(B.26) 
(B.27) 
It turns out that only the contributions from Class (a) diagrams survive, which amount 
4See, however, the discussion in  Section 6.2. 
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t~b 
+~  +-6--
gT 
(I)  (2) 
\\'  t-e-l 
g- a-+-e-
(3)  (4)  +0 
+ Dirac ConJugate of (I) and (2) 
Figure B.8:  Class (a) diagrams of the cut-diagrams that contribute to the absorptive 
kernel t:;Kab•  up to the next-to-leading order. 
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T 
(i i) 
(iii)  (iv) 
+ Dirac Conjugate of (i)-(v) 
(v) 
Figure B.9:  Class (b) diagrams of the cut-diagrams that contribute to the absorptive 
kernel t:;K.b, at the next-to-leading order. 
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to O(a,) correction to the  t~op width(=  6r,), while those from  the Class (b) diagrams 
vanish altogether; see subsection 3.2.d. 
Because of this,  the spinor structure of 6 Vab•  becomes  spin-independent in  the 
b  d b  (~  .!..=L)  d  h  - su  space represente  y  2  <81  -,  , an  hence t  e spinor structure of the ttV vector 
vertex At  determined  in step (1)  becomes simple.  The spinor structure of At  would 
have been more complex if it were for  the contribution from the Class (b) diagrams. 
The readers might wonder if there is  contribution to the kernel 6K from the real 
part of the diagrams in  Class (b), namely, the 1-loop electroweak corrections to the ttg 
vertex.  It can  be shown,  however, that this is  not the case when we  renormalize 6K 
in the on-shell  scheme.  Consider the  1-loop electroweak correction  to the t[g vertex. 
There are two types of graphs, irreducible vertex correction ( W  and two b propagators 
in the loop) and reducible correction coming from self-energy (Wb) insertion on the top 
line. If  one adopts the on-shell renormalization scheme, the former is renormalized such 
that the real part of the correction  vanishes for on-shell  tops and at k2  --->  0 ( k  being the 
gluon  momentum).  The latter correction also  has a  vanishing  real  part for  a  on-shell 
top quark.  Therefore, the real  part of these corrections is  "small"  unlike the imaginary 
part which  cannot be renormalized  and is physical. 
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Appendix C 
Two-Loop Improved QCD Potential 
In this appendix, we introduce the two-loop improved  QCD potential which is  used in 
the numerical analyses of the cross sections given in Chapters 4 and 5. 
The QCD  potential  V(r)  describing  the tt system can  be written  as  the sum of 
a short-distance part and a  long-distance part.  The form of the  short-distance part is 
given by perturbation theory  due to the asymptotic freedom of QCD, while the long-
distance part has  to be determined  phenomenologically.  VIle  incorporate the two-loop 
perturbative QCD effects in  our short-distance part of the potential.  The overall form 
of the potential is determined  by fitting to charmonium and bottomonium data. 
The short-distance potential Vp(r) is calculated reliably in the perturbative QCD. 
In the next-to-leading order, the interquark  potential can be written as [6,35,36,37] 
CF 
llp(r) =  - -<>,(J.LdMs 
r 
where  the  coupling,  a.,  is  renormalized  by  the  modified  minimal  subtraction 
scheme and where we  have made· a  choice of the renormalization scale [45] 
J.lt  =  ~ex p ( - A(r)) 
r  b0 
with 
11  2 
bo =  -CA - -n1T,- 6  3  ', 
31  2  "I 
A(r) =  bo/'E + 37 CA  + 3TF I;[!'E + log(m.r) - Ei( -e51 6mqr)J. 
q:;: l 
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(C.l) 
(MS) 
(C.2) 
(C.3) 
(C.4) Here IE  =  0.5772  ...  is  Guier's  constant; Tp  =  1/2, CF  =  4/3 and  CA  =  3  are color 
factors; n1  is the number of quark  flavors  and Ei(- x) is the exponential integral 
1
00 dt 
Ei(- x) =- -e-', 
"  t 
(C.5) 
which parametrizes accurately the quark mass dependence of the perlurbalive potential 
[37]. In the massless quark limit, the next-to-leading order correction factor A(r) reduces 
to the well-known result [36,7] 
0).  (C.6) 
It should  be  stressed,  however,  that the charm and  bottom  quark  masses cannot  be 
neglected at distances 
(C.7) 
The running coupling constant a,(J.L)  is fixed by the J.L-independent QCD scale parameter 
(n  )  {  7r  b,  [  2  (  7r  b,)]}  A_!_  = I"  exp  ---- + -log  - - - +-
~ts  b0a,(J.L)  b6  b0  a,(J.L)  bo 
(C.8) 
with 
(C.9) 
which can easily  be solved iteratively. 
The  contribution of a  heavy  top  quark  loop  to  the  toponiu m  potential  can  al-
ways  be  neglected  due  to  the  asymptotic  freedom  of QCD  [46]  and  the  decoupling 
theorem [47],  because the lop quark  mass is  much larger than the inverse of the topo-
nium size of order a,m, for  a, «  1.  In  the zero  width  approximation  for toponium, 
the bottom quark loop contribution to the quarkonium potential can  also be neglected 
for  m,  ~ 100  GeV  [20].  Therefore,  the  effective  four  flavor  (nJ  =  4)  theory  with 
mu =  md =  m, =  0 and me= 1.5  GeV (fixed) can give a good description of the short 
distance potential for  a  wide range of inter-quark distance (r :<;  1/mb)·  When the top 
quark  is  heavier  and  the  decay  width  of the t[ system  is  as  high  as  a  few  Ge  V,  the 
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short  distance potential should be more accurately described  by the effective five  flavor 
(nJ  =  5)  theory.  Thus,  we  fix  nf  =  5  for  the  QCD  potential  and  retain  the charm 
and  bottom quark  finite  masses.  The next-to-leading order correction  factor  A(r) in 
eq. (C.4) is  then 
31  2  [  5 
A(r) = bolE +  37CA  + :/f- - 2 + IE + log( mer) - Ei( - e516mer) 
(C.lO) 
which is obtained by setting n1 =  5 in b0  and mu =  md =  m, =  O.  We set me =  1.5 GeV 
and mb =  5 GeV, whose values are fixed  throughout the paper irrespective of the values 
of me and mb that appear in  the fitting of the charmonium and bottomonium data. 
The J.L-independent QCD scale parameter A~7~) for n 1 =  4  and n1  =  5 theories are 
related through the matching condition [48] 
(C.ll) 
Since  we  work  in  the nf  =  5  theory,  the  perturbative  QCD  potential  is  completely 
determined once A~:~ is fixed.  Since the definition of the A  (nJl parameters are somewhat 
MS 
arbitrary,' we use the magnitude of the MS coupling constant at  J.L  =  mz (  = 91.17 GeV), 
a,(mz)Ms> to parametrize the strength of the QCD  interactions.  The value of A!.:!..  in 
MS 
our definition  is  then obtained directly from eq. (C.S).  The corresponding A~  value is 
MS 
obtained from the  matching  condition (C.ll) at mb =  5 GeV. The values of  A~~ and 
A~~ for a,(mz)Ms =  0.10 to 0.14  are given in  Table C.l. 
While it is justified to neglect dynamical quark mass effects in the potential at small 
distances (rmq «  1), they have to be taken into account at larger distances (rmq ~  1). 
In  Fig.  C.l , we  show distributions of - C,) rVp(r) =  1/a,(J.L1)Ms  as functions ofr for 
the  massive nf =  5  theory  and  the corresponding n 1  =  5  and  n1  =  4  massless quark 
theories for  a,(mz)MS" =  0.10 and 0.12.  For r «  1/mb, the effective n1 =  5  (solid lines) 
1
1f we use the approximate expressions presented by  the Particle Data Group [38],  the values of A~) 
b  f  II  A(:>)  (  (<)  MS  ecome as  0  ows:  Ms  =  0.068,0.140,0.253,0.116)  GeV  and  AMS  = {0.11 1,0.212,0.362,0.565) GeV 
for  a,(~z)Ms =  (O.JO,O.II,0.12,0. 13L respectively.  These values are about 6- 7%  larger than  the values 
quoted tn Table C. J. 
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Figure  C.1:  -CpjTVp(T)  =  1/a,(J.L1)Ms  versus  T. 
mu  = md  = m,  =  0,  m,  = 1.5  GeV,  and  mb  = 5 
for the n1 =  5 (n1 =  4)  massless theory. 
Solid  lines  are  for  nf  =  5, 
GeV;  dashed  (dotted)  lines  are 
and the massless n1 =  5 (dashed lines) theories agree with each other perfectly, showing 
that quark mass effects can be neglected at those distances (T;:;0.05 GeV-').  At these 
short distances T;:;  0.05 GeV- 1,  the n 1 =  4 theory deviates appreciably from the nf =  5 
theory and hence the n 1 = 5 theory should be used in this region.  On the other hand, 
forT  ;<:  0.2  GeV-
1  where most of the interesting charmonium and  bottomonium data 
are sensitive, the n 1 = 5  massless  theory (m, = mb = 0)  is  incorrect  since there the 
finite charm and bottom quark  masses are non-negligible.  Thus, in  order to describe 
as  accurately as  possible the short distance  potential for  a  wide  range of inter-quark 
distance,  we  adopt  the effective n 1  =  5  theory  with  finite  charm and  bottom quark 
masses. 
At intermediate and long distances, non-perturbative effects of QCD become more 
important. The inter heavy quark potential in  the region 
(C.12) 
is  known  [7]  to be constrained well  by  the charmonium and bottomonium data, which 
is roughly  consistent  with  the logarithmic potential of Quigg and  Rosner  [8].  At long 
distances, the potential may rise linearly reflecting the quark confinement. We therefore 
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parametrize our'_Phenomenological potential as follows: 
V(T)  Vp(1·) 
Co +  Ct  In f;;e - rfr1  + ar 
at  T  < T 0 , 
at  T  > T0 .  (C.13) 
We require that the potential V(T)  and its first derivative V'(T)  be continuous at T = T
0
: 
Co  - aTo + Vp(T), 
e'";,, [-a +  V~(T 0 )]. 
(C.14) 
(C.15) 
The above two conditions fix  c0  and c1  in  terms of the remaining three free  parameters 
To,  T1  and a,  for a  given a,(mz)Ms  value.  The derivative of the perturbative potential 
is given exactly by using the two-loop renormalization group equation as 
V~(T)  =  _ Vp(T) {
1 
_  a,(f.L 1)M5 
,.  7r 
X [bo  bl a,(:I)M5](1 + 2 - exp(  -e5 f6m,;~o- exp( - e5f6m&T) )},  (C.16) 
where  the  scale  J.L 1 ( r)  is  given  by  eq.  ( C.2).  It is  worth noting  here  that  the  term 
multiplying the two-loop beta function factor [bo + b1  ~]is unity at short distances m,T, 
m&T <<  1, whereas in the long distance limit m,T, m&T  :2>  1, it reduces to the factor 
(C.17) 
This is  nothing but the ratio of the coefficient (C.3) of the effective three flavor theory, 
bo(nJ = 3) = b0(nJ = 5) +  ~, and that of our effective five  flavor  theory, exhibiting the 
decoupling of heavy quarks at long distances.' 
By varying the free  parameters To,  T1 and a together with the constituent charm 
and bottom quark  masses, m, and mb,  this potential gives  a  good description of the 
properties of the bottomonium and charmonium data [38]  for a range of fixed a,(mz)Ms 
values.  Note that the dynamical charm and bottom quark masses in  the short distance 
2
In  order to obtain the perturbative potential where the second coefficient b1  also exhibits the decou-
pling of heavy quarks,  we  need  to use the two-loop {3  function in  the momentum subtraction scheme [49], 
which can only be  solved  numerically.  We  used  the MS  coupling constant for  convenience since the effect 
of the running of the coefficient b1  has been  found  to be  negligibly small  [50J. 
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Figure C.2:  The solid  lines are our phenonenological QCD potential V(r). The dashed 
(dotted)  lines  show  the  range  of  the  potential  accepted  by  the  5<r  variation of the 
parameter r0  (a)  from  its best fit  value at  a,(mz)~ 1 s =  0.12. 
part of the potential are  fixed  at m,  =  1.5  GeV  and mb  =  5  GeV,  respectively  (see 
eq. (C.10)). The results of the x' fit  to data for a range of a,(mz)Ms values are listed in 
Table C.l. The overall x' is found to be very stable to changes in a ,(mz)Ms for the range 
0.10  ~ a,(mz)Ms  ~ 0.14.  In  fact,  because of the steady changes of parameters with 
respect to a,(mz)l\fS, the parameters of the QCD potential can be very well parametrized 
by a  polynomial in  a,(mz)l\fS in  this range.  The fitted  values of the constituent charm 
and bottom quark  masses are slightly low at a ,(mz)Ms  =  0.10  while  they are a  little 
too large at a,(mz)Ms = 0.14.  The mass difference mb - m, is almost independent of 
a,(mz)Ms .  We note here, however, that a  relatively small  value a,(mz)Ms ~  0.105 is 
inferred from the recent studies of the charmonium and bottomonium spectra in Lattice 
QCD [39]. 
In  Fig.  C.2,  we  show  by  solid  lines  our  resulting  QCD  motivated  potential for 
a,(mz)Ms  =  0.10,  0.11,  0.12  and  0.13.  The  optimal  potential  as  obtained  by  our 
parametrization is  found  to be purely perturbative at r  ~  0.2  GeV- 1  (r0  ~  0.2  GeV-
1 
in Table C.1), logarithmic in  the region 0.3  GeV- 1  ~  r  ~  4  GeV-', and starts linearly 
rising at longer  distances.  As  anticipated [8,7],  the slopes of the logarithmic parts are 
common (c1  =  0.875± 0.010) to all a,(mz)Ms. In order to show the degree of constraints 
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coming from the onium data, we show in  Fig. C.2 by dashed and dotted lines the region 
allowed  by the five  standard deviation shifts of the parameters r0  and a,  respectively, 
from their best fit  values that are listed in  Table C.l.  The one-sigma ranges obtained 
by the MINUIT  program are 
for a,(mz)Ms =  0.12. 
7'o 
a 
0.235 ±  0.010, 
0.357 ±  0.025, 
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(C.18) ,. 
a,(m z )~l s  0.10  0.11  0.12  0.13  0.14 
A~  (GeV)  0.064  0.131  0.237  0.390  0.598 
A~  (GeV)  0.104  0.198  0.339  0.533  0.783 
me (GeV)  1.105  1.298  1.550  1.898  2.375 
mb (GeV)  4.556  4.728  4.956  5.279  5.731 
r0  (GeV 
1
)  0.208  0.233  0.235  0.207  0.168 
r 1  (GeV 
1
)  3.962  3.808  3.740  3.745  3.749 
a (GeV')  0.359  0.354  0.357  0.373  0.401 
x'  16.57  17.98  19.30  20.38  20.87 
Table C.l 
Parameters of the QCD motivated potential fitted to the charmonium and bottomonium 
data, together with  the corresponding  rrlinimal  x'.  The  A~ ~  values  are fixed  by  the 
definition (C.8) with mz =  91.17 GeV, and the corresponding A~~ ~ values are calculated 
by  the matching condition (C.ll) at mb =  5 GeV. The remaining five  parameters me, 
mb, r 0 ,  r 1  and a  have been f1tted  to the data which are listed in  Table C.2. 
QCD 
0  II  0  12  0 I] 
a,(mz)).iS  .r'  x'  x' 
cC  data 
m(ISl  ]068±2  3068  0  3068  0  ~068  0 
m{ \ J>l  m {\5)  4S7± 10  '29  8 I  42S  10 2  421  II 7 
r 2/rl  0 43H0.06  0.496  I 2  0 472  o.s  0.448  0. 1 
bb  data 
m( \Sl  945H2 S  9452  0  94S2  (\  9·152  0 
111  (251- m( lSl  567i3  )69  0.7  570  08  S70  1.0 
m (JS)  m ( 15)  900±2 5  902  09  002  09  902  08 
m( [/l)- m ( lS)  448±2 5  447  0 J  447  O.l  <1:17  0 3 
m (21')- m ( \Sl  809H  796  4 5  797  4.3  797  4.2 
rl;r l  0.4 39i0.03  0 397  19  0.199  I S  0  199  1.8 
r );rl  0 J28.t0 OJ  0 ]07  0 s  0.307  0 s  0 ]06  0 s 
x:u. _  18 0  19.)  20 4 
Table C.2 
The optimum fits  to  charmonium and  bottomonium data for  our two-loop  improved 
QCD potential. The contribution of each data point to x' and their sum are also given. 
Masses  are given  in  the  MeV  units.  The QCD  motivated potential has  the two-loop 
improved short distance behavior for a given value of a,(mz)Ms· The parameters of the 
fitted potentials are listed in Table C.l  and in  the text.  f n 's are the leptonic widths of 
the nS states.  Only their ratios have been fitted because of the large perturbative QCD 
correction to the width.  The mass difference m(2S) - m(lS) for  the charmonium has 
not been fitted since m(2S) is affected by the mixsing to the DD channel. 
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Appendix D 
Calculation of Absorptive Potential 
We present an explicit  calculation of the absorptive potential Vab.(P, q; E) in  this ap-
pendix.  The contribution from  the cut-diagram  (iii)  (See  Fig.  3.8)  to the absorptive 
potential is shown as an  example. 
The definition of the perturbative potential is  given in  eq. (A .49): 
( 
1 + ·r"  1- 1")  6 V(p, q ; E) =  -2- 181 -2-
/ 
dp" ~ ~  .  .  (1+1°  1-1")  x  (h){h) - zB(p, P)6K(p, q, P )B(  q, P )]  -
2
- 181  -
2
- .  (D.l) 
Here, P = (2m, +  E, 0) is the momentum of the center of gravity, and 
B(p, P) = 
1 
+  =-:c:-------::-- 1~---
E / 2 +  p
0
- p
2/2m, + if,  E/ 2 - p0 - p 2/ 2m, + if,.  (D.2) 
We may use  the Cutkosky relation to evaluate the contribution from  cut-diagram (iii) 
to 6J(ab,:1 
- 2i6  V3(p, q; E) 
(
] +  0  1- ")  (1+  0  1  0 
X  ---?- 181 ---?- (M3N~) ---?- 181  ~~ ) ,  (D.3) 
where 
M _  (9w)' _  l - Is  l - Is 
3  - - .;2  u(pb)  f.v+(Pw)-
2
- 181  f.v-(:Dw)-
2
- v(pb),  (D.4) 
'We haves· (q, P)  instead of B(q, P)  in  eq.  (D.3) since  the corresponding part of the diagram is on 
the right of the cut. 
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2 
2  l -Is  l - Is  N3  ~  _ ,  J2  9,  u(p.)  f.v+(l'IV)-2- 0  liv-(PIV)-2-v(p.) 
1 
x (kO - n0-k + ic)(k0 - ll0·k - ic)J kJ2  ·  (0.5) 
Here, the unit vector in  direction of b (b)  3-momentum is denoted as n 0 (ii0); k = q- p is 
the gluon momentum; dil>2(bW+) and dil>2(bW- ) are the two-body phase space of bW+ 
and /iw-, respectively, fixing t and [momenta 7'& + l'IV  =  P /2+p and Po+ PIV  =  P /2- p. 
On the right-hand-side of eq. (0.5), we  replaced the b-and b-propagators by the eikonal 
factors noting that the relevant kinematical  region of the exchanged gluon momentum 
JS 
(0.6) 
Taking the spin sum of b-quarks,  eq.  (0.3) reduces to 
- 2it.V 3(p,q; E) 
:::  - iCF (
9
;;)
4 
g; I  (J:,'Jtt0  I:_  I  d<!>,(bW+)dil>2(bW- ) B(p,P)B'(q,P) 
V  2  W.sptn 
[
1+1° .;  l -Is ,.(  d"  l -1s l +1°]  [l-1°  .!"  l - Is" .;  l - 1sl- 1°]  x  -2- rw+-2-nrw+- 2 ___  2_  0  -2- nv--2-nrw--2---2-
1 
x (k0 - no k - ic)(k0 - n0·k +iE)JkJ2'  (O.?) 
for the color singlet tl pair.  We keep only the part that contributes to the desired order. 
Namely, we should take only the leading  part on the right-hand-side of eq. (0.7), since 
the final-state-interaction  contribution is  already  an  O(a,) quantity  compared to  the 
leading threshold singularities. 
The  bW+  and  blV- phase space  1n  the t[ c.m.  frame  can  be expressed  in  the 
leading order as 
(0.8) 
(0.9) 
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with r  =  miv/mz.  These expressions coincide with  the phase space in  the bW+  and 
liw- c.m.  frame,  respectively, since the velocity of virtual t or [is small: 
p 
po /2 ± l'o  ~  O(a,).  (0.10) 
We may take the spin sum of W  polarization vectors, and in  the leading order 
I: 
l - Is  l - Is  (1 - r)(1+ 2r)  [  0  ;  ']l- Is  (0.11)  (w+ - 2- · A f.v+  -
2
- :::  2r  m,  I  + ~<nbl  -2-
w+.spin 
I: 
1 -Is _  I - Is  (1 - r)(l+ 2r)  [  0  _;  ']l-Is  (0.12)  f.v--
2
- P o  (w--
2
- :::  2r  m,  I  + ~<nbl  -2-
w - .spin 
with  K  =  (1 - 2r)/(l + 2r).  Therefore, we  have 
- 2it.  V3(p , q; E) 
~  .  (gw)
4 
2 [(l- r)
2
(1+2r)  ]
2
_1  I.'!E".. ..'!i'.  B(  P)B"(  P)  - - zCF  J2  g,  64IT'r  m,  Jk J2  (2~) (h)  p,  q, 
[
1+10  .. 1+10]  [1-10 (  0  j j) 1- 10]  xI  df1 11,df1n,  -
2
- (1° + ~<n~1') -
2
- 0  -
2
- I  + ~<n&l  -
2
-
1 
X  . 
(k0 - n0-k - ic)(k0 - 110-k + ic) 
(0.13) 
Next we  perform the integration J (t0, J  ~'  J  dfln, and J  dfln,- Let us define 
- 1  (  1  1  ) 
:::  (n0 - fi0)-k + ic  - fl0-k + if, +  n0-k + if,  (0.14) 
(0.15) 
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',fhen one may readily  check  the following formulas: 
(D.16) 
(D.l7) 
(D.18) 
(D.19) 
where 
(D.20) 
(D.21) 
- ~ [ 1 - A tan-
1 G)] [  1rA  + 1 - A tan- ! G)],  (D.22) 
and A =  f t/[k[.  2 
Using 
(9•v)' (1  + 2r)(1 - r)
2 
r,  ~  .j2  327rr  m,,  (D.23) 
we finally obtain 
2Note  that  A 4  -t  ~  for  t:.  <<  jk j  <<  rt 1  while  A4  --+  0  for  jk j < < £,  since  :F  tends  to  pure  real  in 
eqs. (D.!7) and (D.JS).  This facl is  related to taking the principal value in  the integral in  lhe lop quark 
momentum distribution, cq. (4.1.11). 
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